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“In the beginning the universe was created. This has made a lot of people very
angry and been widely regarded as a bad move.” – Douglas Adams
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Large Astronomical

Data Sets

Abstract: Astronomical data sets are growing to enormous sizes. Modern surveys
provide petabytes of image data and catalogs with billions of sources, each with
hundreds of associated parameters. This creates the need for new mechanisms of data
mining: data storage, processing, selection, disclosure, visualization and interaction.

Astronomy is a data driven discipline, where raw data is sacred. Data archives
turn into information systems, where data and processing is shared. A key element
in this is storing information about how each data product is derived, creating a full
data lineage of the entire processing chain. Astronomy is a very open field, where
data is public by default, which gives astronomy a head start in this trend that is also
seen in other sciences.

The use of these information systems requires intensive interoperation between
data storage, processing and visualization. By utilizing data lineage this integration
will be profound, without integrating everything in one system. One of the things
this will lead to is a more declarative way of interaction with the data. Scientists will
be able to specify the data they require on a higher level than before: the information
system will decide how to fulfill the user’s request in an optimal way. This allows
for query driven visualization that scales to billions of sources while maintaining
interactivity.

A field that will benefit from this approach that has our particular interest is
the evolution of galaxies. The open questions require large scale multi-dimensional
datasets to be answered. The interaction of galaxies with their environment is im-
portant, but not well understood. What properties of galaxies are most influenced
by the environment? What are the relative roles of different interaction mechanisms?
Where and at what timescales do these mechanisms occur? How should the envi-
ronment be quantized at all? Exploring the parameter space, algorithm choice and
sample selections to answer these questions is a driver in our research.

11
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1.1 Data Explosion in Astronomy

Current optical catalogs like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey contain almost a billion
sources with hundreds of parameters per source. In the future, astronomers will
be engaged in even larger and deeper surveys to study the evolution of galaxies and
cosmology to even greater detail. For example, OmegaCAM will provide a 1500 degree
optical survey of galaxies (KIDS). This optical data will be combined with infrared
data from the VISTA telescope (VIKING). Euclid plans to cover 20 000 square degree
and will detect up to 1010 galaxies (Laureijs, 2009).

1.1.1 Growth of Data Volume and Analysis Capacity

The exponential growth of raw data in astronomy is equaled by the growth in process-
ing power, but this is offset by other factors. Bandwidth increases at a slower pace
than the data, the current trend is to bring processing to the data instead of the more
traditional other way around. Information that will lead us to new insights is buried
deeper in the raw data, requiring more processing to retrieve it. The human brain,
the last step in data analysis, can only interpret a limited amount of information.
It is not insightful to create multi-dimensional scatter plots of thousands of objects.
More processing power and smarter techniques are required to compress the data to
meet these human limits.

1.1.2 Analysis of Large Scale Multi-Dimensional Data

While this data explosion affects all parts of astronomy, the focus in this thesis is
on source catalogs. The data growth of catalog data manifests itself in two ways:
the number of objects grows and the number of quantified properties of these objects
increases as well.

Analysis: Needles or Haystacks

The growth of detected sources leads to scalability problems, which can be represented
in two extremes. On one hand it becomes more difficult to find the ‘the needles in the
haystack’, the few objects that have the specific properties that a scientist wants to
study, e.g. evolving galaxies or stars with exoplanets. On the other hand, studying
‘the haystack’ itself is harder as well, e.g. studying the large scale structure of the
universe.

Analysis: Parameter Complexity

Besides cataloging more and more sources, we also quantify more properties of these
sources. Dealing with the growth of parameters poses a problem that might be even
harder to solve than the scaling of the number of sources.

For example, it is common in astronomy to combine data from different telescopes
and surveys: La Barbera et al. (2008) study the fundamental plane with optical SDSS
and infrared UKIDSS data. This increases the dimensionality of the data rapidly,
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such as in color space. Color is defined as the difference between two magnitudes that
correspond to different spectral bands. With five bands (e.g. SDSS) there are ten
different colors, with two times five bands (e.g. SDSS and UKIDSS combined) there
are 45 different possible colors. Exploring data with such increased complexity poses
a challenge.

1.1.3 Collaboration and Sharing

In the last couple of decades, astronomical research is more and more performed by
groups of scientists. It has become harder to share data for collaboration, because
growth in bandwidth does not follow the growth in the volume of the data. The
current trend is to store data on central servers from which the data is distributed
only if necessary.

The coordination of these groups can be tight or loose: it is even possible for
collaborators to have never met in person. Furthermore, due to the internet, data is
more easily shared between scientists that do not have a formal collaboration at all,
e.g. through the Virtual Observatory. For sharing data in this manner, it is essential
that not only the data itself is shared, but also information about what the data
represents and how it is created.

1.1.4 Interactive Exploration and Visualization

Besides effects on storing and processing the data, larger data sets also cause problems
for visualizing and exploring the data interactively. Most visualization software does
not have the scalability required for displaying millions of objects. A close interoper-
ation between visualization tools and the processing and storage systems is necessary
to tackle the scalability issues.

1.2 Galaxies as a Multi-Dimensional Problem

The evolution of galaxies is a field where large scale, multi-dimensional data sets
are needed. There are about 200 billion galaxies in the entire universe, about the
same number as stars in the Galaxy. It is expected that we will be able to observe
1 to 2% of the galaxies, which sets the scale for future data sets. Studying the
differences between so many galaxies and understanding the cause of these differences
is a daunting task. We are beginning to understand the general trends in galaxy
evolution, but the relative importance of various effects are still unknown (section
1.2.2).

An important element in these relations is the environment of the galaxies. The
properties of galaxies are very different in low-density voids than in the high-density
centers of galaxy clusters. The intermediate densities between the field and the cluster
is a most interesting region in this parameter space, because galaxies interact the most
with their environment at these densities. There are several proposed mechanisms
that drive the evolution of galaxies that could explain some of the perceived trends
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and relations, but evidence for these is often anecdotal. The relative roles of the
mechanisms is therefore unclear.

1.2.1 Galaxy Relations

Even before the ‘extragalactic nebulae’ were confirmed to be galaxies, they were
already classified by Hubble in two types: ellipticals and spirals. Hubble called these
respectively early types and late types, however, these labels do not refer to an implied
temporal evolution (Hubble, 1927). This denomination is still often used today.

In color space, this bimodality of galaxies is even stronger (Strateva et al., 2001;
Ball et al., 2008): red galaxies are in general ellipticals and blue galaxies are spirals.
This bimodality has been extended and correlates with a number of other parameters
of galaxies (table 1.1). The Morphology-Density Relation (Dressler, 1980; Whitmore
et al., 1993) states that the fraction of elliptical galaxies to spiral galaxies correlates
with the local galaxy number density: the higher the density the more early-type
galaxies. This relation is even stronger for high luminosity galaxies (Ball et al.,
2008), and also correlates with mass and concentration (Baldry et al., 2006). There
are more properties that correlate. For example, at fixed mass, nuclear activity de-
pends strongly on density, and star formation —a property which is relatively hard
to quantify— correlates extremely well with density (Kauffmann et al., 2004).

Attribute Early Types Late Types
Morphology Elliptical Spiral
Color Red Blue
Environment High density Low density
Structure Concentrated Extended
Mass High Mass Low Mass
Population Old Stars Young Stars

Table 1.1: Bimodality of Galaxies

The bimodality described in table 1.1 is simplistic. For example, there are also
red spirals, and blue ellipticals (Bamford et al., 2008). The correlations also differ in
strength: Van der Wel (2008) shows that morphology correlates mainly with environ-
ment, but structure mainly with mass. In particular, galaxies that do not fall neatly
into these categories can give rise to new insights which cannot be found by studying
the trends alone. These are often evolving galaxies such as the flaming blue galaxies
of Braglia et al. (2007).

Although general relations between properties of galaxies are known, it is not
clear what combinations of parameters best represent primary relations and which
parameters only correlate due to secondary relations. Astronomical data sets have
grown to contain hundreds of parameters, from which the important ones have to be
extracted. Data analysis software should be able to deal with these very large number
of parameters in our attempts to study the relations between them.
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1.2.2 Galaxy Evolution

Galaxies are not static objects, in their lifetime of several billion years they evolve.
Their stellar (and interstellar) composition changes, as well as non-local properties
such as their shape. The prevailing idea, in a very simplified form, is that galaxies
form as late types, fall into galaxy clusters and by interaction with their environment
transform into early types. During this evolution, the properties listed in table 1.1
change from values in the right (late type) column to values in the left (early type)
column. These changes are not immediate, they happen on different timescales and
at different epochs in the evolution of the galaxy. The opposite direction is also
considered to be a possibility. Left alone, an elliptical galaxy might relax into a disk
galaxy with an elliptical shaped bulge in its center.

The evolution of a galaxy can happen on short timescales with respect to the total
lifetime of the galaxy. This means only a small fraction of the galaxies are currently
undergoing such a transition. The study of these different evolutionary phases of
galaxies led to the proposal of several mechanisms that can make a galaxy evolve.
These mechanisms include passive evolution, strangulation (Larson et al., 1980), ram
pressure stripping (Gunn and Gott, 1972) and minor and major mergers.

In general, these mechanisms occur at different epochs of the galaxy evolution and
in different environments (Moran et al., 2007). An open question is what the relative
roles of these mechanisms are. Because they can happen on a short timescale and
can cause very abrupt changes in the galaxy (e.g., star formation bursts or sudden
cessation of star formation), galaxies that are actually involved in such a mechanisms
are rare and therefore studied mostly anecdotal.

To perform a better, quantitative analysis of which role each mechanism plays in
order to derive a representative picture of how galaxies evolve, large data sets are
necessary.

1.2.3 Nature or Artifact: the Influence of Algorithms

The parameters used in studying the evolution of galaxies can have a complex deriva-
tion. Often, a scientist has his or her preferred method of calculating a specific
parameter. The methods we choose to quantify the properties of the galaxies can
have an influence on the results. This is especially true for parameters that can not
be measured directly from image data, such as the mass of an object.

The environment of a galaxy is a property that is hard to quantify. There are
different methods to estimate it, each with different pros and cons and free parameters
to set. The properties in table (1.1) correlate with the environment of galaxies.
Evolution of galaxies occurs mostly in the boundaries of clusters, which are regions of
intermediate density. The density of these regions is the hardest to quantify correctly.
The effect of different methods to quantify the environment on the relations between
galaxies is not well understood yet.

To study the effects of algorithm choice, the system processing the data should
be flexible and transparent in the choice of method. Furthermore, it is beneficial if
exploration of different methods is possible on a high level, such as from within visu-
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alization software. Due to sharing, scalability and interaction requirements, systems
designed for large datasets can have properties that are well suited for these goals.

1.2.4 Effects of Sample Selection

Just like in any other field of science, the proper choice of samples is crucial in
astronomical research. First of all, there is always a selection effect inherently in the
data, due to the limits of instrument used to collect it. Furthermore, explicit sample
selection is performed at different stages in astronomical analysis: when accessing the
survey data, before and after calculation of parameters and while visualizing the data.

In a field where experiments are mostly impossible, astronomers have become well
aware of selection effects and the influence they can have. As an example relating to
galaxy evolution, the relation between the fraction of early type galaxies and density
depends on whether a luminosity selected sample or a mass selected sample is used
(Holden et al., 2007; Van der Wel et al., 2007).

Catalogs with billions of sources make managing these selections more difficult
but also more important. For example, it can be on the one hand too expensive (in
bandwidth or processing power) to have a selection that is broader than needed, but
on the other hand having to redo calculations because the selection was too narrow
is wasteful as well. A flexible sample selection mechanism is essential to for a system
managing such large datasets. This is especially the case in the data exploratory
phase where selections are often performed interactively.

1.3 Techniques for Handling Large Scale Data

In the previous section we pointed out that astronomical research requires large scale
multi-dimensional data sets. We identified several requirements for the software deal-
ing with such data. The way data is handled should

� be scalable to billions of sources with hundreds of parameters,

� facilitate sharing of the data between scientists,

� enable interoperation of software dealing with the data,

� enable trend finding and outlier detection,

� enable exploration of methods and process parameters and

� have transparent and interactive sample selection.

An information system with persistent data with data lineage can meet most of the
listed requirements. It is useful to divide working with data into four parts:

� Storage of Data Products (section 1.3.1)

� Bookkeeping and Data Lineage (1.3.2)
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� Processing (1.3.3)

� Visualization and Analysis (1.3.4)

The advent of large data volumes has set new requirements on interoperation between
these components, since the separation between them is more profound. This separa-
tion is not only conceptual: due to the growth of data these parts are often physically
disconnected as well. Bulk data is stored on redundant data servers and processed
on computing clusters and databases are used to store catalog data and information
about the data. The actual visualization and analysis will be performed with the
client machine of the scientist.

1.3.1 Astronomical Data Products

Storing large astronomical data sets is not trivial. To achieve scalability and facilitate
sharing, the data storage is often separated from the processing and visualization.
This allows the system responsible for data storage to be designed for scalability and
reliability.

To benefit from this scalability, abstract interfaces are implemented in order to
quickly find and disseminate necessary data. In modern systems such as the Virtual
Observatory and Astro-WISE, it has become less important for the end user to know
about the details of how the data is stored. The data access is abstracted and opera-
tions on the data can be performed without knowing exactly how the data is handled
internally.

Astronomical Data: Image Data

Images of the sky are perhaps the most important astronomical data products. Al-
though the research in this thesis is focused on catalog data, images are still important:
most of the catalog data we use is ultimately derived from images and astronomical
research often contains a phase in which a scientist wants to see images of the studied
objects. There are several ways in which image data is commonly stored:

� FITS files: The de facto standard format for astronomical images is the Flexi-
ble Image Transfer System (FITS)1. Almost every application that processes or
displays astronomical images can handle FITS images.

Besides pixel data, image FITS files usually contain essential information such as
the celestial coordinate used (Calabretta and Greisen, 2002), time of observation
(if applicable) and other information in the headers. There is no theoretical limit
on the size of FITS images; image viewers such as Aladin2 can handle images
up to 50000 by 50000 pixels. FITS files can also contain catalog data at the
same time as image data.

1http://fits.gsfc.nasa.gov/
2http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/
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� Data Server: Large volumes of image data are often stored on data servers
which can deliver (subsets of) images on request. The exchange of images
is usually done in the form of FITS files. Examples of such services are the
SDSS CAS3, the Astro-WISE image server4 and any of the Virtual Observatory
repositories that support the Simple Image Access Protocol5.

It is often more efficient to ‘bring the processing to the data’ than to transmit
large volumes of data. The result of this is that scientists store less data locally,
and more on central servers. Another benefit of a data server is that it is easier
to share data if it is centrally located. Information about the image on the
data server can be stored separately in a database. For example, in Astro-WISE

everything beyond pixels is stored in the database (section 1.4).

� Database In a sense, pixel data is tabular data and can be stored in specialized
databases and indexed. This enables operations that require images, such as
source finding, to be formulated in a declarative instead of imperative way.

An example of this approach is FastBit6, although this is primarily focused on
physical simulations instead of astronomical images. A pixel database combined
with query-based visualization, such as DEX7, can create an environment for
fast exploration of image data.

Astronomical Data: Catalog Data

Catalogs of sources are the second most important type of data in astronomy. Usually
this tabular data is derived directly or indirectly from image data. There are several
mechanisms in use to facilitate the storage, retrieval, selection and sharing of catalog
data:

� FITS tables: The standard for sharing astronomical catalog data is the FITS
binary table. FITS tables (as default) store data in binary format, either column
or row oriented.

The binary approach saves space, preserves precision and shortens load time
compared with ASCII formats. Accessing subsets of the data is fast since soft-
ware requiring a specific cell can calculate exactly where the cell is located
within the file.

Besides raw data, FITS files can also store information about the columns, and
the table itself in its headers. FITS files can store multiple tables and also
images and spectra at the same time.

With the advent of the Virtual Observatory, there is a FITS table variant called
‘FITS-plus’. This uses the image part of the FITS file to store a VOTable
header, so the FITS file can be used as a VOTable file as well.

3http://cas.sdss.org/dr7/en/tools/chart/chart.asp
4http://imageview.astro-wise.org/
5http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/SIA
6https://sdm.lbl.gov/fastbit/
7http://vis.lbl.gov/Research/Dex/
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When dealing with large data sets, size and speed are important. If data is
required to be shared or stored through files, FITS files are usually used.

� VOTables: Another emerging standard in astronomy is the VOTable, an XML
based table file8. A VOTable is more flexible than a FITS file: columns can be
addressed semantically through Unified Content Descriptors (UCDs), VOTables
are more suitable for streaming, etc. More and more astronomical applications
(such as Topcat and VisIVO) are able to read VOTable files but support is not
as widespread as it is for FITS files.

The data in a VOTable can be stored in several formats such as in ASCII or as
a FITS file. This FITS file can either be inline (embedded in the VOTable file),
or external (referenced from the VOTable file). For large data sets, the binary
formats are preferred.

VOTables are the standard for interoperation within Virtual Observatory, e.g.
through the Simple Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP) (section 5.2).
When interoperating software allow VOTables to be used, they should be pre-
ferred over FITS files because they are more flexible.

� Database:

Large catalogs are usually stored in databases. These maintain statistics about
the data that makes it faster to find and access required data. Examples of
astronomical databases are the SDSS CAS (Catalog Archive Server), the Astro-

WISE database and other Virtual Observatory repositories.

A standard language to access databases is SQL (Structured Query Language),
which is designed for managing data in relational database management systems.
SQL is a declarative language, that is, it expresses the logic of a computation
without describing its control flow. The structure of SQL was originally designed
by Codd (1970) and has been standardized by ANSI and ISO.

Astronomical Data: Other Data Products

In this thesis we limit ourselves to images and catalogs. The same scalability problems
arise and similar solutions are devised for other types of astronomical data products
(spectra, simulations). An example of this is the SQL based access of the Millennium
Simulation data (Springel et al., 2005).

1.3.2 Bookkeeping and Data Lineage

One of the important contributions of modern information systems such as Astro-

WISE is the increased level of bookkeeping they perform. Data is stored as persistent
objects with full data lineage, i.e. with all the information required to process them.
This allows data to be pulled (section 1.3.3), which allows implicit data sharing.

8http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/VOTable/
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Bookkeeping: Persistent Data Objects

Data that is stored persistently is kept over sessions and can be accessed from different
workstations or even by different users. An object oriented approach to this, is to see
every science product as an instantiation of a class in the computer science reading
of the term. Important properties of such an object are stored persistently in a
database, and an existing object is found by querying the database on these persistent
properties. The bulk data of such a science product can be stored on a dataserver
(e.g. images) or in a database as well (e.g. catalogs).

Bookkeeping: Data Lineage

A persistent object has data lineage if its stored properties contain all the information
required to create the data product it represents. In this thesis we use the term Process
Target to refer to these objects and the data of such an object is derived from other
objects by processing it. Processing an object requires three pieces of information:

� code: The software required to create the data. This is part of the class defi-
nition of the Process Target.

� progenitors: Other Process Targets from which the data should be derived.

� process parameters: Parameters that are used to influence the creation of
the data.

The data lineage creates links between all science products, from the final result
all the way back to the raw data, this is called backward chaining. With perfect data
lineage, it is possible to create the data of an object at any time by processing the
object. Therefore, only the raw data and the data lineage has to be stored, and in
some circumstances it can be unwanted to store processing results. The availability
of the data lineage makes it possible to only create data that is actually requested,
leading to the pulling data paradigm (section 1.3.3).

Bookkeeping: Sharing

Persistent data objects can be used in different sessions, even by different users. Full
data lineage makes it easier to share data with collaborators: prospective users can
determine whether the data suits their scientific needs by inspecting its derivation.
Furthermore, the data lineage allows the objects to be found through data pulling,
sharing data implicitly (section 1.3.3).

If data is shared with other users, it is important that once the object is stored,
the data it represents should not change anymore. If another user than the creator
of an object is relying on the data it contains, the original creator should not be able
to change this data because that could jeopardize the use by the other scientist.
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1.3.3 Processing

Raw astronomical data needs to be processed before being useful for scientific analysis.
From a raw image to a science-ready image can take dozens of steps and requires
intermediate data objects such as regridded and coadded frames. Source catalogs
with mostly photometric parameters are created after the images are processed. These
catalogs are subsequently used in the calculation of derived parameters. Processing
can usually be parallelized and can therefore be performed on distributed computing
clusters for large data sets.

Processing: Pulling Data and Reprocessing

In astronomy, data is traditionally pushed towards a data release. That is, all the
data from a specific period is reduced with one version of the software and is all made
available at the same time. This is impractical because there is no ‘one size fits all’
approach to data reduction. Researchers with different scientific goals have different
requirements of the data.

The pulling data paradigm turns this around. Only data that is actually required
is reduced, with settings specified by the scientist requesting the data. This ensures
that processing power is only spent on data that is actually needed, that optimal
versions of the code and parameters are used, and allows concurrent versions of the
same data to be used side by side, for different scientific goals. Furthermore, sharing
of data is implicit because the information system will reuse existing data products
if possible.

Full data lineage makes reprocessing of data easy because every bit of data that a
persistent object represents can be recreated. Recreating data is useful if better raw
data is available or when a scientist wants to use different processing parameters.

Processing: Image Processing

Data servers of push-based information systems usually allow access to the raw and
reduced data, but not always to intermediate data. It happens often that a scientist
feels the need to redo some of the processing, e.g. La Barbera et al. (2008) redo
the entire photometry for their SDSS and UKIDSS samples to be confident that the
photometry is done in a comparable way.

When reprocessing images, it is often not necessary to reprocess the entire image.
When selecting a couple of thousands of sources from a catalog the size of SDSS, most
frames only contain one source or none at all. Reprocessing the data on a subimage
level can increase the processing speed by orders of magnitude (Mwebaze et al., 2010).

Processing: Catalog Processing

Source catalogs with photometric parameters are derived directly from images. These
are further used to calculate new parameters and to compose samples. This can be
just as involved as image processing, and therefore needs the same infrastructure of
persistent objects and full data lineage.
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Derived parameters, such as galaxy mass and the quantification of the environment
of galaxies, can often be calculated with several different methods (section 1.2.3) and
it is insightful to be able to compare those. Full data lineage requires only one scientist
to calculate and store a parameter with a particular method. This parameter can then
be used by colleagues without having to redo the calculations or create duplications
of data. Data pulling mechanisms can be used to achieve scalability: The calculations
can be defined on the largest sample they are applicable to, but only the subsets that
are actually requested have to be processed.

Astronomical catalogs range from surveys with billions of sources to scatter plots
with a few parameters of a handful of objects. Sample selection happens on all levels
in between and the mechanism for selecting data should scale between these two
extremes. Furthermore, it is important for large catalogs to minimize the amount
of data stored. Many operations on catalogs can be performed on the fly, such as
most sample selections and simple parameter calculations, as long as the data lineage
unambiguously defines how to do so. The results of such operations only need to be
stored if this is required for performance.

1.3.4 Analysis and Visualization

Large data volumes make it difficult to explore data interactively. A close interaction
between the visualization, data server, database and computation facility can reduce
these problems.

Analysis and Visualization: Backward Chaining

Astronomers have a close relation with their data, and often want to ‘go back’ to the
raw data or to intermediate data products. An information system with data lineage
makes this easy, even from within visualization software.

One reason for this desire when visualizing source catalogs, is that each data
point represents a property of a physical object. When an interesting object is found
through visualization, such as an outlier, then the scientist will want to know exactly
which source this was and how its parameters were calculated. Another reason to go
back to the images is to study noise properties.

To some extent this differentiates astronomy from other sciences. When studying
climate, weather stations are distributed in a way that allows statistical conclusions to
be drawn from the data. This forces a large amount of randomness in their locations
which ensures that collected (and visualized) data does not correspond to specific
physical objects of any particular interest. With sociology and medical studies, data
lineage is explicitly broken with anonymization, because it is undesired to be able to
connect an individual to a particular data point. In psychology, test scores often have
no intrinsic meaning: they have only relative value, unlike, say, the stellar mass of a
galaxy.

That said, also in astronomy there are cases where an individual data point on
its own is meaningless, such as in large scale structure simulations or studies of the
cosmic microwave background.
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Analysis and Visualization: Trends, Clusters and Outliers

Enormous catalogs cannot be visualized as sets of individual points: it is not possible
to create a scatter plot with a million sources. However, other techniques can be used,
such as contour plots, which are more suitable to visualize relations between groups
of objects than to show information about individual sources.

Interactive or semi-automatic visualization can be used to detect trends or cluster-
ings in the data. When coupled to a processing system, this can be scaled to millions
of sources and dozens of parameters (Ferdosi et al., 2010).

Furthermore, visualization can also be used to study the outliers of trends and
clusterings. These can be scientifically more interesting than the trends, and might
require large data volumes to find (section 1.2.2).

Analysis and Visualization: Data Selection

The composition of a sample is an important factor in scientific analysis. Proper
understanding of the selection effects in the sample is essential to draw conclusions.
In an information system with full data lineage, any selection criterion explicitly
imposed by a scientist is stored. Therefore, it is known at all times which selection
criteria were used for every data set.

Sample selections can be performed at several stages during research. It is not
trivial to determine the best place in the pipeline to do this: The earlier the less
unnecessary data is carried around, the later the less potentially valuable data is
thrown away. The benefit of both can be achieved by storing the selection criteria
as data lineage. The selection can be specified and stored late in the pipeline, but
moved backwards during processing.

The selection criteria can be exported to analysis or visualization programs which
in turn can be used to modify them or to specify new criteria. This makes it possible
to explore different sample selections directly from within the visualization, without
requiring the visualization to have specialized knowledge of the way the selections are
performed.

It is useful to specify and store such a selection criterion in a conceptual way.
That is, not directly tied to the particular implementation that underlies the selection
mechanism. This allows the information system to determine where to perform the
selection, e.g. within a database, or on a local machine, etc.

Analysis and Visualization: Method Exploration

Properties of astronomical sources, e.g. of galaxies, can be differentiated into pa-
rameters that are derived directly from the observations, such as photometries, and
parameters that are derived indirectly, such as mass. The focus in this thesis is on
the latter, which can often be calculated with various methods.

A closer interoperation between the visualization and the processing of the data
can help with exploring the effects of different methods of calculating derived param-
eters. Full data lineage allows the design of abstraction layers that make it possible
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for the user of the visualization package to determine how the calculations are done,
and even manipulate these calculations, without leaving the visualization software.

The processing of the data has to be designed to allow easy access and modification
from the visualization package. It cannot be expected that the visualization software
knows how to perform any of the processing steps. This can be achieved in a data
pulling environment with full data lineage, see section (1.5.2).

Analysis and Visualization: Query Driven Visualization

Query driven visualization is a methodology to explore large data sets by limiting pro-
cessing and visualization to the subsets of the data deemed “interesting” as defined by
the user (Stockinger et al., 2006). Data pulling is an excellent opportunity for query
driven visualization: data is not pushed from the information system to the visual-
ization, but pulled by the visualization from the information system. Query driven
visualization combined with data lineage offers a solution to the need of exploring
selection effects and method exploration in large scale multi-dimensional datasets.

In non-query driven systems, the scientist first has to select data from the data
storage, save it, and load it into the visualization program. Besides this being inef-
ficient manual labor, there are conceptual drawbacks to this as well. Once the data
leaves the information system, there is no data lineage any more, so it is difficult to
go from the visualization back to the original data.

Furthermore, large data sets should be stored in a database which is specialized
in searching and selecting data. A closer interaction between the visualization and
the information system allows the visualization tool to benefit from the expertise that
the database has.

An information system with persistent data could also store what data is visual-
ized, effectively creating persistent visualizations that can be shared.

1.3.5 Interoperability

Interaction between different software components plays a central role in information
systems handling large astronomical data sets. Large data sets require software han-
dling the data to be segregated, often even physically. For example, the visualization
and interaction of the data will occur on the display the scientist is working with,
while the processing will have been performed on a dedicated computation facility.
To make up for the boundaries that arise by this separation, a close interoperation
between the different pieces of software is required.

Large monolithic programs that try do everything are passé. The future is a more
UNIX like approach: a large set of small tools that each perform a small task, but
do a very good job at it. To be convenient to use, the different tools will need to be
able to communicate, interact and share with each other. The term ‘tool’ should be
interpreted broadly, a plugin to a specific software package would classify as well.

Data pulling mechanisms can make this interoperation very powerful, without
requiring the different tools to have intimate knowledge about how the other compo-
nents work internally. We discuss some important aspects of interoperation, with the
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focus on scalability and visualization.

Interoperation: Exchange of Data

The most common interoperation between programs is to share data between them.
Traditionally the user of the software has to save the data in one program and load
it in another. Besides that such a manual process only works well for small data sets,
it puts limits on the information about the data that is shared between applications.
For example, without data lineage it is not implicitly clear what the data represents
and how it is created, the scientist should keep track of this manually.

A more flexible approach is to add automation in sending data from one piece of
software to another (and back, if required). The benefit of this is that the programs
themselves can do all the bookkeeping, so it becomes easier for the user to exchange
data. As an example, the Simple Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP) has several
messages to send data between SAMP capable clients (section 5.2). This approach
still has limitations, mainly because it is a pushing approach. Every step in the flow of
the data has to be performed in order by interaction of the scientist and this requires
the user to have access to all relevant systems.

This is turned around by the concept of data pulling. Instead of pushing the
data from one program to another, the data is requested between the applications.
The data lineage of a data object should be easily retrieved. There is a multitude of
benefits in this approach.

The data should be requested at the last stage in the data flow, that is, where
it will actually be used. By doing so, the collaboration of programs dealing with
the data knows what the end result should be. The underlying information system
can utilize this information to perform the required operations in an optimal fashion.
With a ‘data pushing’ approach, this is not possible.

Perhaps surprisingly, sharing data by pushing becomes easier in a data pulling
environment. Instead of sending the entire data set, only the information about what
data should be pulled, has to be sent. The receiving end can then request the data
itself. With persistent data objects, any selection of data can be stored with a unique
identifier, sharing data becomes sharing this identifier.

Interoperation: Exchange of Actions

The second most important reason for interoperation between software is to influence
each other’s behavior. There are two directions for programs to interact for this
reason.

A program can ask another program to continue working with the data and per-
form a certain procedure. This program in turn can ask the next program in line to
perform an action, etc., creating a pipeline that pushes not only data forward, but
also processing.

The other direction is a pulling approach where a program influences the software
before it. The traditional way of implementing this is through feedback loops that
require programs to have intimate knowledge about how to manipulate the behavior
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of the other software. Full data lineage offers unique possibilities for more power-
ful mechanisms: required changes in the processing can implicitly be communicated
through data pulling.

For example, selection criteria should be stored as the data lineage. Such a crite-
rion can be changed from within the visualization software by pulling a new sample.
Due to the data lineage, this change can automatically be communicated back to the
software that performed the selection. This communication can even be performed
without the scientist or the visualization application having to know which software
is actually performing the selection.

Interoperation: Communication Method and Abstraction

To allow a wide range of applications to collaborate with each other, it is important
that the used communication protocol abstracts away the internal aspects of the
programs involved. The more abstraction is included in the communication, the
easier it is to add new tools to an existing software suite or swap one component for
another, but the more difficult it is to make the interoperation thorough.

A low level of abstraction can be seen in programs that connect directly through
hooks in each other’s code. An example is the interaction between the software
environment for statistical computing R and the visualization software GGobi. R
has a plugin called rggobi which allows an R user to visualize data with GGobi, and
vice-versa, a GGobi user can retrieve statistical information from the visualized data.
The benefit of such an approach is that the interaction can be very thorough, the
programs usually have direct access to each other’s memory.

A more general way to interoperate is through a standard protocol. An example
is databases, where the client and server agree on a language such as SQL to request
data. The International Virtual Observatory Alliance created a variant of SQL called
ADQL (Astronomical Data Query Language)9. This allows software (such as the VO
Desktop and Topcat) to access data on remote registries.

A standard protocol itself is not enough. The example of SQL can be used to
show that such a protocol often only abstracts the inner workings of the programs to
limited extend. While SQL abstracts how the database should go about retrieving
any selected data, it requires the query formulation to be very explicit in where the
data has to come from.

An information system with full data lineage and a pulling data environment allows
for a greater level of abstraction, while retaining close integration. With data pulling,
the discovery of existing data and the creation of new data is already automated to
a large extent. Therefore, data can be requested even if it does not yet exists.

1.4 The Astro-WISE Environment

Astro-WISE is an is an environment that is designed with the properties we need to
tackle the problems that arise when handling large scale multi-dimensional data sets.

9http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/cover/ADQL-20081030.html
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Astro-WISE is created by the Astro-WISE Consortium, coordinated by OmegaCEN-
NOVA. OmegaCEN is an astronomical data center for storage and a data processing
system for OmegaCAM optical wide field imaging surveys (such as KIDS). In recent
years functionality has been added which made it a universal tool for astronomical
data processing, archiving and scientific analysis. It is designed to accommodate
raw data for thousands of nights of observations with more than a petabyte of data
storage. It utilizes federated databases and data servers, and parallel compute clusters
to manage these vast amounts of data.

1.4.1 Astro-WISE nodes

Astro-WISE is a federated system. Nodes are operational in the Netherlands (Gronin-
gen and Leiden), Germany (Bonn and Munich), and Italy (Naples). Data created in
one location can be used in any of the others. An Astro-WISE node can be structured
in 5 interconnected components:

Astro-WISE Component: Data Server

Pixel data is stored as FITS images on the data server. The data servers of the
separate nodes are interconnected. A user requesting a file that is not stored on his
own data server will get the file from one of the others.

Astro-WISE Component: Database

Everything beyond pixel data is stored in the database. For example, the database
contains the persistent properties of all objects in the system. A typical session of
Astro-WISE will start with querying the database for requested objects. All Astro-

WISE nodes synchronize their databases.

Astro-WISE Component: awe-prompt

The awe-prompt is the main end user interface of Astro-WISE. It is a Python prompt
that is modified to allow easy querying of database objects, ingesting and manipu-
lating data, running tasks on the distributed processing unit, performing scientific
analysis, etc.

Astro-WISE Component: Distributed Processing Unit

The Distributed Processing Unit (DPU) is the linux cluster that allows parallel pro-
cessing of data.

Astro-WISE Component: Web Services

Besides the awe-prompt, there are various other data disclosure and processing mech-
anisms, such as the web based dbviewer and Target Processor or the Virtual Obser-
vatory registry.
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1.4.2 Astro-WISE key features

There are several key aspects of Astro-WISE that make it especially useful for handling
and visualizing large multi-dimensional data sets. The important ones are summa-
rized.

Feature: Persistent Database Objects

In Astro-WISE all information is stored as a persistent database objects (section 1.3.2).
Objects representing astronomical data products are called Process Targets. This
object oriented approach allows the classes that correspond to the persistent objects
to inherit from other classes, e.g. for images there is a BaseFrame class from which
more complicated image classes such as the ReducedScienceFrame are derived.

The use of persistent objects allows the use of Astro-WISE on any workstation.
In principle no files have to be stored locally on the workstation, everything is kept
on the server. During processing, e.g. when running SExtractor, the image has
to be retrieved to the machine performing the processing. This can be the user’s
workstation, but often this will be the distributed computing unit.

Properties of objects that are stored in the database are called persistent prop-
erties. The one property that every database object has is the object id which
is a machine-readable identifier of the object. The main use of the object id is for
other objects to denote their dependencies. Subclasses will define their own persistent
properties in addition to the ones of their parents.

Most objects can be disclosed through various means, e.g through the awe-prompt
or through the web services (dbviewer and imageserver). The web services are useful
for sharing data between programs: To share an image or catalog, only an URL
pointing to these services has to be transmitted between the applications.

Feature: Reprocessing

A Process Target can be processed at any time, because Astro-WISE adheres to the
principle of full data lineage (1.3.2). This will create a new object, which will exist
side by side with the old object. This is required because other data objects, perhaps
created by other scientists, might depend on the old object. We list some reasons to
reprocess data:

� The data that has been used to create the object has been superseded by better
data. This is usually noticed when one of the dependencies of the object has
been invalidated.

� The code to create the object has been improved. This does not happen often.

� The user wants to change the process parameters, e.g. modifying an aperture
size when measuring the photometry of sources. When exploring data, the
scientist might discover that he or she performed steps in a sub-optimal way
and might want to redo them.
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Feature: Target Processing or Data Pulling

Data is selected and processed in Astro-WISE through data pulling: scientists specify
their required data set in a declarative way and the information system will determine
what other Process Targets are necessary to deliver the required data. That is, a set of
chained Process Targets is created, with as end node a Process Target that represents
the requested data. The information system will reuse existing Process Targets if
possible and will instantiate new Process Targets if necessary. This process is called
Target Processing and is the heart of Astro-WISE.

Feature: awe-prompt and 5 Line Scripts

The awe-prompt is a Python version modified to use persistent objects and it is the
main user interface of Astro-WISE. All database objects correspond to a Python class
in the awe-prompt. Most other software to interface with Astro-WISE, such as the
Target Processor and SAMP interaction, are built in Python as well.

Using the awe-prompt, a user can query for database objects using the persistent
properties. Found objects can then be used as instantiated Python classes. A leading
idea in the awe-prompt is that common operations should be possible with scripts of
only 5 lines of code.

Feature: Data Sharing

Full data lineage improves the usefulness of sharing data, which is encouraged in
Astro-WISE. By inspecting the data lineage of existing data objects it is possible for
scientists to check whether data they require is already available and meets their
demands, or whether they should (re)create it themselves.

The privileges property of data objects determines which Astro-WISE users have
access to the data object. The default mode of Astro-WISE is to share newly created
objects with all other users. Each data object in Astro-WISE has one of five privileges
as listed in Table 1.2.

privileges level data is shared with
1: MYDB only the creator
2: PROJECT every member of the project to which the data

object belongs
3: ASTRO-WISE all Astro-WISE users
4: WORLD Astro-WISE users and persons without an Astro-

WISE account
5: VO data is also available through the Virtual Obser-

vatory

Table 1.2: Table describing the different privilege levels in Astro-WISE.

Although there are ways to remove data that is not used, this is discouraged.
Instead of deleting data, data objects can be flagged to indicate that they should not
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be used anymore, e.g. for the creation of future objects. The most common case when
this is done, is when a better version of the object has been created. In such a case,
any data object that depends on the outdated data can be recreated automatically
using the latest version of the dependency.

Feature: Scalability

The Astro-WISE database and file system are designed to hold very large data sets.
The data server is designed to hold over 10 petabytes of data such as images and the
database is able to handle about a petabyte.

1.5 Summary and Prospect

Many astronomical questions, e.g. about the evolution of galaxies, require large multi-
dimensional catalogs to be answered. Astronomical catalogs are growing to sizes of
billions of sources with hundreds of parameters and new methods are required to
explore and analyze these data sets.

For scalability, the data handling should be split up in four parts: data storage,
handling of data lineage, data processing and visualization. There are unprecedented
possibilities for interoperation between these components by emphasizing the role of
data lineage and data pulling. For storage and reduction of image data, this well
developed and successfully in use. Data lineage and data pulling for catalog data, the
analysis of sources and parameters, is less well established.

Extending data lineage to catalog data opens up possibilities for data pulling in
the analysis domain, such as through query driven visualization. Furthermore, with
persistent objects, data lineage effectively forces a well structured organization of the
data and how it is created. Therefore the creation of data can be abstracted to allow
intensive interoperation between different pieces of software.

1.5.1 Data Pulling in the Analysis Domain

Data pulling is well developed for image data, for example in Astro-WISE. In chapter 2
we explore how data lineage and data pulling can be extended to the analysis domain.
Our focus is on catalog data, that is tabular data where each row corresponds to a
source and each column to physical property of the sources. One of our goals is to
allow exploration of calculation methods and selection criteria through data pulling.

The challenge is to ensure scalability all the way from surveys with billions of
sources and hundreds of parameters to individual scatter plots while at the same time
enable flexible exploration of calculations and selections, for example through query
driven visualization. These goals can be achieved, because with full data lineage it is
more important to store how to derive the data, than to store the processing results
itself. Therefore, we realize that not all data products that have been defined, also
have to be stored, or even created. This is useful when the data can be calculated ‘on
the fly’ or when it is never requested in its entirety.
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The operations to create new catalogs from existing objects should be predefined,
because this allows the information system to assess several aspects of the catalogs
without actually having to process them. These operations should be designed as
elementary as possible to maximize the benefits of the data lineage. For example
we developed a mathematical model to determine the logical relationship between
selections of sources without actually having to know the exact composition of these
selections.

A major benefit of this approach is that complex and expensive operations can
be defined on a very large dataset without computational drawbacks, even if in the
end only a small subset of the data is requested. This allows for better sharing and
reuse of data, preventing duplication of data storage and calculations. Furthermore,
it paves the way for powerful query driven visualization mechanisms.

Astro-WISE is one of the first astronomical information systems that strives to
have complete data lineage. While our research is primarily targeted at Astro-WISE

(chapter 3), the results should be applicable for information systems in general.

1.5.2 Query Driven Visualization with Data Lineage

Query driven visualization (QDV) can be seen as the natural continuation of data
pulling, because it limits the creation of data products to the data sets required for
the visualization. In chapter 5 we explore the possibilities that arise when performing
QDV with an information system with data pulling and we demonstrate how this
leads to increased interoperation with a high level of abstraction.

Data pulling allows existing data to be found and new data to be created from
within the visualization software, without requiring that the visualization package
has explicit knowledge about the inner workings of the information system. The
main idea is that the requesting of data becomes entirely declarative. This does not
mean that the user has no control over how the data is created (such as how process
parameters are set), quite the contrary. With a proper abstraction layer, the stored
data lineage—which contain such details—can be exported to the visualization from
where it can be modified. Of course the person requesting the data should have
scientific understanding about the details of the calculations in order to be able to
adapt it in a beneficial way.

Finally, the data lineage itself, and thus the process to create the requested data,
can be visualized without requiring the visualization software to understand the actual
processing steps themselves. Within this visualization, mechanisms to modify the
processing steps can be included.

We research what properties an abstraction layer should have to achieve these goals
and design new messages for the Simple Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP).
The required server code is implemented in Astro-WISE and several prototype client
applications are developed.
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1.5.3 Comparison of Density Estimation Methods for Astro-
nomical Datasets

The main driver of our technical work is being able to answer the questions about
galaxy evolution posed in section 1.2. In particular we are interested in the rela-
tionships that galaxies have with their environment. There are different methods
to estimate the environment of galaxies and it is important to understand the dif-
ferences between these methods. Using an early prototype of our mechanisms, we
study the effects of algorithm choice on detecting these relationships. We compare
the k-th nearest neighbor, two kernel based methods and the Delaunay tessellation
field estimator.

The performance of the estimators is determined with various error measures on
particle and field densities of artificial and simulated data. The effects of the different
estimators on quantifying relations, such as the fraction of red galaxies as function of
environment and detecting the bimodality of galaxies, is studied with SDSS data.

1.5.4 Galaxy Evolution

We combine SDSS data and morphologies from Galaxy Zoo to study galaxies at the
edges of clusters. The density of galaxies plays an important role in separating the
populations of galaxies, especially the selection of sources that is used for the density
defining population (DDP). We use our query driven visualization system with full
data lineage and different density estimators to show that the edges of clusters can
be defined as regions with a high density that are dominated by blue galaxies.

These regions are shown to contain a larger fraction of red spiral galaxies and
blue elliptical galaxies than is expected from the morphology density relation. The
structure of galaxies, quantified by their concentration index, is less affected by the
composition of the environment. This indicates that any morphological transition
in these regions is largely independent from the change in color and concentration.
Furthermore we detect an opposite effect for red galaxies in low-density regions: these
are more likely to be spirals in the presence of other red galaxies.

1.5.5 Thesis Layout

In chapter 2 we explore how data pulling can be extended to the analysis domain.
An implementation of our mechanisms within the Astro-WISE framework is described
in chapter 3. The Astro-WISE implementation is used to study the effect of density
quantization methods on astronomical results in chapter 4. In chapter 5 we present
query driven visualization as a continuation of data pulling. In chapter 6 our methods
are used on SDSS and Galaxy Zoo data to study the evolution of galaxies.



Chapter 2
Pulling Astronomical Catalogs

Abstract: We present the concepts of target processing, or data pulling, with respect
to astronomical catalogs. Target processing has been developed by the Astro-WISE

consortium to deal with the avalanche of data produced by large astronomical surveys.
This is achieved by using object-oriented programming (OOP) to map astronom-

ical science products to OOP objects, called process targets. Each process target is
linked to its progenitors —the objects that it is derived from— and knows how to
process itself. This creates a full data lineage of the entire processing chain. This
work describes the design of process target classes for catalogs of sources and asso-
ciated parameters. Our focus is on the derivation of new parameters from existing
parameters and on sample selections.

A key aspect of target processing is that data is pulled: Processing is initiated by
requesting the desired end product. For our catalog objects this is done by specifying
a selection of sources and a list of required parameters. The information system will
create a dependency graph of process targets —each target linked to its progenitors—,
which ends with the requested target catalog. Existing catalogs are reused if possible,
and new catalogs are created in a way that maximizes their reusability.

The full data lineage allows each process target to be processed at any time for
any reason. For our catalog objects we take this one step further: the catalogs do
not have to be processed at all in order to be used. We present a novel mechanism to
process catalogs partially, ensuring scalability.

Our mechanisms allow data pulling to be abstracted for interactive visualization
and we achieve scalability from large surveys to publishable graphs. Furthermore we
allow scientists to specify their own methods for parameter calculation in a way that
reinforces the principles of data pulling, by decoupling the definition of the calculation
from its application.

33
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2.1 Introduction

An information system with data pulling and full data lineage is essential for the
handling and visualization of large astronomical datasets (Chapter 1). These concepts
are best be introduced by discussing how they are incorporated in Astro-WISE.

The Astro-WISE consortium has designed a new paradigm and has implemented
a fully scalable information system to overcome the huge information avalanche pro-
duced by wide-field astronomical surveys (Mwebaze et al., 2009; McFarland, 2010).
This is achieved by capturing in a generic way the reality of end-to-end survey oper-
ations into a conceptual data model. The data model is translated into hierarchical
classes using an object model that maps all links between dependencies. These objects
are stored in the database, which links all data products to their progenitors (depen-
dencies), creating a full data lineage of the entire processing chain. This object model
is the blueprint of Astro-WISE.

Astro-WISE uses the advantages of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) to pro-
cess data in the simplest and most powerful ways. In essence, it turns the objects
that represent conventional astronomical science products, into OOP objects, called
process targets. Each process target has associated processing parameters, which are
configurable parameters that guide the processing of that target. Each of these process
target instances knows how to process itself to create the data product it represents.
The processing itself can be done on a distributed cluster, and the results are either
stored on a data server or in the database.

The most unique aspect of Astro-WISE is its ability to process data based on
the final desired result to an arbitrary depth. This data pulling is the heart of Astro-

WISE and is called target processing. Contrary to the typical case of forward chaining,
the Astro-WISE database links allow the dependency chain to be examined from the
intended process target all the way back to the raw data. A target’s dependencies are
checked to see if it is up-to-date, and if there is a newer dependency or if the target
does not exist, the target is (re)created.

2.1.1 A Functional Approach to Catalogs as Process Targets

In this chapter we take data pulling to the extreme with the design of process targets
for catalog data. Such a catalog object—which we call a Source Collection—represents
a collection of sources with attributes (or parameters) that quantify physical proper-
ties.

The full data lineage allows any target to be processed at any time for any reason,
since the process parameters unambiguously define how to do so. Ultimately, this
means that it is not necessary to process a target completely, or at all. In a sense,
this turns the Object-Oriented approach into a Functional one: A Process Target
can also be seen as a representation of the operation that is used derive the science
product, in addition to seeing it as a representation of the result itself. The actual
processing of the object and storing the result is then optional.

These two viewpoints are equivalent and interchangeable and the contributions in
this work stem from this dual perspective (section 2.3): (1) We allow Source Collec-
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tions to be created —and used as a dependency for other Process Targets— by spec-
ifying their data lineage, without requiring them to be processed. (2) Dependency
graphs of Source Collections are created automatically through data pulling. These
mechanisms create new Source Collections in a way that maximizes their reusability
for future pulling requests. (3) We present a novel way to process only the part of a
Source Collection that is required for the last Process Target in a dependency graph.
This is done by using the power of backward chaining to temporarily optimize the
dependency graph. (4) We present a novel algorithm to determine the logical relation-
ships between catalogs from their data lineage directly. This is required because the
exact set of sources that a catalog represents might not be evaluated. This algorithm
is used to find Source Collections and for the optimization of dependency graphs. (5)
The methods to calculate new attributes from existing attributes are decoupled from
their application. This offers scientists flexibility in implementing their own methods
while reinforcing the principles of data pulling. (6) The catalog objects and data
pulling mechanisms are designed to be used in query driven visualization. This allows
abstract data pulling and minimizes the processing required to create the visualized
datasets

2.1.2 Astro-WISE and other information systems

We have incorporated our catalog process targets in Astro-WISE, but the concepts
should be applicable to other information systems as well. Therefore we refer to our
particular implementation only when this influenced our design choices or when the
implementation deviates from the design presented here. We would like to address
the Astro-WISE way of processing and storage early on.

There are two ways to store information in Astro-WISE: All pixel data is stored
as files on the data server. Everything beyond pixels is considered metadata and is
stored in the database (Mwebaze et al., 2009). Catalog objects are completely stored
in the database: the information about how to process the object as well as the result
of such processing is considered metadata. To prevent ambiguity, we try to use more
specific terms than ‘data’ and ‘metadata’ in this thesis. We use the term catalog data
to refer to the result of processing a Source Collection (section 2.2.1).

Most processing of Process Targets can either be performed on the workstation
of the scientist or on the distributed computing unit. The Source Collections can
be processed either on the scientist’s workstation or on the database, depending on
its class and on scalability or interactivity requirements (section 2.3.4). There is
currently no explicit functionality to process Source Collections on the distributed
computing unit. Most data pulling in Astro-WISE is done through the web based
Target Processor. Source Collection can be pulled on the interactive awe-prompt
(chapter 3) or through query driven visualization (chapter 5), they are currently not
integrated with the Target Processor.
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2.2 Introducing Source Collections

Catalogs with information about objects on the sky are amongst the most important
data sets in astronomy. These catalogs consist of sets of sources and parameters
(or attributes) that quantify properties of these sources. We introduce the Source
Collection to handle such catalogs and give a simplified example.

Implementation Detail: Besides Source Collections, Astro-WISE also has the
SourceList class to hold catalog data (section 3.1.3). For the purpose of this chap-
ter, readers familiar with Astro-WISE can see a SourceList as a Source Collection
with an image as progenitor (sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2).

2.2.1 Source Collection Description and Representations

The Source Collection is a Process Target for source catalogs. Processing a Source
Collection means deriving the exact set of sources and the values of the attributes
from its progenitors. When we refer to catalog data, we mean this processing result.

A Source Collection can be created without being processed. That is, the catalog
data itself does not need to be created. We often use the terminology that a Source
Collection represents sources and attributes, since it does not always contain sources
or attributes.

Therefore it is insightful to see a Source Collection also as a representation of the
action required to derive the catalog. We use the term operator to refer to this action
in a conceptual sense. Processing a Source Collection then becomes evaluating this
operator on other Process Targets, its progenitors. It is instructive to present the
different ways to see a Source Collection that arise as a result of this catalog–operator
duality.

Representation: Operator

Every Source Collection instance corresponds to an operation to create the catalog,
called its operator. The operations have to be predefined by the information system,
because this maximizes the amount of information that can be inferred from the data
lineage. The Source Collection operators relevant for our research are summarized in
section 2.4.1 and described in more detail in section 2.5.

In this thesis we mention the corresponding operator when referring to a Source
Collection. For example, a Source Collection that applies a selection criterion to limit
the sources of another Source Collection is called a Filter Sources Source Collection.
In our Astro-WISE implementation we defined a separate Process Target class for each
operator (section 3.3). Therefore, we also talk about the class of a Source Collection.

Representation: Set of Source Objects

A source itself can also be seen as an object in the computer science reading of
the term. This makes a Source Collection a set of source objects (figure 2.1b). A
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parametrized property of a source can then be seen as an attribute of such an object.
In this thesis we will usually use the term attribute instead of parameter, which
originates from this object oriented approach, even though we do not use such source
objects in our Astro-WISE implementation.

SourceCollection contains Source

Attribute1

Attribute2

AttributeN

(a) Entity-Relation Diagram

(b) Set (c) Table

Figure 2.1: Top: Entity Relation diagram of a Source Collection. Bottom: representations
of two Source Collections. Source Collection A contains sources 12, 18, 44 and 67 of which
two attributes are shown. Source Collection B represents a subset of two sources of Source

Collection A with the same attributes.

Representation: Table

The result of processing a Source Collection can be seen as a table, where every
row corresponds to a source, and every column to a parameter (figure 2.1c). An
information system is expected to handle and store the result of processing a Source
Collections in this manner. This allows the information system to maintain the object
oriented approach of the sources in a flat relational database.

Representation: Dependency Graphs

It is instructive to visualize Source Collections and their dependencies as connected
nodes in a graph (figure 2.2b and 2.3 in the example in section 2.2.2). In the figures
in this thesis the progenitors of a process target are shown above it. Therefore the
data processing runs from top to bottom and the data lineage from bottom to top.

Such a dependency graph can conceptually be extended in both directions. The
top nodes will contain photometric attributes and can be connected to nodes repre-
senting frames that were used to measure these attributes. The bottom nodes can
be connected to nodes representing hypothetical process targets for graphs or other
analysis products.
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2.2.2 Source Collection Example

We demonstrate the Source Collection concept with a simplified example of data
pulling. We assume the existence of a Source Collection (labeled A) that contains
apparent magnitudes and redshifts for a large set of galaxies. A scientist pulls a
dataset with both absolute and apparent magnitudes for nearby galaxies.

Pulling of a Catalog

The scientist formulates a data pulling request (figure 2.2). Three pieces of informa-
tion are specified:

� The data set from which the sources should be selected: Source Collection A.

� The selection criterion for the sources: a redshift below 0.1.

� The required attributes: absolute and apparent magnitudes.

Creation of Dependencies

The information system creates the required Source Collections (figure 2.3a):

� Source Collection B is created to select all sources that match the given selection
criterion.

� The information system determines that no absolute magnitudes have been
defined for these sources and it creates Source Collection C to calculate absolute
magnitudes from relative magnitudes.

� The information system determines that the calculation can be performed on
all sources in Source Collection A. Therefore, it optimizes for generality and
uses Source Collection A as progenitor of Source Collection C, instead of B.
The Source Collection is not yet processed at this stage.

� Source Collections D and E are created to combine the attributes represented
by different Source Collections and select the required ones.

Processing of Dependencies

The created dependency graph is optimized and processed (figure 2.3b):

� The information system creates a temporary copy of the dependency graph in
order to optimize it for scalability to fulfill the request as quickly as possible.

� It reorganizes the dependency graph to minimize the required processing by
placing the selection of sources before the calculation of absolute magnitudes.

� The information system retrieves the data of Source Collection b and uses this
to let Source Collection c process itself completely. The calculated attributes
will be stored for future requests, because they cannot be derived on the fly.

� The other Source Collections are processed on the fly while retrieving the catalog
data of Source Collection e. The catalog data is subsequently returned to the
scientist.
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ID Operator

Process Parameters

(Set of Sources) Number

List of Attributes

(a) Primitive

A External

srcs :  (a)  100000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

(b) Example (c) A scientist pulling data from the infor-
mation system.

Figure 2.2: (a) A Source Collection primitive and (b) a representation of a Source Collection
used in the example: Top left: a unique identifier of this Source Collection. Top right: the
operator of the Source Collection. The second row represents the process parameters, if
any. The next row describes the sources of the Source Collection. The number on the
right is the number of sources and the letter between parenthesis represents the exact set of
sources. Source Collections with the same symbol represent the exact same set of sources;
different symbols might represent different sets. At the bottom: the names of the attributes
that are represented by this Source Collection; in this case celestial coordinates, an apparent
magnitude in the u band and a redshift. (c) The scientist formulating a data pulling request.

2.2.3 Key Features in Example

The example in section 2.2.2 highlights the key aspects of the Source Collections
(section 2.3):

� Catalog data is pulled and new Source Collections are created to compute at-
tributes that do not yet exist (sections 2.3.3, 2.3.5).

� The final catalog has full data lineage: any attribute value can be recalculated
and the selection criterion is stored (section 2.3.1).

� Calculations are defined as generally as applicable. Source Collection C can be
reused if at a later stage absolute magnitudes are requested for another subset
of Source Collection A (section 2.3.3).

� The information system reorganizes the order of the Source Collections to pre-
vent the calculation of unnecessary data (section 2.3.4). For more complex
dependency graphs an algorithm to determine logical relations between sets of
sources is used (section 2.3.6).

� Source Collections C is processed partially by processing its smaller copy c
entirely and sharing the result (sections 2.3.4, 2.3.1).

� The calculation of the absolute magnitudes can be performed in Python, while
the selection of data can be performed on the database (section 2.3.2).
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A External

srcs :  (a)  100000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

B Filter

 Sources

query :  z  <  0 .1

srcs:  (b) 1000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

C Attr ibute

 Calculator

calc: AbsMag

srcs:  (a)  100000

absmag_u

D Conca tena t e

 Attr ibutes

srcs:  (b) 1000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

absmag_u

E Select

 Attr ibutes

a t t rs :  mag_u,  absmag_u

srcs:  (b) 1000

mag_u

absmag_u

(a) Persistently Stored Source Collections

a External

srcs :  (a)  100000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

b Filter

 Sources

query :  z  <  0 .1

srcs:  (b) 1000

RA, DEC

mag_u,  z

c Attr ibute

 Calculator

calc: AbsMag

srcs:  (b) 1000

absmag_u

e Select

 Attr ibutes

srcs:  (b) 1000

mag_u

d Conca tena t e

 Attr ibutes

srcs:  (b) 1000

mag_u

absmag_u

(b) Transient Source Collections used for
Processing

Figure 2.3: Two dependency graphs of Source Collections, generated by the information
system. Every box represents a Source Collection. The Source Collections on the left are
persistently stored, where the Attribute Calculator is defined as general as applicable, to
facilitate reuse. The Source Collections on the right are temporary and transient, where the
Attribute Calculator is defined as specific as possible, to minimize the required processing.
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2.3 Source Collection Key Features

We present the key features of the Source Collection concept, as highlighted in the
example in section 2.2.3.

2.3.1 Store Data Lineage instead of Tables

The full data lineage allows a Process Target to be processed at any time for any
reason. In the extreme this means that it is not necessary to process a target in
its entirety, or at all, as long as the process parameters unambiguously define how
to derive the processing results from the progenitors. Therefore, we allow Source
Collections to be created —and used as a dependency for other Process Targets— by
specifying their data lineage, without requiring them to be processed (section 2.4.7).

That is, the actual determination of the exact composition of sources in a catalog,
and the calculation of the values of their attributes, is delayed as long as possible.
Furthermore, the result of the processing is stored only if necessary for performance
reasons and the results can be shared between Source Collections. This allows the
data pulling mechanisms create new Source Collections in their most general form.
This ensures maximum reusability of the catalogs in subsequent pulling of data (sec-
tion 2.4.6).

We summarize the benefits of this approach: (1) Different Source Collections can
represent partially identical catalogs without any duplication of stored data. (2) The
processing of intermediate Source Collections can be limited to those subsets that are
required for the end node of a dependency graph. (3) No results have to be stored at
all for Source Collections that can be processed on the fly.
�
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Example: Source Collection C in section 2.2.2 represents absolute magnitudes
for the entire set of sources in Source Collection A and is not processed directly
after its creation. Source Collection c is a smaller copy of C, created during the
subsequent dependency graph optimization. This Source Collection is processed
completely and the result stored as part of the catalog data corresponding to C.
As a result, only the part of Source Collection C that was required for Source
Collection E has been processed.

2.3.2 Elementary Operators

Many of the key features of the Source Collections originate from the ability of the
information system to assess aspects of the catalogs by inspecting only the data
lineage. This is achieved by having a predefined set of operations that can be used to
derive a catalog from other objects (section 2.5). We use the term operator to refer to
this action in a conceptual sense. In our Astro-WISE implementation these correspond
to different Process Target classes, therefore we also speak about the class of a Source
Collection. These operators are designed to be as elementary as possible in order to
maximize the information that can be inferred from the data lineage directly.
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There are two main effects of the elementary operators: Firstly, they allow the
information system to determine whether a Source Collection can be used in the
construction of a dependency graph (section 2.4.6). Secondly, they allow efficient
reorganization of the dependency graph, e.g. for partial processing (section 2.4.7).

There are no Source Collection operators that are entirely user-defined, since this
would make it impossible to ensure the operators are well behaved. The behavior
of most Source Collection can be influenced by setting the process parameters. For
example, we do define an operator to calculate new attributes of sources from existing
attributes (sections 2.3.5, 2.5.10). This allows scientist to specify their own calculation
method as a process parameter.

Implementation Detail: Most operators we define are modeled after rela-
tion operations (Codd, 1970) to allow them to be evaluated on the Astro-WISE

database. In essence, we extend SQL commands to target processing, although
this is not directly our goal. The important aspect in the design of the operators
is maximizing the information that can be inferred from the data lineage. Not all
operators we describe can be evaluated on SQL and vice versa, most operators
can be evaluated on the Astro-WISE Python prompt as well.

2.3.3 Data Pulling

The creation of new Source Collections is primarily done through pulling data (sec-
tion 2.4.6). Scientists request catalogs by specifying the attributes and sources they
require in a conceptual and declarative way.

The information system will create a dependency graph of Source Collections to
fulfill the request. It will discover and reuse existing Source Collections by tracing
their data lineage and will only create new Source Collections if necessary. Source
Collections that compute new attributes are created as general as possible, often
by using the largest data set that they are applicable for as progenitor. The more
general such a Source Collection is, the more suitable it is for reuse, which prevents
duplication of data.

A ranking function is applied in case there are multiple candidate Source Collec-
tions to fulfill a particular dependency. The Source Collections with a positive score
are all suitable progenitors; the highest scoring Source Collection will be used. Sci-
entist can specify their own ranking functions or manually overrule the choice made
by the information system.

2.3.4 Partial Processing with Dependency Reorganization

We use a novel way to process only the part of a Source Collection that is required to
fulfill a data pulling request (section 2.4.7). The power of backward chaining is used to
optimally benefit from the various components of the information system (database,
distributed computing) while maintaining the locality of knowledge that each object
has.
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The well-behaved operators allow the information system to temporarily reorga-
nize the dependency graph of a target: Selections of sources or parameters are placed
as early in the dependency graph as possible and the calculations of new parameters
as late as possible. These modifications only require the local information between
an object and its progenitors that is enforced by the data model. Dependency graph
modifications also allow for a natural way to achieve parallelization (section 2.4.7).

The reorganization results in a dependency graph with process targets that are
temporary copies of the original Source Collections. Processing a part of the original
Source Collection is done by processing such a temporary copy in its entirety and
sharing the result with the original object (section 2.4.8). The processing itself can
be performed either on the database, the distributed computing unit1 or the scien-
tists workstation, depending on the operator, size of the catalog and interactivity
requirements.
�
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Example: The optimization of the dependency graph in section 2.2.2 is given
in figures 2.5 and 2.4.

2.3.5 Generic Operator for Attribute Calculation

A special operator is designed for the calculation of new attributes of sources from
existing attributes (section 2.5.10). The calculation performed by a Source Collec-
tion of this class, is decoupled from the Source Collection and is defined as another
persistent object, which can be created by scientists themselves.

This auxiliary object contains information about the calculation: which attributes
are calculated, which attributes are required and which process parameters can be
set. This allows the information system to discover attribute derivation methods in
order to instantiate Source Collections to calculate these attributes for a requested
set of sources. This offers scientists flexibility in implementing their own methods
while reinforcing the principles of data pulling.
�
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Example: Source Collection C in the example in section 2.2.2 would have as de-
pendency an object that describes how to calculate absolute magnitudes. Several
use case examples are given in section 3.9.

2.3.6 Implicit Determination of Logical Relationships

We present a novel technique to determine the source composition of a Source Collec-
tion from its data lineage. The discovery of Source Collections through data pulling
poses a conceptual problem: the catalog data itself cannot be inspected because
Source Collections can be processed partially or not at all (section 2.3.4). Determin-
ing the set of sources of a catalog is still possible because the Source Collection classes
are designed to maximize the information about the catalog that can be inferred from
the data lineage.

1Processing Source Collections on a distributed cluster is not supported in our current Astro-WISE

implementation.
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We developed an algorithm to infer the logical relationships between Source Col-
lections that are indirectly connected through backward chaining (section 2.6). The
main strength of the algorithm is that it does not require explicit logic for deductive
reasoning. The algorithm is used in the creation of a dependency graph through data
pulling (section 2.4.6) and for the dependency graph modifications (section 2.4.7) for
partial processing.

2.3.7 Scalability

The Source Collections scale from full sky surveys with billions of sources to graphs
with a handful of points. This is achieved by only deriving subsets of catalog data that
are required, and only storing the result if necessary for performance reasons (sec-
tion 2.4.7). Furthermore, the processing can be parallelized implicitly (section 2.4.7).

Scalability, optimization and parallelization is considered the responsibility of the
information system. Scientists should only have to describe conceptually what their
required data set is; the information system should ensure it is created in the most
optimal way.

2.3.8 Interactive Visualization

As a final note, we would like to address our aims for visualization. One of the
goals in this thesis is to achieve interactive query driven visualization of large scale
catalog data by abstracting data pulling mechanisms. In chapter 5 we describe how
such interoperation between applications can be achieved by reaping the benefits of
backward chaining.

This visualization goal has influenced the Source Collection design. Therefore we
list this feature here, even though discussing it in detail goes beyond the scope of this
chapter. For example, the necessity of autonomous dependency graph generation and
the implicit scalability, are direct consequences.
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2.4 Source Collections Details

In this section we describe the Source Collection concept in more detail. First we give
a more formal definition of a Source Collection object and the sources and attributes
in represents. This is followed by a description of how the pulling, optimization and
processing mechanisms work.

2.4.1 Catalog Operations: Source Collection Classes

The main result of processing a Source Collection is catalog data. Every Source Col-
lection corresponds to a particular operation to create the catalog and we use the term
operator to refer to this action in a conceptual sense. Processing a Source Collection
then becomes evaluating its operator. In our Astro-WISE implementation, we designed
separate Process Target classes for each operation on catalogs, and therefore we also
speak about the class of the Source Collection. The operator defines the persistent
properties of a Source Collection (2.4.2): what type of progenitors are required and
what process parameters can be set. These process parameters are used to influence
the behavior of the operator. In section 2.5 several operators are described in detail.
We summarize the ones that are most important for our research:

� Select Attributes: Selects a subset of attributes from a parent Source Collec-
tion.

� Concatenate Attributes: Combines the different attributes from several par-
ent Source Collections that represent the same sources.

� Rename Attributes: Renames attributes of a parent Source Collection.

� Filter Sources: Selects a subset of sources from a parent Source Collection by
evaluating a selection criterion.

� Select Sources: Selects a subset of sources from a parent Source Collection by
listing the required sources explicitly.

� Concatenate Sources: Combines the different sources of several parent Source
Collections that represent the same attributes.

� Relabel Sources: Changes the source identifiers of a parent Source Collection.

� Attribute Calculator: Calculates new attributes from existing attributes for
the sources in a parent Source Collection.

� External: Represents a catalog without data lineage.

� Pass: Represents the exact same catalog as its parent.

2.4.2 Source Collection Persistent Properties

The persistent properties of a Process Target are the properties of the object that
are centrally stored in a database. These properties can be grouped in the following
types, a categorization that is especially important for Source Collections:
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� Progenitors: Other Process Targets from which the catalog represented by
this Source Collection is derived, often other Source Collections.

� Process Parameters: Parameters that influence the processing. The pro-
genitors and process parameters together uniquely define the catalog that the
Source Collection represents.

� Processing Results: Results of processing the Source Collection, or a reference
to the location where the results are stored.

� Processing Status: The status of the processing.

� General Information: Properties that are not related to the processing or the
processing results. E.g. identifiers of the object, a human readable name of the
Source Collection, a reference to its creator, etc. Some of these can be specified
by the user, others are set automatically by the information system.

�
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Example: The Source Collection in figure 2.3a with B as identifier has a ‘Fil-
ter Sources’ operator, one parent Source Collection (A) and query as process
parameter. The listed composition of sources and attributes is not part of the
definition, but is considered a result of the processing.

Persistent Properties: Progenitors

The progenitors of a Source Collection are other Process Targets from which the
catalog data is derived. The focus in our research is on Source Collections with other
Source Collections as progenitors.

Some progenitors can also be seen as process parameters: they influence the pro-
cessing, instead of representing the data set on which the processing takes place. To
distinguish between these, we sometimes use the term parent to indicate progenitors
that should be regarded as precursors to a Source Collection. For example, we can
say that the catalog represented by a Source Collection is derived from its parents,
using the process parameters and other progenitors.

The distinction between these is relevant when copying Source Collections. When
a Source Collection is copied to apply the same operation to another data set, then
the copy will have different parents, but the same process parameters. Vice versa,
when a Source Collection is copied to change the behavior of the operator, then the
copy will have the same parents, but different process parameters. In these scenarios,
the other progenitors should be treated the same as the process parameters. For
example, see the Select Sources Source Collection in section 2.5.4.

Persistent Properties: Process Parameters

The process parameters are free parameters that are used to tune the behavior of the
operator. These are usually primitives, such as character strings and numbers.
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Persistent Properties: Processing Results

The result of processing a Process Target can be stored persistently. For the Source
Collections it is important that the processing results are split up in distinct compo-
nents that, in principle, can be derived and stored separately. The following results
can be distinguished:

� The catalog the Source Collection represents: the values of all the attributes for
all the sources. This is the primary processing result and can be decomposed
in the partial results that follow.

� A partial catalog: the values of the attributes for a subset of the sources or
attributes.

� The set of sources the Source Collection represents, which can be seen as a
list of identifiers of the sources. This can be further split up into the number
of sources, or an identification of the set without actually enumerating all the
sources individually.

� The set of attributes of the sources. That is, which physical properties the
Source Collection represents, not the actual values of the attributes.

To process a Source Collection partially, a new Process Target is created that only
represents the required component, which is subsequently processed in its entirety.
Such a component is either stored in its entirety or not at all, and can be shared
between Source Collections.

Implementation Detail: In our Astro-WISE implementation a catalog can
be stored in subsets of sources and the composition of sources or attributes of
a Source Collection can be stored. It is not possible to store a subset of the
attributes, for bookkeeping reasons. Furthermore, the number of sources can be
derived separately, but not stored on its own.

Persistent Properties: Processing Status

These properties contain information about the status of the processing of the Source
Collection. For example, which processing results are stored, whether they are still
considered valid, etc.

Persistent Properties: General Information

Both persistent and transient Source Collections require unique identifiers. The iden-
tifiers of persistent Source Collections are used to share or publish data; those of
transient Source Collections are required for interaction between the information sys-
tem and the scientist or auxiliary software such as visualization.

The information system can include persistent properties with other information,
such as a creation date, an identifier of the creator of the object, a name for the
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object, etc. These are useful for users to interpret the processing result, but do not
influence the processing itself.
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Example: In this thesis we usually use positive integers or capital letters to
refer to persistent Source Collections and negative integers or lower case letters
for transient Source Collections.

2.4.3 Sources

A source represents a physical object on the sky which is modeled as an entity with a
collection of attributes (figure 2.1). Every source in a Source Collection has a unique
identifier and two Source Collections are considered to represent the same sources if
and only if the identifiers of their sources are identical. The set of sources in a Source
Collection is defined implicitly by the parents and its class and it is not required that
the exact composition of sources has to be known to create or use a Source Collection.

However, the operators are defined such that there is no ambiguity in what the
composition will be when the Source Collection is processed. The algorithm repre-
senting in section 2.6 can be used to infer the logical relations between the sets of
sources of different Source Collections from the data lineage.

Sources: Creation

We describe two ways new sources can be created:

� Ingested without data lineage, e.g. through an External Source Collection.

� Detected with a Source Collection that operates on images.

In this thesis there is little difference between these two. We usually assume the
existence of a Source Collection describing sources with photometric attributes.

Implementation Detail: For our Astro-WISE implementation we used the
existing functionality of the SourceList class for the detection of sources and the
measurement of photometry, by encapsulating the SourceList in a SourceList
Wrapper Source Collection.

Sources: Labeling

The same physical source can be known to the information system under different
identifiers, for example because it is a priori unknown whether a new detection corre-
sponds to an already known source. We defined the Relabel Sources Source Collection
to indicate that different sources should be regarded as the same. This operator re-
quires the association information to be specified explicitly.
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Example: Most of our example dependency graphs (e.g. figure 2.3) start with
an External Source Collection, in more realistic scenarios this would be a Source
Collection representing the derivation of photometric attributes. The “sources”-
lines of the nodes in figure 2.3 describes the exact set of sources with a lowercase
letter and the number of sources as an integer.

Implementation Detail: In our Astro-WISE implementation we use as source
identifier the combination of a SourceList identifier (SLID) and the number of
the source in this SourceList (SID). There can be several SLID-SID combinations
that refer to the same physical source, but every SLID-SID combination refers to
one source only. We have implemented the Relabel Sources Source Collection to
use association information from the existing AssociateList class. Therefore we
have not implemented an association operator.

2.4.4 Attributes

Attributes quantify physical properties of the sources in a Source Collection. The set
of attributes forms the Source Collection dimensions. The composition of attributes
can often be inferred from the data lineage and only has to be stored explicitly if this
is required by the operator or for performance reasons.

For a given source there can be several versions of the same attribute created
through different Source Collections, for example with different methods or process
parameters. The backward chaining of a Source Collection makes it possible to deter-
mine how its attributes are derived. The exact set of attributes can be inferred with
little effort because it is assumed that the number of attributes will always be small
enough to track the sets of attributes explicitly.

Attributes: Creation

We describe three ways new attributes can be created:

� Ingested without data lineage, e.g. with an External Source Collection.

� Derived from observations, e.g. with a Source Collection that operates on im-
ages.

� Calculated from existing attributes.

Our focus in this thesis is on the third point, for which the Attribute Calculator
Source Collection is designed (section 2.5.10).

Attributes: Labeling

The label of an attribute should only describe what physical property is represented
by the attribute. How this property is quantified can be inferred from the data lineage
by tracing the attribute to the Source Collection that was used to create it.
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Unique identifiers for attributes are inherently impossible because they can depend
on many free parameters, all of which would have to be incorporated in such an
identifier. For example, there is no one specific ‘aperture magnitude’ for a source,
this depends on the used filter and aperture size and even on the software measuring
the magnitude.

In section 2.7.5 we describe how to standardize this labeling, e.g. with Unified
Content Descriptors. This discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis and we assume
that a proper labeling is in place within the information system. Furthermore we
assume that the units of the attributes are implicitly understood.

Implementation Detail: In our implementation we refer to attributes by
their name only, and for simplicity will do so in the rest of this thesis as well.
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Example: The example in section 2.2.2 contains several attributes identified by
name. The attributes can be traced back through the progenitors to the Source
Collection where they were created.

2.4.5 Source Collection Dependency Graphs

A Source Collection represents a catalog that is derived from its progenitors. These
progenitors are also called dependencies and have other dependencies themselves.
Ultimately, all these dependencies together chain a Source Collection back to the raw
data.

This set of dependencies is called the dependency graph of a Source Collection.
These graphs are directed acyclic graphs, or acyclic digraphs, because there are no
cyclic dependencies. Occasionally the term dependency tree is used, although strictly
speaking it is not a tree.

In the figures in this thesis, the progenitors of a Source Collection are shown
above it. Therefore the data processing runs from top to bottom and the data lineage
from bottom to top. There are no arrows on the shown edges, because the preferred
direction is dependent on context.

Individual Source Collections only have knowledge about their direct progenitors
in the graph. The formal term of such a progenitor is a direct predecessor, and the
Source Collection itself is a direct successor of its progenitors. In this thesis the terms
parents and children are used because this corresponds to the terminology used in
our Astro-WISE implementation.

This chapter only treats the part of such a dependency graph that considers Source
Collections. New dependency graphs are created automatically to fulfill a data pulling
request (section 2.4.6) and existing graphs can be optimized before processing (section
2.4.7).

Source Collection Graphs: Modifications

The information system modifies dependency graphs of Source Collections, e.g. while
constructing new ones or when optimizing existing ones as discussed in the next
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sections. All modification steps in the following algorithms are performed by replacing
the progenitor of a Source Collection with another one. There are two ways to do
this:

� Replacing a progenitor with a Source Collection that represents the exact same
catalog. This is the only mechanism that is used in the dependency graph
optimization (section 2.4.7).

� Replacing a progenitor with a Source Collection that represents a different cat-
alog. This is only performed during the creation of new dependency graphs
(section 2.4.7) and only on Pass Source Collections that themselves are not
used as a progenitor.

The individual modifications themselves (section 2.5) are designed in a way that
separates the knowledge of how to perform a modification and why to do so. How to
perform a modification is part of the definition of the operator. Whether a specific
modification should be applied is the responsibility of the part of the information
system that governs the entire dependency graph. Therefore, all modifications are
between a Source Collection and its direct progenitors, because an individual Source
Collection has no knowledge of other objects.

Source Collection Graphs: Movement

A specific kind of modifying a dependency graph is ‘moving’ Source Collections
through the graph. The way this should be interpreted—in simplified form—is that
copies of a Source Collection and its progenitor are created, but with their depen-
dencies swapped. The original Source Collection is then replaced by these copies.
As a result, Source Collections can only be moved ‘up’ the graph. To move a Source
Collection down, the Source Collection with that Source Collection as a parent should
be moved up.
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Example: Several of the modifications in figures 2.4 and 2.5 are movements of
Select Sources and Select Attributes Source Collections.

Source Collection Graphs: Logical Relationships

Some modifications can only be performed if the relationship between the sets of
sources of the involved Source Collections is known. The information system uses
the algorithm of section 2.6 to provide this information to the individual Source
Collections.
�
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Example: The modification between subfigure b and c of figure 2.5 can only
be performed because the information system knows that the second Select At-
tributes Source Collection does not contribute to the Concatenate Attributes
Source Collection.
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2.4.6 Pulling Catalogs

The ‘pushing’ way to use catalogs such as represented by the Source Collections is to
define the catalog, process and store it, and then request subsets of the catalog. This
order can and should be changed with target processing.

Source Collections are primarily created automatically by pulling data, which
means that the evaluation of processing starts at the end of the chain by requesting
the final catalog that is required. The information system will autonomously create
a dependency graph of Source Collections which ends with a Source Collection that
represents the requested catalog (Algorithm 1).

There are two main goals of the data pulling mechanisms with respect to the
creation of the dependency graph: Firstly, they ensure that existing Source Collections
will be reused as much as possible and secondly, new Source Collections are created
in a way that maximizes their reusability.

Data Pulling: Formulating a Request

The pulling of data starts with a request for a specific dataset. In our research we
have limited such requests to three pieces of information:

� A starting Source Collection from which a selection is made.

� A list of required attributes, not necessarily of the starting Source Collection.

� (Optional) A selection criterion for the sources.

Algorithm 1 Creating Target Dependency Graph

1: Receive and parse a request for catalog data.
2: Instantiate the starting Source Collection.
3: Create a Select Attributes that selects no attributes from this Source Collection.
4: Create a Pass Source Collection with the Select Attributes as parent.
5: if a selection criterion is specified then
6: select the right sources (Algorithm 2).
7: end if
8: for all requested attributes do
9: Add the attribute to the Pass Source Collection (Algorithm 3).

10: end for

Data Pulling: Derivation Preferences

The information system will use existing and newly created Source Collections to
create a dependency graph which ends with a Source Collection representing the
requested catalog. The information system is able to autonomously decide how to
proceed if there are multiple Source Collections that can be used to fulfill a particular
dependency. This is done by applying a ranking function to all Source Collections that
can be used as a progenitor and select the one with the highest ranking. Scientists
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can influence this process by specifying their own ranking function or by overruling
the choices made by the information system. In section 2.7.6 we elaborate on this
mechanism.

Data Pulling: Selecting Sources

Fulfilling a request for a catalog begins with creating a Source Collection with the
correct the composition of sources (Algorithm 2). The resulting Source Collection
will only represent the selected set of sources at this stage, without attributes.

In this thesis we restrict ourselves to requesting subsets of sources that are already
represented by an existing Source Collection, because our focus is on operations on
catalogs. This implies that at least some Source Collections should be created ‘push-
ing’, in particular Source Collections with photometric attributes.

In principle, these photometric catalogs can be created in similar ways and in
section 2.7.2 we discuss the design of Source Collection operators to bridge this gap.
This would allow these initial Source Collections to be pulled through the same mecha-
nisms, by requesting sources directly from an observation for which no catalog exists.

The information system will use the logical relations algorithm of section 2.6 to
search for an existing Source Collection that represents the requested selection. The
simplest way to do this is to use this algorithm to find all Source Collections that
represent the same sources as the original Source Collection, and subsequently search
for a Filter Sources with the specified selection criterion that has one of these Source
Collections as progenitor.

New Source Collections are created to select the required sources if no suitable
Source Collection is found. This might require more than only a single Filter Sources
Source Collection because the information system has to ensure that the attributes
used in the selection criteria are available. This algorithm can be improved by allowing
the information system to split a compound selection criterion into smaller parts.
�




�

	

Example: The specified selection criterion in the example in section 2.2.2
depends on the availability of the redshift attribute. The information system
would have tried to find this attribute if it would not have been included in
Source Collection A.

Data Pulling: Selecting Attributes

A catalog pulling request should contain a list of required attributes. For every
requested attribute, the information system will search for an existing Source Collec-
tion that represents this attribute for the requested sources. A hierarchy of Select
Attributes and Concatenate Attributes Source Collections is created to add the at-
tribute to the Pass Source Collection already representing the sources (Algorithm
3).

Requested attributes for which no suitable Source Collections can be found are
derived with new Source Collections, usually Attribute Calculators (Algorithm 4).
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Algorithm 2 Selecting Sources

1: Search for all Source Collections representing the original sources.
2: Search for all Filter Sources with one of these Source Collections as progenitor

and the specified criterion as parameter.
3: Rank all found Source Collections.
4: if a suitable Source Collection is found then
5: Use the highest ranking Source Collection to represent the sources.
6: else
7: Use algorithm 1 to create a Source Collection with all attributes referenced in

the selection criterion.
8: Create a new Filter Sources to represent the sources.
9: end if

10: Create a Select Attributes to select no attributes from the Source Collection rep-
resenting the sources.

11: Create a Select Sources with the original Source Collection as parent and the
Select Attributes to specify the selected sources.

12: Use the Select Sources as the parent of the final Pass Source Collection.

The calculation performed by an Attribute Calculator is specified through a pro-
cess parameter referencing an Attribute Calculator Definition (section 2.5.10). New
Attribute Calculator Source Collections are instantiated for all Attribute Calculator
Definitions that can be used to derive the requested attribute. The search for at-
tributes is applied recursively if more attributes are required for the derivation of the
requested attributes, as specified by the Attribute Calculator Definition.

Source Collections that require the calculation of new attributes will automatically
be defined to operate on the largest dataset the calculation is applicable for. This
is done by giving Source Collections which represent a larger set of sources a higher
ranking when searching for attributes.

Algorithm 3 Adding Attributes

1: Search for all Source Collections representing the attribute.
2: Rank all found Source Collections.
3: if a suitable Source Collection is found then
4: Use the highest ranking Source Collection to represent the attribute.
5: else
6: Create an Attribute Calculator to represent the attribute (Algorithm 4).
7: end if
8: Create a Select Attributes that selects the requested attribute from this Source

Collection.
9: Create a Concatenate Attributes with the original parent of the final Pass Source

Collection and the new Select Attributes as parents.
10: Use the Concatenate Attributes as new parent of the final Pass.
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Algorithm 4 Instantiate Attribute Calculators

1: Search for all Attribute Calculator Definitions that can be used to calculate the
required attribute.

2: for all found Attribute Calculator Definitions do
3: Create a Source Collection with all the attributes required by the Attribute

Calculator Definition (Algorithm 1).
4: Create an Attribute Calculator with that Source Collection as parent, using the

Attribute Calculator Definition.
5: end for
6: Rank all created Attribute Calculators.
7: Use the highest ranking Attribute Calculator to represent the attribute.

�




�

	

Example: In the example of section 2.2.2 the information system created a new
Attribute Calculator to create absolute magnitudes for the requested sources.

Data Pulling: Catalog Processing

The result of data pulling is the creation of a dependency graph that ends with a
Source Collection that represents the requested catalog. This dependency graph might
be stored persistently if necessary, possibly after performing some simplifications. The
information system will subsequently optimize this graph to process it in the most
optimal way (section 2.4.7), and deliver the catalog data to the scientist (section 2.4.8).

2.4.7 Optimization of Dependency Graphs

The information system will optimize the dependency graph of a Source Collection
before processing them. This is done by creating a temporary transient copy of the
dependencies and placing filtering Source Collections before Source Collections that
create new attributes. Parts of the dependency graph that are not necessary are
removed entirely.

In this section the general principles for the optimization of Source Collection
dependency graphs are described. The modifications themselves are described in
more detail in section 2.5.
�




�

	

Example: Optimizing the dependency graph of the example in figure 2.3 is
depicted in figure 2.4. The process of determining the exact set of sources in a
Source Collection requires optimization as well and is depicted in figure 2.5.

Dependency Optimization: Strategy

The best strategy for the optimization of dependency graphs depends on many factors,
such as the size of the catalogs, how they will be processed, etc. Therefore it is
not possible to give a one-size-fits-all optimization strategy. Algorithms 5 and 6 are
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procedures that cover most scenarios, they can be adjusted for particular cases. The
steps described in the algorithms are detailed in the rest of the section.

These algorithms follow hard coded rules that are sufficient for our use cases. The
design of more adaptive algorithms is discussed in section 2.7.6.

Algorithm 5 Optimization for Processing

1: Create transient copy of the involved Source Collections.
2: Simplify the dependency graph (Algorithm 6). Perform this step after every

movement-step.
3: Move all Select Attributes up the graph, to remove parts of the graph.
4: Convert all Filter Sources to Select Sources, to move them through the graph.
5: Move all Select Sources down, to copy them to every part of the graph.
6: Move all Select Sources up the graph, to limit processing to the required subset.
7: Move all Select Attributes up the graph once more, to simplify the graph further.
8: Move all Select Sources up the graph in order to combine them.

Algorithm 6 Simplification for Processing

1: repeat
2: Convert processed Source Collections to External Source Collections.
3: Remove parts of the graph with unnecessary dependencies.
4: Remove Source Collections that are essentially a Pass Source Collection.
5: Integrate Source Collections and their parents if possible.
6: Unite identical Source Collections, especially those with the same parents.
7: until no more of these modifications are possible.

Dependency Optimization: Simplifications

A dependency graph of Source Collections can be simplified as part of the optimization
routines. A Source Collection that has already been fully processed does not have to
be processed again. All these Source Collections can be substituted with an External
Source Collection that represents the same catalog (section 2.5.11). Furthermore, the
complexity of a dependency graph can be reduced by combining operators or removing
redundant ones (Algorithm 6).
�




�

	

Example: The initial Source Collection in figure 2.3 is an External Source Col-
lection for simplicity. In a more realistic scenario this Source Collection would
have dependencies of its own and would only be substituted with an External
Source Collection just before processing. In figure 2.5a two serial Select At-
tributes Source Collections are combined and in figure 2.4d two parallel Select
Sources Source Collections are combined.
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Dependency Optimization: Removing Dependencies

Unnecessary parts of a dependency graph can be removed by moving Select Attributes
Source Collections up in the graph (Algorithm 5). The result of moving a Select
Attributes up past a Concatenate Attributes might be that one of the progenitors of
the Concatenate Attributes does not represent attributes anymore. The part of the
graph that ends with this progenitor might be removed from the graph in its entirety
(Algorithm 6, section 2.5.9).

The set of sources of a Concatenate Attributes is the intersection of the sets
of sources of its parents. Therefore it is only possible to remove this part of the
dependency graph if doing so does not influence the selection of sources. The logical
relations algorithm of section 2.6 is used to determine whether this is the case.
�




�

	

Example: In figure 2.5 a part of the dependency graph is removed in this
fashion.

Dependency Optimization: Sources Limitation

Select Sources Source Collections are moved through the dependency graph to ensure
that only those parts of the Source Collections are processed that are required to create
the catalog data of the end node (Algorithm 5). Filter Sources Source Collections first
have to be converted into a Select Sources (section 2.5.3). Before moving the Select
Sources Source Collections up the dependency graph, they are moved down in order
to copy them to all parts of the dependency graph they are applicable to.
�




�

	

Example: In figure 2.4 the Select Sources Source Collection is moved up
through the Attribute Calculator Source Collection. This creates a copy of the
Attribute Calculator that represents a subset of the sources of the original.

Dependency Optimization: Parallelization

The Source Collections are well suited for parallelization because the operators work
on a per-source basis. A Source Collection can be parallelized by creating a set
of Select Sources (or Filter Sources) Source Collections that each select a subset
of the original target, such that all sources are selected exactly once. The set of
Select Sources Source Collections is then combined with a Concatenate Sources Source
Collection which can replace the original Source Collection in the dependency graph.
Further optimization can move the Select Sources up to parallelize the entire graph.

Implementation Detail: The parallelization algorithm is currently not imple-
mented in Astro-WISE.
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2.4.8 Processing and Storing

The result of the dependency graph optimization is a set of Source Collections that
requires the least amount of processing to create the requested catalog data. The
information system will recursively process the Source Collections and store the results
if necessary.

Processing: Processing Source Collections

The information system will process the Source Collections on the most suitable
subsystem to achieve scalability for large scale catalogs and real time interaction for
small scale catalogs. We describe the different subsystems to evaluate the operators
on:

� Database: The selection and combining operators are designed to be evaluated
on a database. The operators of consecutive Source Collections can be combined
into one database query. The database can create indexes on columns containing
attributes that are frequently used in selection criteria and can automatically
cache the results. Some Source Collections, in particular Attribute Calculators,
are not suitable to be processed on the database.

� Workstation: The processing is performed on the workstation of the scientist
for Source Collection that cannot be processed on the database. Furthermore,
all the relational operators should also be evaluated on the local machine during
interactive visualization of small datasets. The latency of a round trip to the
database or distributed computing facility is too large for responsive interaction.
This local implementation of the Source Collections holds all the catalog data
in memory or in files.

� Distributed Computation: Operators that require large computations can
be performed on a distributed processing cluster. This is done by parallelizing
the respective parts of the dependency graph and evaluating each sub-graph on
a cluster node.

Implementation Detail: Most operators in our Astro-WISE implementation
can be performed on both the Oracle 11g database or on the Python prompt,
but not all Attribute Calculator operators can. There is currently no explicit
functionality to process Source Collections on the distributed processing cluster.

Processing: Storing Catalog Data

The result of processing a Source Collection—the exact set of sources and the values
of the attributes—only has to be stored if this is necessary for performance reasons.
Therefore we make no explicit distinction between storing and caching of catalog data.
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The optimization process (section 2.4.7) creates copies of Source Collections which
represent subsets of the originals. If the information system decides to cache the
processing result of such a copy, it will append the catalog data of the copy to that
of the original. Deciding what should be cached is primarily the responsibility of the
information system. The decision should be made for individual processing results.

For example, it can be useful to store the identifiers of the sources without storing
the values of the attributes in order to cache the result of evaluating a complex
selection criterion. Different Source Collections that represent the same sources can
share this processing result.

Implementation Detail: For practical reasons we have limited ourselves in
our Astro-WISE implementation to allow partial storage of catalog data only to
subsets of the sources, not of attributes. Furthermore, our algorithm to decide
what to store is simple: only the attribute values of Source Collections that
cannot be derived on the fly are stored.

Processing: Retrieving Catalog Data

The last node in the dependency graph represents the requested catalog. Once it has
been processed, the catalog data can be returned to the scientist or used for further
analysis. Any temporary transient Source Collections instantiated for the processing
are discarded.
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2.5 Operators: Source Collection Classes

Every Source Collection corresponds to a particular operation to create the catalog
and we use the term operator to refer to this action in a conceptual sense. In our Astro-

WISE implementation, we designed separate Process Target classes for each operation
on catalogs, and therefore we also speak about the class of a Source Collection. The
operators are designed to be as elementary as possible because this ensures they have
well defined and predictable behavior. This allows the information system to assess
aspects of the catalog data directly from the data lineage.

In this section the operators that are most relevant to our research are described.
The focus of our research is on the operators that are used after the detection of
sources and derivation of photometric attributes and therefore primarily concerns
Source Collections with other Source Collections as progenitors. For completeness we
first describe two operators (Detect Sources and Measure Photometry) that can be
used for the creation of this initial catalogs, even though we have included them only
partially in our own implementation.

Subsequently we describe several operators that restructure existing catalogs (Fil-
ter Sources, Select Sources, Concatenate Sources, Relabel Sources, Select Attributes,
Rename Attributes and Concatenate Attributes). These can be seen as a subset of
the relational algebra operators (Codd, 1970) and this correspondence is listed when
relevant. This is followed by a longer description of a generic operator for the deriva-
tion of new attributes from existing attributes (Attribute Calculator). We end our
discussion with two special operators (External and Pass).

2.5.1 Operator: Detect Sources

A Detect Sources Source Collection can be used to create a new set of sources from an
image. The sources will get a new source identifier, and some preliminary attributes,
such as a sky position.

Detect Sources Specification

Progenitors: A frame.
Parameters: A method to detect sources.
Sources: The sources detected on the image.
Attributes: Celestial coordinates.
Rel. Operator: None.

Implementation Detail: The Detect Sources and Measure Photometry op-
erators are not explicitly implemented in our Astro-WISE implementation, be-
cause the existing SourceList class already contains this functionality. Instead,
a SourceListWrapper operator is created to mimic these proposed operators. A
Source Collection of this class cannot perform the actual source finding and ex-
traction: it is simply a wrapper around the Astro-WISE SourceList class. In
section 2.7.2 we explain the benefits of properly including these operators.
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2.5.2 Operator: Measure Photometry

AMeasure Photometry Source Collection can be used to create photometric attributes
of the sources in the parent Source Collection by measuring the intensity of an image
at the position of the sources.

Measure Photometry Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection with celestial coordinates and a frame.
Parameters: A method to measure photometry.
Sources: The same as the parent.
Attributes: Photometric attributes.
Rel. Operator: Extend.

2.5.3 Operator: Filter Sources

A Filter Sources Source Collection represents a subset of the sources of its parent.
The subset is selected by evaluating a logical expression that references the attributes
of the parent Source Collection.

We emphasize that the selection itself does not have to be performed at the mo-
ment a Filter Sources Source Collection is created, therefore the exact composition of
the Source Collection is not necessarily known.

Filter Sources Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection.
Parameters: Logical expression referencing the attributes of the parent.
Sources: The sources of the parent that match the logical expression.
Attributes: The same as the parent.
Rel. Operator: Selection.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� A Filter Sources Source Collection can be substituted with a Select Sources
Source Collection. A Select Attributes Source Collection which selects no at-
tributes and has the original Filter Sources as parent, is used to describe the
selected sources of the Select Sources.

Subsequent modifications should be applied to the Select Attributes and its
dependencies; it can probably be simplified because it does not represent any
attributes. The newly created Select Sources can be moved throughout the
dependency graph because it does not explicitly depend on the attributes of its
parent anymore.

�




�

	

Example: In the example in section 2.2.2 a Filter Sources Source Collection
is created to select nearby sources. In figure 2.4 the Filter Sources has been
converted into a Select Sources in order to move it through the dependency
graph. The process of determining the exact set of sources in a Source Collection
is depicted in figure 2.5.
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Implementation Detail: The selection criterion can be seen as the equiva-
lent of the WHERE clause in a SELECT statement of an SQL query, and in a
database backed implementation this would be a logical choice for its syntax.

2.5.4 Operator: Select Sources

A Select Sources Source Collection describes a subset of the sources of its parent by
explicitly referencing the selected sources through their identifiers.

Select Sources Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection.
Parameters: A set of selected source identifiers.
Sources: Intersection of the parent’s sources and the selected sources.
Attributes: The same as the parent.
Rel. Operator: Selection / Natural join on source identifier.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� A Select Sources Source Collection can be moved up through its parent. Mul-
tiple copies of the Select Sources are made if the parent has multiple parents
itself.

� A Select Sources Source Collection can be moved down indirectly by moving
the Source Collection that has the Select Sources as a parent up.

� A Select Sources Source Collection with a Select Sources or Filter Sources as
parent, can be substituted with a new Select Sources that operates on the
grandparent if the sources are fully determined by the specified selection. That
is, all the selected sources are part of the original parent. The algorithm of
section 2.6 is used to determine whether this is allowed.

Implementation Detail: The selection of sources is in our implementation
specified with another Source Collection. Although this is a progenitor of a
Select Sources Source Collection, it should not be considered a second parent,
because it is only used to specify the selection of catalog. In a sense it could also
be seen as a process parameter and is listed here as such.

�




�

	

Example: In figure 2.4 the Select Sources is first moved down to the end of
the dependency graph and subsequently moved up. As a result, the Attribute
Calculator is substituted with a copy that only represents a subset of the data
of the original, minimizing the required processing.

2.5.5 Operator: Concatenate Sources

A Concatenate Sources Source Collection represents the union of the sources of mul-
tiple parent Source Collections. The parents should contain the same attributes, but
disjoint sets of sources.
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Concatenate Sources Specification

Progenitors: One or more Source Collections.
Parameters: None.
Sources: The union of the parents.
Attributes: The same as the parents.
Rel. Operator: Set union of disjoint sets.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� A Concatenate Sources Source Collection with another Concatenate Sources
as parent can be substituted with a Concatenate Sources that combines both
operations.

Implementation Detail: It is not trivial to ensure that the sources of the
parent Source Collections constitute disjoint sets. We still opted for this strict
definition because it is important to have well defined operators: it is not obvious
how an operator like this should behave when the parents (partially) represent
the same sources.

2.5.6 Operator: Relabel Sources

A Relabel Sources Source Collection is used to assign new identifiers to the sources in
the parent Source Collection. This is done through a given association that identifies
the parent’s sources with those of another Source Collection. In effect, the Relabel
Sources operator assigns the attributes of the sources in the parent Source Collection
to the corresponding sources in the associated Source Collection.

The Relabel Sources operator is designed to apply identification information cre-
ated by an independent earlier process. Decoupling the association and its application
allows a Relabel Sources Source Collection to operate on different Source Collections
than those used to create the identification. There are benefits to performing the
association itself through another Source Collection operator and in section 2.7.2 we
discuss the design of such an operator.

Relabel Sources Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection.
Parameters: An identification between sources of the parent Source Collec-

tion and another Source Collection.
Sources: The sources of the second Source Collection that have a corre-

sponding source in the parent Source Collection.
Attributes: The same as the parent.
Rel. Operator: None.

Implementation Detail: In our Astro-WISE implementation we used the
existing functionality of the AssociateList class to describe the identification
between sources.
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2.5.7 Operator: Select Attributes

A Select Attributes Source Collection is used to select a subset of attributes from a
parent Source Collection.

Select Attributes Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection.
Parameters: A set of selected attributes.
Sources: The same as the parent.
Attributes: The selected attributes that are also represented by the parent.
Rel. Operator: Projection.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� A Select Attributes Source Collection with an External Source Collection as
parent can be substituted by an External itself.

� Two successive Select Attributes operators can be combined into one.

� A Select Attributes can be removed if it selects all the attributes.

� A Select Attributes can be moved up through a Concatenate Attributes by
splitting up its attributes. The resulting Concatenate Attributes might be
simplified significantly when one or more of the new parents does not represent
any attributes anymore.

� A Select Attributes Source Collection can be moved up through a Filter Sources
Source Collection as long as the attributes referenced in the selection criterion
are retained.

�




�

	

Example: In figure 2.5 a Select Attributes Source Collection is created that
selects no attributes in order to determine the composition of sources of a Source
Collection. The complexity of this dependency graph is reduced greatly by mov-
ing the Select Attributes up.

2.5.8 Operator: Rename Attributes

A Rename Attributes Source Collection is used to rename the attributes of a parent
Source Collection. It is designed to describe different versions the same attribute
with a single Source Collection, for example because they are quantified with different
methods.

Rename Attributes Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection
Parameters: A mapping of old attribute labels to new ones.
Sources: The same as the parent.
Attributes: The same as the parent, where the mapped attributes are re-

named.
Rel. Operator: Rename.
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Dependency Graph Modifications

� Two successive Rename Attributes operators can be combined into one.

� A Rename Attributes can be removed if it does not change the attributes.

Implementation Detail: The exact definition of this operator will depend
on the way attributes are labeled in the information system. We defined it as
a Rename Attributes operator because in Astro-WISE attributes are primarily
identified by their name. An improved attribute labeling scheme (section 2.7.5)
might require a more complex operator.

2.5.9 Operator: Concatenate Attributes

A Concatenate Attributes Source Collection is used to combine the different sets of
attributes of multiple parent Source Collections. The parent Source Collections should
have non-overlapping sets of attributes. Since the number of attributes is assumed to
be low (with respect to the number of sources), this can be ensured automatically.

Concatenate Attributes Specification

Progenitors: One or more Source Collections describing disjoint sets of at-
tributes.

Parameters: None.
Sources: The intersection of the sources of the parents.
Attributes: The union of the attributes of the parents.
Rel. Operator: Natural join on source identifier.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� Two subsequent Concatenate Attributes Source Collections can be replaced by
a single Concatenate Attributes.

� A Concatenate Attributes Source Collection with a parent Source Collection
that does not represent any attributes and does not influence the selection of
sources can be substituted with a Concatenate Attributes without that Source
Collection as parent. The algorithm of section 2.6 is used to determine whether
this is allowed.

� A Concatenate Attributes Source Collection that has only one parent Source
Collection can be substituted by its parent.

� Two Select Attributes that have the same parent can be substituted by a single
Select Attributes, if they are themselves used as parents of the same Concate-
nate Attributes.
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Example: Existing attributes are combined with newly calculated attributes in
the example of section 2.2.2. In figure 2.5 one of the parents of the Concatenate
Attributes Source Collection can be removed because the sources of the Concate-
nate Attributes are entirely determined by the other parent. The Concatenate
Attributes itself is subsequently removed from the dependency graph because it
has only one parent.

2.5.10 Operator: Attribute Calculator

An Attribute Calculator Source Collection is used for the calculation of new attributes
from existing attributes. Our goal of allowing scientists to specify their own calcu-
lation methods is achieved by decoupling the definition of the calculation from its
application. Besides offering flexibility this also ensures full data lineage and enables
the use of derived attributes in data pulling.

Attribute Calculator Detail: Attribute Calculator Definition

The operation to process an Attribute Calculator Source Collection, is defined through
an auxiliary persistent object, labeled an Attribute Calculator Definition. A scientist
can define a new method by creating a new Attribute Calculator Definition, which
can subsequently be used in multiple Attribute Calculator Source Collections. There
can be several Attribute Calculator Definitions that calculate the same attributes,
but with different methods.

Besides the calculation itself, an Attribute Calculator Definition also contains in-
formation about the calculation which allows the information system to know what
attributes are calculated without having to understand the calculation itself. A par-
ticular Attribute Calculator Definition object has the following properties:

� Provided Attributes: A list of attributes that are calculated. The information
system uses this list to find Attribute Calculator Definitions that can be used
for the instantiation of new Attribute Calculator Source Collections in order to
fulfill a data pulling request.

� Required Attributes: A list of attributes that are required for the calculation
and therefore must be present in the parent of an Attribute Calculator using
this definition. The information system will ensure this automatically when a
new Attribute Calculator Source Collection is instantiated through data pulling.

� Code: The code to calculate the new attributes from the old attributes. In
essence the code can be seen as a function with as arguments the required
attributes, together with any process parameters and other progenitors, and
as output the provided attributes. We note that the calculation of attributes
of one source cannot be influenced by the other sources in the parent Source
Collection, because all Source Collections operate on a per-source basis.

The Attribute Calculator Source Collection provides the framework that defines
how the code should be specified and how it can interface with the data. Such
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a framework is implementation dependent and goes beyond the scope of this
chapter. The calculation itself might be seen as a black box by the information
system and can even require external software.

� Process Parameters: The process parameters of Attribute Calculator Source
Collections that use this definition. Default values for these parameters should
be specified if possible, but individual Attribute Calculator Source Collections
have their own specific values. Other Process Targets that are required as input
to calculate the attributes are included as process parameters as well, even
though they can also be seen as progenitors.

Attribute Calculator Specification

Progenitors: A Source Collection with the attributes required for the calcu-
lation.

Parameters: An Attribute Calculator Definition and any required process
parameters.

Sources: The same as the parent.
Attributes: The newly calculated attributes.
Rel. Operator: Extend.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� Attribute Calculator Source Collections that are created automatically through
data pulling, are defined to operate on the largest set of sources they are appli-
cable for, which usually means that they are placed as early in the dependency
graph as possible. This prevents the creation of Attribute Calculator Source
Collections that perform the exact same calculation on different subsets of the
same larger Source Collection.

� Moving Select Sources Source Collections up the dependency graph in one of
the steps in minimizing the required processing. Moving a Select Sources up
through Attribute Calculator will create a copy of the Attribute Calculator
that represents a subset of the original.

�




�

	

Example: The important aspects of the Attribute Calculator are shown in
the example of section 2.2.2. A new Attribute Calculator Source Collection
is created by searching for an appropriate Attribute Calculator Definition that
describes how the requested attribute can be derived. The attributes that are
listed as the required for the derivation are already represented by other Source
Collections. The information system would recursively create more Attribute
Calculator Source Collections to also calculate these attributes if this would have
been necessary. The Attribute Calculator Source Collection is defined to be a
general as possible. A temporary copy is created that is as specific as possible for
the actual construction of the catalog. The instantiated sources and attributes of
this smaller copy are stored in the same location as those of the original. Several
more use case examples are given in section 3.9.
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Implementation Detail: The Attribute Calculator operator is designed to
allow the code of a Attribute Calculator Definition to be a black box: the in-
formation system knows what attributes are calculated, and how to initiate the
calculation, but nothing about the method itself. The design of the Attribute
Calculator Definition can be extended to give the information system useful
knowledge about the calculation. For example in our implementation the infor-
mation system can distinguish between calculations that can be performed on
the fly on the database and those which cannot. In section 2.7.3 we describe
further enhancements to the Attribute Calculator.

2.5.11 Operator: External

An External Source Collection has no data lineage. This can either be because the
data is imported from an external source, or because another Source Collection has
been substituted with an External Source Collection during the optimization of a
temporary dependency graph.

External Specification

Progenitors: None.
Parameters: None.
Sources: Any.
Attributes: Any.
Rel. Operator: None.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� Any Source Collection can be substituted with an External Source Collection
if it has been processed in its entirety. This modification is only performed on
temporary Source Collections.

Implementation Detail: Two different types of External Source Collections
can be distinguished conceptually: one with attributes and one without. In some
circumstances it is useful to have a Source Collection that contains no attributes,
for example when using it to describe the selected sources in a Select Sources
operator.

�
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Example: The example in section 2.2.2 starts with an External Source Collec-
tion.

2.5.12 Operator: Pass

A Pass Source Collection represents the exact same catalog as its parent. A Pass
Source Collection is only used as a transient object in order to modify its dependency
graph. It should not be stored persistently.
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Pass Specification

Progenitors: One Source Collection.
Parameters: None.
Sources: The same as the parent.
Attributes: The same as the parent.
Rel. Operator: Projection of all attributes.

Dependency Graph Modifications

� A Pass Source Collection can always be removed from the dependency graph.
It should never be necessary to have a Pass Source Collection in the middle of
a dependency graph, it is only useful as an end node. Therefore it should never
be necessary to perform this modification.

�




�

	

Example: The dependency graphs of the figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5 should have a
Pass Source Collection as an end node because this makes it possible to modify
the graph without having to modify the end node. In the examples the Pass
Source Collection was omitted for simplicity.
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2.6 Comparing the Sources in Source Collections

In many situations it is essential to know the logical relationships between the sets of
sources that are represented by different Source Collections, for example whether two
Source Collections represent the same set of sources. In this section an algorithm is
presented to derive such relations directly from the data lineage for Source Collections
that are connected through backward chaining.

Due to the full data lineage of the Source Collections, new situations arise where
knowing the relationship between sets of sources is important. Firstly, the information
system will search for existing Source Collections when creating a dependency graph
through data pulling (section 2.4.6). Whether a Source Collection can be used to
fulfill part of the request, depends on which sources it represents.

Secondly, some modifications of dependency graphs (section 2.4.7) are only allowed
when certain relations hold. For example, a Concatenate Attributes Source Collection
represents a intersection of the sources of its parents. A parent of a Concatenate
Attributes that represents no attributes is only superfluous if it does not influence the
intersection. Therefore, the information system can simplify the dependency graph by
removing this part of the graph only if it can determine that this is the case (section
2.5.9).

Furthermore, Source Collections have only knowledge about their direct progen-
itors. Therefore, an algorithm is necessary to determine the relationships between
Source Collections that are indirectly connected through data lineage, even to infer
simple relationships such as equalities.
�
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Example: Throughout this section we will refer to the example from sec-
tion 2.2.2. In some of our examples here we will assume that the selection
criterion of the Filter Sources Source Collection in figure 2.3a has not yet been
evaluated. We also assume that the exact set of sources of Source Collection A
is known and that it is not empty.

2.6.1 Algorithm Overview

An overview of the important features of the algorithm is given before describing
the details. The algorithm works for any kind of sets; it is not specific to Source
Collections. Therefore, we use general terminology of sets and elements, unless we
specifically refer to use of the algorithm with respect to Source Collections.

Implicit Comparison

The algorithm infers the relationships between Source Collections without comparing
all the sources in the involved catalog. This is required because the catalogs can be
extremely large, and, more fundamental, the exact set of sources might be unknown
because the Source Collections are not necessary processed.

It is possible to determine these relations implicitly, because the operators to
process the Source Collections have a well defined behavior. This determines which
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relations can hold between the sources of a Source Collection and its progenitor(s).
The algorithm is therefore only useful to compare Source Collections that are linked
through data lineage. This can either be because they share a common progenitor or
because they have a common descendant.
�
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Example: In the example of figure 2.3a it is possible to infer that the sources
of Source Collection E are the same as those in Source Collection B without
having to evaluate the selection criterion of B.

Lists of Relations

There is not always enough information to determine their exact relationships be-
tween a set of Source Collections. Therefore, the knowledge about the relationships
is quantified as the list of all relations that are consistent with the data lineage.

However, it often suffices to have incomplete knowledge of which relation holds.
For example, when searching for a Source Collection with an attribute for a specific
set of sources, it is equally good to find a Source Collection that represents the exact
set of wanted sources as it is to find one that represents a superset.
�
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Example: Before the selection criterion of Filter Sources Source Collection B of
the example in figure 2.3a is evaluated, it could represent a subset of the sources
of its parent, but it could also represent the exact same set, or no sources at all.
However, this is information is not required to deduce that D and E represent
the same sources as B.

Implicit Deduction due to Hypercube Representation

From a technical perspective the main strength of our algorithm is that it does not
require explicit rules for deductive reasoning because of the way hypercubes are used
to represent relations (section 2.6.2). The only difficult part of our algorithm is the
initial assignment of hypercube representations to the conceptual relations we are
interested in. It is ensured that this is done correctly by turning this around: all
possible hypercubes are created first and are assigned a meaning afterwards.
�




�

	

Example: Source Collection B in figure 2.3a represents a subset of the sources
in C. D represents a intersection of those. To infer that D represents the
same sources as B, it is only necessary to specify how ‘subset’, ‘intersection’ and
‘equal’ are represented in the algorithm. It is not required to formulate a specific
deduction rule that states that “a intersection of a set that is a subset of another
set will be equal to the subset”.
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Note that in the hypercube representation the sets have a specific order which
corresponds to the order of the dimensions. For a specific relation, it is only necessary
to describe the hypercube for one order of the sets, the other relations can be inferred
by transposition of the dimensions.

d

b

ab

bd

ad

3=D

1=A

2=Ba

abd

p

(a) Hypercube

[[[ True, False],

[False, False]],

[[ True, False],

[ False, True]]]

(b) Array

Figure 2.9: Hypercube and array representation of the relations of the example in sec-
tion 2.2.2. The dimensions are ordered and Source Collections are assigned to them. Source
Collections C and E can be represented by the same dimension as A and D respectively.

Black dots denote an non-empty intersection between Source Collections.

Representation: Unique Relation Number

The Boolean hypercube M can be converted to a number by flattening the array and
interpreting the result as the binary number r′ (table 2.1). The number r′ is unique
within the relations of d sets: a degeneracy between dimensions occurs because some
of the starting bits of r′ might be zero. The number can be made unique for all
dimensions by prefixing the digit 1 to it, which results in the number r that we refer
to in the rest of this section.

sets (d) binary
0 p
1 p a
2 p b a ab
3 p c b bc a ac ab abc

Table 2.1: Hierarchical buildup of flattened hypercubes M . With zero dimensions there is
only one cell p. When a set is added, the regions of the Venn diagram have to be split in
two, which adds a dimension to the hypercube. Vice versa, to remove a set, regions of the

Venn diagram have to be combined.

Representation: Symbol

Symbols are assigned to low-dimensional relations in the tables in section 2.6.3. Well
known symbols (= etc.) are assigned to the relation that best matches their common
reading.
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Operator d Relation Numbers
External 1 Set 6, 7 (e, f)
Pass 2 Equal 24, 25 (N, =)
Select Attributes 2 Equal 24, 25 (N, =)
Rename Attributes 2 Equal 24, 25 (N, =)
Attribute Calculator 2 Equal 24, 25 (N, =)
Concatenate Attrs. 3 Intersection 384, 385, 392, 393, 416, 417, 424, 425
Filter Sources 2 Subset 24, 25, 26, 27, (N, =, A, >)
Select Sources 2 Subset 24, 25, 26, 27, (N, =, A, >)
Relabel Sources 2 Subset 24, 25, 26, 27, (N, =, A, >)
Concatenate Sources 3 Union 384, 385, 388, 389, 400, 401, 404, 405

Table 2.6: Mapping of Source Collection classes to the logical relations they permit. The
parents correspond to the first sets in the relation and the resulting Source Collection to
the last. We assume that there are always sources not in a set, that is, p = 1. The
Concatenate Attributes and Concatenate Sources operators can operate on more than two
Source Collections, but these relations can be expressed in terms of these three-dimensional

relations.

Relation Dimension Numbers
Empty Set 1 6
Non Empty Set 1 7
Equal Sets 2 24, 25
Subset 2 26, 27

Table 2.7: Relevant relations for comparing Source Collections. The ‘subset’ relations hold
only when the second Source Collection is the subset of the first. We assume that there are

always sources not in a set, that is, p = 1.

Algorithm Detail: Scalability

Adding a set to an existing relationship, will result in a list of 3t new relations, where
t is the number of True cells in the array representation of the original relation. The
number of possible relations can grow very rapidly with the number of sets when little
is known about their relationship. Furthermore, every new set doubles the size of the
arrays. However, these effects are not always problematic for the Source Collection
concept:

� Many Source Collections represent the exact same sources. When such a set
is added to the relations, it is not required to add a new dimension to the
hypercube but only to associate the set with an existing dimension.

� Sets that are different can still have a relation that is quantified by a low number
of True cells. For example, sets that are a subset of another set occur often and
require only one extra True cell. The relations that require the most True cells,
such as disjoint or partially overlapping sets, are rare, because comparisons are
done on Source Collections that are connected through data lineage.
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Example: Inferring Equality

The relationships between Source Collections of figure 2.3a have to be described
by three relations until the selection criterion is evaluated. A priori it is known
that Source Collection A and C represent the same sources and can therefore
be represented with the same set in the relation, just as D and E. A priori it
is not known that Source Collection B and D represent the same sources. By
summing all arrays over the dimension belonging to set A we are left with three
two-dimensional relations that all represent an equality. Therefore we showed
that B is equal to D, essentially proving the statement ‘the intersection of a set
and a subset of that set is equal to the subset’.

3=D3=D

1=A 1=A

2=B2=B

2=D

1=B1=B1=B

2=D2=D

3=D

1=A

2=B

r=392 r=393 r=385

r=24 r=25 r=25

Figure 2.10: Verifying that intersection D is identical to set B.

� The list of all possible relations will contain almost identical arrays. Each will
expand to 3t new relations, but many of them will be created several times and
will be counted only once. The size of the total list will not necessarily expand
much.

� Some relations are very unlikely to occur at all, for example there will always
be elements not in any set, and empty sets will be rare.
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Example: Building Relations

Creating the relations that are consistent with the example in section 2.2.2 is
done in several steps (figure 2.11):

� The relation for Source Collection A is created.

� A set representing Source Collection B is added by splitting all True cells
in three, resulting in nine possible relations.

� Source Collection B is a subset of A, so all relations that are not consistent
with that information are removed. In the general case this requires that
all dimensions that do not correspond to A or B have to be summed over,
the resulting two-dimensional array is then checked against the relations
representing a subset. In this case, the relations are already two-dimensional
so removing dimensions is not required. The result is a list of three possible
relations.

� Source Collection D is added by adding a set that is a intersection, resulting
in the top part of figure 2.10.

2=B

2=B2=B 2=B

2=B

2=B2=B2=B

1=A 1=A 1=A

1=A1=A

1=A 1=A 1=A

1=A

1=A

r=11

r=22

r=30r=29

r=21

r=25r=27

r=23

r=26

r=31

Figure 2.11: A one-dimensional relation representing a non-empty set is extended to
also represent a subset of the already included set.
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Example: Checking Inequality

In figure 2.11 it was not required to reduce the dimensionality of the arrays in or-
der to verify that the listed relations are consistent with the available knowledge.
This example shows a relation where this is required.

We assume it is known that A is a strict superset of B, and B is a strict superset
of C and that none of the sets are empty. We can check that A is a superset of
C as well by building relation 395:

1. Create all 16 relations with sets A and B: relations 16 to 31

2. Only keep the relations that have elements not in a set: 24 to 31

3. Only keep the relations where A is strictly larger than B: 26, 27

4. Only keep the relations where B has elements: 27

5. Add set C: 325, 326, 327, 329, 330, 331, 333, 334, 335, 389, 390, 391, 393,
394, 395, 397, 398, 399, 453, 454, 455, 457, 458, 459, 461, 462, 463

6. Only keep the relations where B is strictly larger than C: 394, 395

7. Only keep the relations where C has elements: 395

8. Remove set B: relation 27

The final relation represents that the A, the first dimension, is a strict superset
of B, the second dimension. The strength of this algorithm is that we arrived
at our conclusion without explicitly encoding a rule that states that if A is a
superset of B and B is a superset of C then A must also be a superset of C.
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Example: Higher Order Relations

The algorithm relies on correctly assigning a meaning to the hypercube repre-
sentations of the relations. This is possible for relations between up to three sets
(65 536 possible relations), but for four sets (4 294 967 296 possible relations), this
becomes impossible. However, this is not problematic, since relations of interest
between more than three sets can be described in terms of subrelations between
three sets.

For example, consider that we are interested in the intersection of three sets,
say A, B, C. Conceptually it is clear that this can be achieved by first taking
the intersection of two of them and then the intersection of that result with the
last one. Using the algorithm, it can be proved that in whatever order these
intersections are taken, the same result is achieved. For generality, we assume
that sets can have no elements at all and that it is possible that all the elements
are contained in the sets.

� Create initial zero-dimensional relations.

� Add sets A, B and C.

� Add set D as intersection of A and B.

� Add set E as intersection of D and C.

� Add set F as intersection of A and C.

� Add set G as intersection of F and B.

This results in 256 relations between these 7 sets. To check whether G and E
represent the same set in each of these relations, the other 5 dimensions have
to be removed. This results in 127 times relation 25 (equal with elements), 127
times relation 24 (both empty, but there are other elements), 1 time relation 17
(they both contain all the elements) and 1 time relation 16 (there are no elements
at all).
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2.7 Discussion and Extensions

In this chapter we presented how target processing can be applied to catalog data.
We compare our research to related work and discuss useful extensions to our design.

2.7.1 Comparison with MIDAS Table File System

The structure of our Source Collection design resembles the Table File System in
MIDAS (Grosbol and Ponz, 1985). The differences can be traced back to our goal to
achieve data pulling in an environment with full data lineage, where in MIDAS data
is pushed, albeit all the performed actions are logged.

MIDAS TFS Comparison: Source Collection Correspondence

Most MIDAS Table FS commands and Source Collection classes can be mapped to
one another (table 2.8).

MIDAS TFS Source Collection
SEQUENCE column source identifier
REFERENCE column Relabel Sources
SELECT column Filter Sources and Select Sources
SORT None
MERGE Concatenate Sources
COPY Select Attributes with Concatenate Attributes
COMPUTE Attribute Calculator
FUNCTION Attribute Calculator

Table 2.8: Mapping of MIDAS TableFS commands or columns to Source Collection classes.

MIDAS TFS Comparison: Data Pulling and Processing

The descriptors of a MIDAS catalog describes how the catalog data was created. We
take the opposite approach, the data lineage of a Source Collection prescribes how
the catalog data should be derived.

The main differences that arise as a result of this approach, are that Source Col-
lections are more suitable in an environment with data pulling and that a Source
Collection is only processed when necessary.

MIDAS TFS Comparison: Attribute Calculator

The main improvement of the Attribute Calculator class over the COMPUTE and FUNC-

TION commands is that the description of the calculation is separate from its applica-
tion. The Attribute Calculator Source Collection performs a calculation that is first
created as an Attribute Calculator Definition object, while in MIDAS the calculation
is defined and applied with the same command.
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Furthermore, the Attribute Calculator Definition not only describes the method
that has to be performed, but also what attributes are calculated by the method and
what is required for the calculation. This allows the information system to instanti-
ate new Attribute Calculator Source Collections automatically, which is required for
pulling data.

MIDAS TFS Comparison: Selection of Sources

Subsets of sources are selected in MIDAS by assigning the value of a logical expression
to the SELECT column using the SELECT command. With the Source Collections this
action is split in two: a logical expression as selection criterion is specified with a
Filter Sources Source Collection without necessarily evaluating the expression, while
a Select Sources Source Collection lists the selected sources explicitly. The MIDAS
command is equivalent to creating a Filter Sources Source Collection and immediately
convert it to a Select Sources Source Collection.

Midas TFS Comparison: Persistent Objects

Grosbol and Ponz (1985) state that MIDAS does not “include commands to delete
columns and rows [..] because it implies an irreversible modification.” With the Source
Collections we take this concept a level higher because a persistent object cannot be
altered at all! In MIDAS this would mean that every table operation would create
a new catalog. Instead, we turn this around, it is more appropriate to see a Source
Collection as the embodiment of the operation that creates the catalog than to see a
Source Collection as the result of such an operation.

MIDAS TFS Comparison: Statistics and Sorting

There are a couple of MIDAS commands that are not represented within the Source
Collection concept. There are no Source Collection classes corresponding to the
REGRESSION, FIT and STATISTIC functions because these should correspond to en-
tirely different kinds of Process Targets that represent statistical data (section 2.7.4).
Furthermore, there is no corresponding functionality to the SORT command because
the sources in the Source Collections are considered to have no ordering and therefore
cannot be sorted.

2.7.2 Image and Association Operations

Our focus has been on Source Collections whose progenitors are Source Collections
themselves and in our discussions we usually assumed the existence of Source Collec-
tions representing photometric attributes. Astronomical processing and analysis can
be brought to a whole new level by bridging the gap between image data and catalog
data through the design of Source Collection classes to perform actions on images.
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New Source Collections: Operations on Images

In section 2.5 we briefly described two possible Source Collection classes for handling
images: Detect Sources and Measure Photometry for respectively creating new sources
and creating photometric attributes. More such Source Collection classes could be
defined, for example to improve astrometry, and multiple different classes can be de-
signed to fulfill equivalent tasks through different methods. We list our consideration
for the design of such Source Collections:

� The actions required to process them should be as elementary as possible be-
cause this allows the information system to treat every processing step sepa-
rately.

� The information system should be allowed to reorder Process Targets handling
images, with those handling catalogs. For example, this would make it possible
to perform a sample selection before measuring photometry.

� It would implicitly be possible to perform different operations on different im-
ages, e.g. the photometry of sources can be measured on another frame than
the one that was used to detect the sources.

� The information system could perform the image reduction operations on the
subset sources that is required to fulfill a data pulling request by using a subim-
age pipeline (Mwebaze et al., 2010).

� Pixel data could even be stored in a database, allowing operations on images to
be on equal footing as operations on catalogs.

New Source Collections: Association of Sources

The association of sources in independent catalogs is essential for astronomy. Design-
ing a Source Collection class to perform this action would be a valuable extension of
our research. We list our considerations for such a design:

� The process to create the association should be as elementary as possible so
such an association Source Collection can be moved through the dependency
graph. For example it should not include pre- or post-selection of sources, this
can be done with other Source Collections.

� Associations for different purposes might require different Source Collection
classes. For example, it is not a priori evident that associating sources to im-
prove astrometry should be done with the same Source Collection as associating
sources to combine data derived from different images

� Like all Source Collections, the processing—the association—should be possible
on a per-source basis.

� The data of a Source Collection can be seen as a tabular structure where each
row represents a source, and each column an attribute. What this tabular
structure should be for an association Source Collection is unclear.
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� Using the result of an association should not be done by the same Source Collec-
tion that is used to create the identification. We designed the Relabel Sources
Source Collection for the former.

� For large information systems it might be feasible to create and maintain a list
of globally unique sources that is shared system wide.

2.7.3 Improved Attribute Calculators

In our Attribute Calculator discussion (section 2.5.10) we assumed the actual calcu-
lation of the new attributes to be a black box. The information system knows what
attributes are created from which existing attributes and what process parameters
are set, but virtually nothing about the actual calculation, only how to initiate it. We
discuss several approaches to improve this.

Attribute Calculators Improvement: Splitting Calculations

It is beneficial if a calculation can be split up into smaller parts. This would allow
the information system to reorder the operations required for the calculations of new
attributes.

Attribute Calculators Improvement: Abstract Implementations

The primary purpose of Attribute Calculator Definitions is to specify what calcula-
tion to perform, not necessary how to perform it. If possible the derivation should
be described in an abstract way, allowing the information system to autonomously
determine the best way to perform the calculation.

Another approach might be to have different implementations within one Attribute
Calculator Definition and allow the information system to choose the implementation
that is best suited for the task at hand.

Attribute Calculators Improvement: Mathematical Operations

Simple derivations of new attributes can often be described by elementary mathemati-
cal operations. Designing an Source Collection class to perform arithmetic operations
and basic mathematical functions would make separate Attribute Calculator Defini-
tions for these calculations superfluous and would be a first step to realize the above
improvements.

2.7.4 Data Lineage for Further Analysis

A Source Collection can be used as the progenitor of new Process Target classes
designed to perform further analysis.
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Further Analysis: Graphs

The Source Collection concept scales down to datasets that can be used in individual
graphs. A next step is creating process targets that are persistent representations of
these graphs.

� A graph object will have a Source Collection as a dependency. Therefore sample
selection criteria and details of the derivation of the attributes are implicitly
included with the graph.

� Papers can include unique graph-identifiers of the included figures.

� New graphs can be pulled and an existing graph can be updated once its de-
pendencies are outdated.

� Process parameters or selection criteria can be changed to create related graphs,
for example through interactive visualization.

Further Analysis: Statistical Data

In this thesis we have limited ourselves to properties of individual sources in catalogs.
However, statistical properties of the entire catalog are important in scientific analysis
as well, for example the value of an attribute averaged over all the sources in the
sample.

Process targets should be designed to describe such data in order to have full
data lineage in the analysis domain. Ultimately this would result in every published
number to have data lineage all the way back to raw pixels.

2.7.5 Increased Scope

We have limited the scope of the Source Collection to catalogs of specific sources with
specific attributes. There are several ways in which this can be improved or extended.

Increased Scope: Indeterminate or Infinite Source Collections

In our discussions we emphasized that it is not necessary that a Source Collection
should be processed in its entirety. By relaxing this further, it will be possible to
create Source Collections for which it is not even possible to derive the catalog data
at the time it is defined. For example, a Source Collection object could represent all
red galaxies of an ongoing survey. How to retrieve these red galaxies at a specific
moment in time should be unambiguously defined by the (hypothetical) dependencies
of this Source Collection. However, since the survey is ongoing, it is unknown what
the composition of the catalog will be at any time in the future.

Increased Scope: Improved Attribute Labeling

In our research we identified attributes only by name. We present some thoughts on
how this might be improved:
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� An attribute should primarily describe what physical property is quantified.
Unified Content Descriptors are specifically designed for this by the Semantics
Working Group of the International Virtual Observatory Alliance and are a
logical choice for identifying attributes.

� The details about the derivation of an attribute is implicit in the data lineage
and should not be included in the identification of an attribute.

� In our research we have assumed the units of the attributes to be implicitly
understood. To handle this properly the units should be explicitly included in
the description of the attributes and converted on the fly or through a unit
conversion Source Collection class.

Increased Scope: Selections of Other Objects

Our research considers persistent selections of sources and associated attributes. How-
ever, persistent selections are also useful for other objects, for example a selection of
frames. Similar mechanisms as described in this chapter could be used for such col-
lections as well.

2.7.6 Improved Algorithms

Within the Source Collection concept, the information system is responsible for per-
forming several actions which require autonomous decision making. The decision
making algorithms we designed are relatively simple, and can be improved upon.

Improved Algorithms: Dependency Graph Manipulations

In section 2.4.7 we describe how a dependency graph of Source Collections can be
modified, mainly for scalability reasons. The strategies we describe to do this are
designed manually. The information system should be able to create such strategies
autonomously to achieve even better optimizations. For example, the information
system could estimate costs for each operation and perform a cost based analysis to
determine the most optimal way to process the Source Collection in the dependency
graph. Such costs can contain different factors, such as required CPU time, required
data storage, etc.

Improved Algorithms: Caching

A design concept of the Source Collections is that it is immaterial for the scientist
whether the result of processing a Source Collection is cached or not. We emphasized
that in principle the information system is responsible for determining what it should
cache and what it should calculate on the fly. In our own implementation we used
a very simple heuristic: attribute values are cached if and only if they cannot be
derived on the fly in the database, with the possibility for the scientist to overrule
this behavior. A smarter algorithm to decide what should be cached will reduce
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the need for scientists to manually intervene. The information system might even
preprocess catalogs if it expects them to be required in the future.

Improved Algorithms: Preference Handling

The preferences of individual scientists should be taken into account when creating
a dependency graph for a pulled target catalog, for example preferred methods to
compute derived attributes. In our Astro-WISE implementation this is done with
relatively simple mechanisms to rank the different Source Collections to use as pro-
genitors. Scientists can influence this by specifying their own ranking algorithm or
by manually overruling the choices made by the information system. A more robust
procedure to take individual preferences into account would reduce the need for sci-
entists to intervene and increase the usability of the Source Collections for interactive
visualization.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter we showed how to extend data pulling to source catalogs, a first step
to data pulling and data lineage in the analysis domain. A Process Target—labeled
a Source Collection— is designed to represent catalog data and operations thereon.
We summarize the key features of our design:

� Source Collections are primarily created automatically by the information sys-
tem through data pulling. Source Collections that derive new data are created
as general as possible in order to facilitate reuse and to prevent duplication of
data.

� Source Collections allow a functional approach to target processing: they can
be seen as the operation to create the catalog data. A Source Collection is only
processed when this is required, not necessarily at the moment it is created. Ev-
ery Source Collection class correspond to an elementary operation on catalogs;
complex operations should be split over multiple Source Collection instances.

� The Source Collections have full data lineage, which allows the information
system to assess aspects of the catalogs without processing them. For example
it allows the information system to optimize the a dependency graph of Source
Collections before processing it.

� A Source Collection is processed by creating temporary copy of the dependency
graph and reordering the progenitors so they are as specific as possible in order
to minimize the required processing.

� An algorithm is designed to determine the logical relations between the sets of
sources represented by different Source Collections connected through backward
chaining. The algorithms used to discover Source Collection and to reorganize
dependency graphs. The main strengths of the algorithm are that the relations
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are inferred from the data lineage only and that it does not require explicit rules
for deductive reasoning.

� A generic Source Collection class is designed for the calculation of new attributes
from existing attributes. This offers a framework for scientists to implement
their own methods while enforcing the benefits of full data lineage and data
pulling.
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Chapter 3
Catalog Data in Astro-WISE

Abstract: We extend the Astro-WISE concept of Target Processing to source cat-
alogs by implementing new Process Targets for catalog data. These Process Targets
are called Source Collections, as described in Chapter 2, and take Target Processing
to new heights. There is a base Source Collection class, from which classes are derived
that correspond to common operations on catalogs, in analogy with the Frame classes
for images.

Source Collection instances can be created without being processed, because the
data lineage unambiguously defines what the processing results are. The processing is
delayed until the catalog data is required and limited to subsets that are necessary for
the processing of Process Targets further in the dependency graph. Furthermore, the
resulting catalog data is only stored persistently if this is necessary for performance.

The partial processing is possible because the operations that correspond to every
Source Collection class are well behaved and predictable and because Source Col-
lection instances can share processing results by sharing persistent properties. This
allows the information system to optimize a dependency graph before processing it,
creating temporary transient copies of Source Collections in the dependency graph
that represent a subset of the catalogs of the originals. These transient Source Collec-
tions are subsequently processed completely, and if necessary their processing result
is stored persistently in the same location as the processing results of the original
Source Collections.

This allows Source Collections to be created in the most reusable way, because
scalability is implicit. This in turn, allows the creation of new Source Collections to
be initiated by specifying the required catalogs in a very conceptual and declarative
way, enhancing data pulling. Furthermore, the Source Collection classes are designed
to facilitate query driven visualization.

95
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3.1 Introduction

Before presenting the Source Collection implementation, we give a description of other
functionality in Astro-WISE that is relevant to the Source Collections.

3.1.1 Processing in Astro-WISE

Astro-WISE (Mwebaze et al., 2009; McFarland, 2010) uses the advantages of Object-
Oriented Programming (OOP) to model astronomical science products into OOP
objects, called process targets. The database is used to link all process targets to
their progenitors (dependencies), creating a full data lineage of the entire processing
chain. Each process target has associated processing parameters, which are config-
urable parameters that guide the processing or reprocessing of the target. Each of
these process target instances knows how to process itself. Processing is initiated by
requesting the final desired result. This data pulling is the heart of Astro-WISE and
is called target processing.

Every object correspond to a Python class that defines these properties and con-
tains all code associated with the object. The properties of an object are store per-
sistently in the database and existing objects can be instantiated by querying the
database on these properties. There are a few base classes from which the other
classes are derived and some classes that are not persistent or no process targets.

Source Collection Summary

In this chapter we describe the implementation of the Source Collection and associated
classes, in which we take target processing to the extreme. The Source Collection
classes are Process Targets for catalog data and described conceptually in chapter 2.
The focus in this chapter is on the implementation itself, and we refer to chapter 2
for design details.

The Source Collection is a base class that represents a catalog of sources with
attributes. Subclasses are derived from this base class, which correspond to different
operations that can be performed on catalogs, in analogy with the Frame classes.
Processing a Source Collection means creating the catalog data by performing this
operation on the progenitors of the Source Collection (section 2.4.2). The operations
that the derived classes perform range from selecting a subset of sources of another
Source Collection to calculating new attributes of sources from existing attributes.

A Source Collection can be created without being processed: the catalog data
itself does not have to be created to make a Source Collection persistent. Source
Collections are only processed when data is requested and through optimization of
the dependency graph only the required subsets of the catalogs are created. Many
Source Collection classes can be processed on the fly, for example when the processing
can be performed in SQL on the database. The processing result—the catalog—only
has to be stored if this is necessary for performance.

The benefits of the Source Collections are summarized as (section 3.1.3): (1) Per-
sistent sample selections of sources and attributes. (2) Support for derived attributes
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with full data lineage and flexible method specification. (3) Pulling of catalog data
that can be used for query driven visualization. (4) Indirect support for partial pro-
cessing of targets. (5) On the fly optimization of dependency graphs. (6) Processing
on either the database or Python layer. (7) Seamless integration of catalog handling
in the database, awe-prompt and external visualization.

3.1.2 Existing Classes Overview

We give a short description of the Astro-WISE classes that necessary to introduce the
Source Collection classes. In section 3.2 they are described in more detail.

Existing Class: DBObject and DataObject

The DBObject is the base class of all persistent objects in Astro-WISE. The DataObject
class is derived from DBObject and is the base class for persistent classes that have
an associated file on the dataserver.

Existing Class: ProcessTarget

The ProcessTarget class encapsulates the notion of a make-able object. The pro-
genitors of a ProcessTarget have to be made, before the ProcessTarget itself can be
made.

Existing Class: SourceList

Catalogs created from images are stored in Astro-WISE as a SourceList object. In a
sense the Source Collections can be seen as a generalization of the SourceList class,
or the SourceList as a special Source Collection (section 3.8.1).

Existing Class: AssociateList

Sources in SourceLists can be associated with one another through AssociateLists.
An AssociateList only contains information on the identification between sources, it
does not represent any attributes.

Existing Class: CombinedList

The CombinedList class is used to create a SourceList from an AssociateList. For
example to combine SourceLists of different filters into one multicolor SourceList
or to ‘stitch’ several SourceLists that each cover a part of the sky into one larger
SourceList.

3.1.3 Source Collection Rationale

The Source Collection classes extend the catalog handling capabilities of Astro-WISE.
We intend to prevent duplication of functionality of existing Astro-WISE classes,
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though there is some overlap. In section 3.8 we discuss how the integration be-
tween the Source Collections and other Astro-WISE classes and functionality can be
improved.

Improvement: Persistent Sample Selections

The Source Collections offer a mechanism to persistently store selections of sources
and attributes and discover these catalogs through data pulling (section 3.5.4). With-
out the Source Collections, selections of sources and attributes had to be created by
copying the required part of a SourceList. This had several problems:

� The selection criterion was not stored.

� The only link to the original SourceList was given by the name property of the
new SourceList.

� Parts of the SourceList had to be duplicated, which did not scale to large
SourceLists.

Improvement: Derived Attributes

The Source Collections offer functionality to create catalogs with attributes that are
derived from attributes in existing catalogs (section 3.6). This can be done through
data pulling and with full data lineage. Without Source Collections it was only
possible to store such derived attributes in a new, independent, SourceList. This had
several problems:

� There was no formal dependency link between such a new SourceList and the
original SourceList. To some extent this could be alleviated by creating an
AssociateList between the SourceLists.

� There was no data lineage describing how the new attributes were calculated.
Therefore it was not possible to inspect or reprocess these SourceLists and such
catalogs could not be pulled.

� Combining attributes stored in different SourceLists had to be done through an
AssociateList or CombinedList, which was not scalable.

Improvement: Implicit Partial Processing

The Source Collections are Process Targets that do not have to be processed to be
stored. That is, a Source Collection object can be made persistent without requiring
all the catalog data it represents to be created (sections 3.3.2, 3.5.3). There are two
main benefits of this approach.

� Source Collections that only require restructuring of existing catalog data can
be processed on demand.
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� Source Collections that require creation of new catalog data —Attribute Cal-
culators in particular— are created as general as applicable. The processing of
these Source Collections is limited to the necessary subsets that are required to
process the final requested target Source Collection. This facilitates sharing and
generality of Source Collections without sacrificing performance and scalability.

The partial processing itself is done through optimization of the dependency graph of
a target Source Collection (sections 2.4.7, 3.5.2), e.g. by placing selections of sources
before calculations of attributes. The dependency graph will contain temporary tran-
sient copies of the original Source Collections as a result of this reorganization. These
smaller copies are subsequently processed completely. The resulting catalog data will
be appended to the already stored catalog data of the original, if necessary. There-
fore the original Source Collection is processed partially, albeit the processing itself is
always done on an entire Source Collection. This means that the Source Collection
instances themselves only require localized knowledge in order to process themselves.

Improvement: Separation of Processing and Storing

The Source Collection classes work similar to the Frame classes in the sense that
processing and storing the processing result are separate actions (sections 3.5.3, 3.3.2).
The reason for this is threefold:

� The processing result of Source Collections that can be processed on the fly
does not have to be stored at all.

� Storing catalog data is a time consuming process, hindering real time interactive
visualization, and is therefore delayed.

� The Source Collections are is designed to allow exploration of selection criteria
and attribute calculation methods. During such an exploration phase it is not
necessary to store any results, because they might be discarded.

Improvement: Catalog Data in the awe-prompt

The Source Collections allow catalog data—a collection of sources with associated
attribute values—to be handled efficiently on the awe-prompt as arrays from the
Python numpy package. The ultimate goal is to achieve seamless integration between
the awe-prompt the database and external visualization software.

Improvement: Pulling of Catalog Data and Interactive Visualization

With the Source Collections it is possible to pull catalog data through query driven
visualization (chapter 5).

3.1.4 Source Collection Overview

The Astro-WISE implementation of the Source Collection concept is split up in several
classes which are summarized here. A UML diagram is given in figure 3.1. The classes
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are named without spaces in the actual implementation, e.g. SourceCollection, Selec-
tAttributes. Spaces are added in this chapter to aid reading, e.g. Source Collection,
Select Attributes.

New Classes: Source Collections

Every operation on catalog data—described in section 2.5—has a corresponding Pro-
cess Target class, derived from the base Source Collection. There is one base Source
Collection class contains all the shared code and is described in section 3.3. The
derived classes are discussed in section 3.4.

New Classes: Attribute Calculator Definition and Parameters

The Attribute Calculator (sections 2.5.10, 3.6) is a Source Collection class for the
derivation of new attributes from existing attributes. The methods applied by At-
tribute Calculators are described with the persistent Attribute Calculator Definition
class (section 3.6). Process parameters of Attribute Calculator Source Collections are
stored with instances of Attribute Calculator Parameter classes.

New Classes: Source Collection Tree

The Source Collection Tree (section 3.5) is a non-persistent class that handles depen-
dency graphs of Source Collections. It contains most of the logic that is attributed
to “the information system” in chapter 2 and is responsible for modifications of the
dependency graphs such as optimizations and data pulling.

New Classes: Set Relations and Set Relations Set

The Set Relations and Set Relations Set (section 3.7) are two non-persistent classes
to determine the logical relations between sets of sources represented by the Source
Collections. They are the implementation of the algorithm in section 2.6.

New Classes: Table Converter

The Table Converter (section 3.3.4) is a non-persistent class that is used to hold and
modify tabular data in Python. In the context of Source Collections it is used to pro-
cess Source Collections in Python and for interaction through the Simple Application
Messaging Protocol (SAMP).

3.2 Existing Classes

We describe existing Astro-WISE classes that are related to the Source Collection
classes. Only the most relevant functions and properties of the classes are given.
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3.2.1 Astro-WISE Class: DBObject

The DBObject is the base class of all persistent objects in Astro-WISE.

Persistent Properties

There is one persistent property that all classes share:

� object id: A machine readable identifier of the object. It is not necessary to
refer to this property manually. With respect to the Source Collections it is
only used explicitly for the Attribute Calculator (section 3.6).

Functions

The DBObject class contains the functionality to store objects persistently:

� commit(): Makes a transient object persistent. All objects it depends upon are
made persistent as well.

3.2.2 Astro-WISE Class: DataObject

The DataObject class is derived from DBObject and is the base class for persistent
classes of which the instances have an associated file on the dataserver.

Persistent Properties

� filename: The name of the file as it is stored on the dataserver.

3.2.3 Astro-WISE Class: ProcessTarget

The ProcessTarget class encapsulates the notion of a make-able object. The Process
Targets have full data lineage: their persistent properties contain all information
required to process the object. A ProcessTarget object has persistent properties that
refer to other persistent objects that are required to for processing the Process Target.
These objects are the progenitors of the ProcessTarget and the process of linking to
the progenitors is called backward chaining. The progenitors of a ProcessTarget have
to be made, before the ProcessTarget itself can be made.

Persistent Properties

� creation date: The date the object is created.

� is valid: A flag to indicate whether the object is still considered valid.

Functions

� make(): Process the object to produces all data and computes all values asso-
ciated with the object from its progenitors.

� is made(): Returns True if the object has been made.
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3.2.4 Astro-WISE Class: SourceList

Catalogs created from images are stored in Astro-WISE as a SourceList object. Every
SourceList is identified by its SLID, and every source in the SourceList by its SID.
Usually a SourceLists has a Frame object as dependency, but they can also be ingested
‘stand-alone’. SourceLists can also be created with the CombinedList class (section
3.2.6).

In this thesis we often regard the sources conceptually as objects themselves,
even though there is no persistent Source class. Sources have attributes, which are
parametrized properties of the sources. The values of the attributes in a SourceList are
created by running SExtractor on the corresponding Frame. The sources are stored in
specific database tables such as SOURCELIST*SOURCES, where every row corresponds
to a sources and every column to an attribute.

The Source Collection classes can be seen as a generalization of the SourceList
class. It would be possible to integrate the two classes, which would make the
SourceList a specific Source Collection (section 3.4.1). The catalog data of a Source
Collection can be stored using special SourceLists (section 3.3.3). These SourceLists
should only be seen as a mechanism to store the result of processing a Source Collec-
tion, not as the result itself.

Persistent Properties

� SLID: Unique integer identifying the SourceList.

� name: A descriptive human readable name of the SourceList.

� number of sources: The number of sources.

� sources: A link to the sources.

� frame: The Frame object that this SourceList corresponds to, if any.

� sexconf: SExtractor configuration parameters.

� sexparam: Additional extraction parameters.

3.2.5 Astro-WISE Class: AssociateList

Sources in SourceLists can be associated with one another through AssociateLists.
An AssociateList only contains information on the identification between sources,
it does not represent any attributes. In general, AssociateLists are created from sky
associations on two or more input SourceLists, but they can also be created manually.
Every AssociateList is identified by its ALID, and every association in the AssociateList
by its AID.
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Persistent Properties

� ALID: Unique integer identifying the AssociateList.

� number of associates: The number of associations

� associates: A link to the associations.

� sourcelists: The SourceLists that are used as input to the AssociateList.

� inputassociatelist: Optionally, another AssociateList used to create this
AssociateList.

� associatelisttype: The type of the AssociateList.

� process params: Parameters used for the creation of the AssociateList.

3.2.6 Astro-WISE Class: CombinedList

The CombinedList class is used to create a SourceList from an AssociateList. For
example to combine SourceLists of different filters into one multicolor SourceList
or to ‘stitch’ several SourceLists that each cover a part of the sky into one larger
SourceList. The AID of the associates of the input AssociateList will become the SID
of the sources in the new SourceList.

The attributes of the sources in the input SourceLists are either copied directly
to the sources in the new SourceList or are averaged to a single attribute first. The
default for attributes representing a magnitude is to average magnitudes from the
same filter and to keep magnitudes from different filters separate.

There is some overlap in functionality between the CombinedList and the Source
Collection classes (e.g. see section 3.4.4). Conceptually it might be possible to convert
the CombinedList class into a Source Collection class entirely, ensuring it becomes a
proper persistent class.

Persistent Properties

The CombinedList class creates a new SourceList, it is not a persistent class itself.
Some persistent properties are added to the SourceList for the benefit of the Com-
binedList:

� associatelist: ALID of the input AssociateList.
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3.3 Source Collection Class

The Source Collection is derived from DBObject and ProcessTarget, and can be seen
as the catalog counterpart of what the BaseFrame class is for frames: Elementary
operations on catalogs (section 2.5) are implemented as separate Process Targets
derived from this base Source Collection class (section 3.4). The Source Collection
class has a virtual methods for make(), is made(), etc., which have to be provided
by the derived classes.

The Source Collection class extends the principles of the ProcessTarget, and there-
fore can be used differently than other process targets. In particular, it is not required
to process a Source Collection instance to make it persistent (section 3.3.2). Further-
more the result of the processing is only stored in the database if the Source Collection
cannot be reprocessed on the fly.

First we explain how a Source Collection is defined and what catalog data it
represents, then we describe the main functions to create and interact with Source
Collections. This is followed by a more in dept discussion about how data is handled
on the SQL and Python layers and we end with a short example.

3.3.1 Source Collection Definition

We describe how a Source Collection object is defined and how the catalog data is
represented (section 2.4).

Definition: Persistent Properties

The base Source Collection class contains several persistent properties. Only the SCID
is part of the definition of the object:

� SCID: The unique identifier of a Source Collection, generated from the Source-
Collection database sequence.

A unique identifier is required for transient Source Collections as well, to facili-
tate interaction through data pulling. However, the round trip to the database
to access the sequence is too time consuming during the dependency graph opti-
mization. Therefore transient Source Collections can also be identified through
a negative integer that is only unique within the session.

The get scid() function will return the definitive positive identifier if one has
been generated and the negative temporary identifier otherwise. Accessing the
SCID directly ensures that a globally unique identifier is generated by the se-
quence. This ensures that a positive SCID is set when the Source Collection is
made persistent.

The Source Collection objects also has descriptive properties, such as:

� name: A name of the Source Collection.

� creation date: The creation date of the Source Collection.
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Furthermore a Source Collection class has persistent properties that are used for
caching the processing results, these are described in section 3.3.3. Other persistent
properties, such as the required progenitors and process parameters are defined in the
derived classes (section 3.4).

Definition: Sources

The sources of a Source Collection are identified by their SLID-SID combination (sec-
tion 2.4.3). The set of sources is defined implicitly by the operator and the progenitors
of the Source Collection. The identifiers of the sources can be cached in the database
for performance reasons (section 3.3.2). There are several functions to retrieve infor-
mation about the sources in a Source Collection:

� load sources(): Loads the source identifiers into Python (see section 3.3.2).

� store sources(): Stores the source identifiers in the database (section 3.3.2).

� get source relations(): Creates a Set Relations Set object that is used to
determine the logical relations between the set of sources represented by this
Source Collection and those earlier in the dependency graph (see section 3.7).

Definition: Attributes

The attributes of the sources represented by a Source Collection, are handled as is
customary in Astro-WISE: They are identified by a character string (section 2.4.4) and
it is assumed that the units and unified content descriptors are understood. Attributes
with the same name represent the same physical property, although they might been
derived in different ways. The set of attributes a Source Collection represents only
has to be stored if the catalog data itself is stored.

The SLID and SID can be seen as ‘special’ attributes: they represent the sources
themselves, not quantified properties of the sources. A Source Collection always
contains the SLID and SID, even if they are not mentioned explicitly (e.g. by a Select
Attributes). There are several functions to retrieve information about the attributes
in a Source Collection:

� get attributes(): Creates a list of the attributes in the Source Collection.
The elements of the list are dictionaries describing the attributes, which can be
used for the attributes property of a Table Converter object (see section 3.3.4).

� get attribute names(): Returns a list of attribute names only.

Definition: Class or Operator

A Source Collection is processed by performing an operation on its progenitors. Every
Source Collection subclass represents a specific operator to create a catalog of sources,
usually from other catalogs. Besides the catalog data itself, a Source Collection can
also be seen as the representation of this operation. This turns the Object-Oriented
perspective on Target Processing into a Functional one.
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The implemented classes are summarized in table 3.1, and elaborated on in sec-
tion 3.4. Some Source Collection can be processed on the database in SQL (section
3.3.3) and some on the awe-prompt in Python (section 3.3.4) and some on both. Pro-
cessing Source Collections on the database is done by formulating the operation it
represents as an SQL query. Multiple of these operations can be combined into one
query.

Operator SQL Python Description
SourceList Wrapper no no Wrapper around the SourceList
External no no Catalogs with no data lineage
Select Attributes yes yes Selects a subset of attributes
Rename Attributes yes yes Renames attributes
Concatenate Attributes yes yes Groups attributes
Attribute Calculator some some Calculates new attributes
Filter Sources yes some Applies selection criterion
Select Sources yes yes Selects specific sources
Concatenate Sources yes yes Groups sources
Relabel Sources yes no Relabels sources
Pass yes yes No operation

Table 3.1: Different Source Collection classes implemented within Astro-WISE. Each class
corresponds to a specific operation to create catalog data. Some Source Collection can be
processed on the database, some in Python. In section 3.8 we describe possible improvements

to increase the number of ‘yes’ cells in this table.

3.3.2 Usage of Source Collections

We give a description on how Source Collection objects can be created and how the
catalog data is handled. This section explains how the Source Collections work; for a
more user oriented hands-on approach see the online documentation.

Usage: Creating and Committing Source Collections

There are three ways to create Source Collections:

� Manually by instantiating the class of the required operation and setting the
progenitors and process parameters.

� Automatically using the data pulling functions from the Source Collection Tree.

� Implicitly as temporary transient copies when using a Source Collection Tree to
process Source Collections.

Functions for committing Source Collections:

� commit(): Stores the Source Collection persistently. It is not required that the
Source Collection has been processed. That is, its composition of sources and
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values of the attributes is unambiguously defined, but might yet be undeter-
mined. All dependencies are committed as well. Source Collections will get a
globally unique SCID from the database if none has been set yet.

Usage: Processing Source Collections

The main functions to process a Source Collection and store the result are: is made(),
make(), load data() and store data(). The latter can be seen as the equivalent of
retrieve() and store() of the Frame classes.

A design concept of the Source Collections is that it is not required to process a
Source Collection in order to use it (section 2.3.1). In practical terms this means that
it is not required to call make() before performing commit(). Some Source Collections
do not require to be made at all (sections 2.4.8, 3.3.3) because they can be processed
implicitly by calling load data().

The Source Collection classes work similar to their Frame counterpart, in the
sense that processing and storing are separate actions. Calling make() does not store
the result. The store data() stores the catalog data persistently, and load data()

retrieves the catalog data to be used on the Python prompt.
The processing related functions can either be performed on an individual Source

Collection or on its entire dependency graph. The latter is the default: a call of
these functions on an individual Source Collection object will be deferred to a Source
Collection Tree created from the object. This Source Collection Tree will perform the
function in the most optimal way (section 3.5.3), which might require optimization of
the depenency graph. This default is required, as explained for each function below.

Setting the optimize parameter of these functions to False will perform the re-
quired operation on the Source Collection itself; in principle only the Source Collection
Tree should have to do this. The functions are described here as they function on
individual Source Collection objects.

� is made(): Returns True if it is not required to call make() to derive the catalog
data of this Source Collection. That is, True is returned if the catalog data is
available in Python, stored in the database, or can be derived on the fly by
calling load data() directly.

Calling this function on an individual Source Collection should only be done by
a Source Collection Tree because it might have some unintuitive results. This
is due to the localized knowledge a Source Collection has.

This function will always return True for Source Collections that can be pro-
cessed on the fly. In practice, only some Attribute Calculators will have to be
processed, so this function will return True for all other Source Collections.
Furthermore, is made() is not called recursively on the progenitors. Therefore
it is possible that True is returned, even though it is not possible to retrieve the
catalog data, because the progenitors have to be processed first.

Vice versa, it is not always possible for a Source Collection itself to determine
whether it has been made, because an individual instance does not necessarily
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have knowledge about the exact composition of sources it represents. Therefore,
False might be returned even though the Source Collection has been processed
entirely.

Calling is made() through a Source Collection Tree (the default) mitigates
these two problems because it has overview of the entire dependency graph.

� make(): Process the Source Collection. In practice only Attribute Calculators
have to be processed. However, future operators might require processing as
well. The result of the processing —the catalog data— is not automatically
stored in the database. The load data() function below can be used directly
to retrieve the catalog data of Source Collections that can be processed on the
fly.

It is required to have the (catalog) data of the progenitors loaded into Python
in order to process a Source Collection, otherwise False is returned. Calling
make() through a Source Collection Tree ensures that this is the case.

� load data(): Loads the catalog data into a TableConverter object, either from
the database or from the progenitors directly in Python. In essence, load -

data() can be seen as the equivalent of make() for Source Collections that
can be processed on the fly, or as the catalog counterpart of the retrieve()

function of the Frame classes.

Retrieving catalog data from the database utilizes the query generation function
(section 3.3.3). Deriving the catalog data on Python uses the TableConverter
class (section 3.3.4).

� store data(): Stores the processing result —the catalog data— from Python
into the database in the sourcelist data1.

Usage: Storing and Loading Sources

There are several functions defined to specifically handle the identifiers of the sources
represented by a Source Collection. These functions can also be called on a Source
Collection Tree or on an individual Source Collection, similarly to the above. The
former is the default, since Source Collection instances do not necessarily have knowl-
edge of the exact set of sources they represent. A Source Collection Tree can infer this
composition from the backward chaining. Furthermore, the Source Collection Tree
can optimize the dependency graph specific for the retrieval of the source identifiers.

� load sources(): Load the source identifiers into Python.

� store sources(): Store the source identifiers in the database in the source-

list sources2.

1In the current implementation it is not yet possible to store catalog data directly from an SQL
query into the database.

2In the current implementation the sources are always ingested from a FITS file. It is not yet
possible to ingest the sources directly through SQL.
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3.3.3 SQL Layer

Besides storing the objects themselves, the Astro-WISE database is also used to store
the result of processing a Source Collection persistently, that is, the composition of
sources and the values of the attributes. Furthermore most operators can be evaluated
in SQL: all the restructuring operators and some of the Attribute Calculators.

SQL Layer: Data Caching

A design principle of the Source Collections is that they can be reprocessed from
their data lineage (section 2.3.1). Therefore, storing the values of the attributes or
the exact composition of sources should only be done for performance reasons and is
thus seen as a form of caching (section 2.4.8). In our Astro-WISE implementation this
results in the following guidelines:

� The catalog data of a Source Collection can be stored in the database through
a SourceList3, referenced through the sourcelist data property (see below).

� Only SourceList Wrapper and External Source Collections must have their entire
catalog stored in the database.

� Attribute Calculator Source Collections store the values of the attributes in
the database if and only if the attributes cannot be calculated in SQL. Source
Collections can be processed partially and only the processed results are stored.

� Instead of storing the values of the attributes, it is also possible to store only the
source identifiers (SLID-SID combinations) in a SourceList, referenced through
the sourcelist sources property (see below). In practice this only used for
Filter Sources Source Collections.

� A scientist can overrule these principles manually by explicitly turning of opti-
mization when calling store data() (see below).

In the current implementation nothing is stored without user interaction, primarily for
performance reasons. Storing sources in accordance with the previous points is done
by calling store data() on a Source Collection Tree (section 3.5). In section 3.8.3
we discuss improving the storage mechanisms.

SQL Layer: Persistent Properties

The Source Collection class contains a set of persistent properties that are only used
for caching. It should be possible to change these properties after a Source Collec-
tion has been committed because the decision to cache sources can be made after
the Source Collection is made persistent4. This does not violate the persistent object

3These SourceLists use SOURCECOLLECTIONDATA as name to avoid confusion with SourceLists cre-
ated from an image.

4In the current implementation it is not yet possible to change these properties for persistent
Source Collections. Therefore the decision to store data or not should be made before the Source
Collection is committed. For Attribute Calculators this is done on initialization.
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philosophy: these properties only refer to the result of the processing, not to the pro-
cessing itself. In fact, conceptually it is not even necessary to expose these properties
to users of the object.

� sourcelist data: An optional SourceList to store the catalog data of this
Source Collection.

This SourceList might contain only a subset of the sources, but has to have all
the attributes for the sources that are stored. It is assumed that all processed
sources should be stored if a sourcelist data is set.

A Source Collection that represents a subset of another Source Collection can
use the sourcelist data of the larger Source Collection to prevent duplication
of catalog data. Therefore the sourcelist data might contain more sources
than are represented by the Source Collection.

Most Source Collections represent sources that originate from another Source
Collection. The SLID and SID of these sources will be stored in the SLIDorg and
SIDorg columns of the sourcelist data. The new, actual, SID of the sources
is meaningless; it only serves to create a unique SLID-SID combination for the
database. Using the original SID (now SIDorg) for this is not possible for two
reasons: A Source Collection can contain a subset of sources of another Source
Collection which would result in nonconsecutive SIDs which is not allowed. Fur-
thermore, a Source Collection can describe sources from multiple SourceLists,
which might have identical SIDs which would make it impossible to use it as a
unique identifier within the Source Collection.

The SOURCELIST*SOURCES**05 database table is used for these SourceLists be-
cause this table has an index on the SLIDorg-SIDorg columns. This makes it
possible to join the rows of the sources of different Source Collections in SQL,
e.g. through a Concatenate Attributes operator.

� sourcelist sources: An optional SourceList that holds only the source iden-
tifiers of this Source Collection. All sources, and no other sources, should be in-
cluded in the sourcelist sources. Any attributes in the sourcelist sources

are ignored.

Different Source Collections can (or even should) share the same sourcelist -

sources, if they represent the same set of sources. If the sourcelist sources

contain SLIDorg-SIDorg attributes, then these are the identifiers of the sources,
otherwise the SLID-SID attributes are the identifiers. A way to ensure that
the sourcelist data data contains data for all the sources, is using the same
SourceList for the sourcelist sources and the sourcelist data.

� attribute names: An ordered list with names of the attributes of the Source
Collection. This property is required when the sourcelist data is set, but can
also be used to cache the names of the attributes when the catalog data itself
is not stored. The SLID and SID should not be included.
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� attribute columns: A list of column names of the sourcelist data in which
the attributes are stored. This property should only be set when the source-

list data is set as well. The order should be the same as in attribute names.

There are several reasons for having this property. Every SourceList in Astro-

WISE has to have a specific set of columns (RA, DEC, HTM, A, B, POSANG and FLAG),
which might not be required in the Source Collection. Furthermore, by allowing
Source Collections to share their sourcelist data, the sourcelist datamight
contain other extra attributes as well.

Also, the attributes store abstracts away the database column from the ac-
tual physical parameter description. This prevents the requirement of a separate
column per attribute by allowing generic columns to be used which are renamed
on the fly.

The position columns (RA, DEC, HTM) of the sourcelist data and sourcelist -

sources will always contain values that actually belong to the source—even if
the Source Collection itself does not represent these attributes—because the
database is partitioned and indexed on these columns.

� all data stored: A flag to indicate whether all the sources are stored. A 1
means that all attributes are stored for all sources. A 0, however, could also
mean that all the data is stored, but this has not yet been determined. In both
cases it might be that the sourcelist data contains sources that are not part
of this Source Collection.

SQL Layer: Functions

On the SQL layer, the action to process a Source Collection—also called its operator—
can be expressed as an SQL query. Processing a Source Collection is equivalent to
executing this query. Sequential operators can be combined into one query by using
the SQL query of progenitor Source Collections as WITH statements in the query of the
final Source Collection. We summarize the benefits of the operator-as-query approach:

� Many Source Collections operations translate naturally to SQL, especially those
that select or combine sources and attributes.

� The calculation of some of the simpler Attribute Calculator Source Collections
can be implemented in the SQL layer as well.

� The database can cache query results, such as the WITH sub-queries.

� The query can be parallelized with PARALLEL hints5.

There are several Source Collection functions to create SQL queries. These func-
tions require that no more catalog data has to be stored in the database in order to
execute the query. False is returned if the Source Collection determines that the

5In the current implementation the PARALLEL hints are not yet used.
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required data is not stored completely or when the query could not be generated for
other reasons.

All required attributes are mentioned explicitly in the queries. If the source identi-
fiers are stored in the SLIDorg-SIDorg columns then they are renamed to the original
SLID-SID to be joined upon. In principle these functions should not be called directly,
but through other functions such as load data.

� load data sql(): Loads the catalog data from the database into Python as
a Table Converter object. This function calls get query full() and is itself
called by load data().

� get query full(): Creates the full query that can be sent to the database
to retrieve the catalog data. This function calls get query self() and get -

query with clauses().

� get query self(): Creates the query for this specific operator. The parent
Source Collections are referred to by the alias that corresponds to their WITH

clause.

� get query with clauses(): Creates a list of queries of the parents of this
Source Collection, which are used as WITH clauses in the final query. This
function calls get query self(), get query with clauses() and get query -

alias() on the progenitors.

� get query alias(): Returns the alias that should be given to the WITH clause.

� create empty sourcelist data(): Creates a new sourcelist data to store
the catalog data in.

3.3.4 Python Layer

On the Python layer, the sources of a Source Collection and their attributes are held
in Table Converter objects. The result of processing a Source Collection with make()

or retrieving catalog data with load data() is kept in a Table Converter.
Catalog data should only be kept on the Python layer temporarily and should be

stored in the database to become persistent. It is assumed that only relatively small
datasets are kept on the Python layer and that it is not problematic to keep multiple
copies of the same data.

Python Layer: Holding Catalog Data

A Source Collection object has three optional non-persistent properties to hold catalog
data on the Python layer:

� data: A Table Converter that contains all attribute values for the exact set of
sources of this Source Collection.

� datasuper: A Table Converter that contains attribute values for a superset or
subset of the sources of the Source Collection.
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� sources6: A Table Converter that contains the exact set of source identifiers of
the Source Collection. That is, it contains only the SLID and SID attributes.

Source Collections can share the same datasuper if they represent subsets of the same
larger set of sources, but only the data or sources if they represent the exact same set
of sources. The datasuper is automatically shared between related Source Collections
when a Source Collection Tree is optimized before processing (section 3.5.2). This
ensures that Source Collections can be processed in parts without duplication of
catalog data.

Python Layer: Table Converter Class

The Table Converter is a non-persistent class that is used to hold and manipulate
catalog data in an efficient way within Python. Catalogs can also be sent through
SAMP or stored as a FITS file or VOTable with a Table Converter object. The most
important properties are:

� attribute order: A list which contains the names of the attributes in a pre-
ferred order.

� attributes: A dictionary with information about the attributes.

� data: A dictionary with as keys the names of the attributes and as values
Python numpy arrays containing the values of the attributes.

The attributes property is a dictionary where the keys are the attribute names
and the values another dictionary describing the attribute. These latter dictionaries
contain the following keys:

� name: The name of the attribute.

� format: A string representing the format of the attribute.

� ucd: The Unified Content Descriptor of the attribute7

� null: Which value is used to represent NULL values. This is necessary for
formats that have no natural NULL values, such as integers.

� length: The length of a table cell. Mainly applicable to strings, because Astro-

WISE does not support multi-element cells.

The Table Converter class can be used to export and import catalog data with the
following functions:

� save fits(): Stores the catalog in a FITS file, often used by Attribute Calcu-
lators to process the catalog with external software (section 3.6).

6The name of the sources property conflicts with the SourceList class. Therefore it might need
to be changed for consistency in the future.

7The ucd and null values of an attribute are not always used in the current implementation of
the Source Collection.
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� save votable(): Stores the catalog in a VOTable file, used when sending cat-
alog data over SAMP (chapter 5).

� load fits(): Loads a FITS file.

� load votable(): Loads a VOTable.

Python Layer: Catalog Data Functions

� load data python(): Process a Source Collection with restructuring operators
in Python. That is, all operators that do not create new catalog data, such as
Select Attributes, Concatenate Sources. This is usefull for small datasets that
have to be manipulated on the fly, e.g. for real time visualization, because for
such datasets the round trip to the database with load data sql() takes too
much time. This function should be called through load data().

� make(): This function is already described in section 3.3.2. We list it here
because make() only works in Python. In practise, only certain Attribute Cal-
culators (section 3.6) require to be made, in section 3.8 we describe the design
of other operators that require to be made. This function might need to call
external programs to create the attributes.

The difference between load data python() and make() is that the former assembles
existing catalog data, while make() derives new attribute values that probably will
be stored in the database.

3.3.5 Example Dependency Graph and SQL

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a dependency graph that can be processed on the
database entirely. The generated SQL query is given below, slightly simplified and
formatted. The Attribute Calculator Source Collection does not store its attributes
in the database because it can be processed on demand.

WITH COLLECTION100511 AS (

SELECT

COLLECTION100511."SLID" AS "SLID",

COLLECTION100511."SID" AS "SID",

COLLECTION100511."RA" AS "RA",

COLLECTION100511."DEC" AS "DEC",

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_g" AS "SDSS_petroR90_g",

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_g" AS "SDSS_petroR50_g",

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_i" AS "SDSS_petroR90_i",

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_i" AS "SDSS_petroR50_i",

[...]

FROM

AWOPER."SOURCELIST*SOURCES**04" COLLECTION100511

WHERE
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204081 SelectAttributes a

RA

DEC

204071 ConcatenateAttributes a

RA

DEC

iC

C

204091 FilterSources b

RA

DEC

iC

C

100511 SourceListWrapper a

RA

DEC

SDSS_petroR90_g

...

100661 AttributeCalculator a

iC

C

Figure 3.2: Example dependency graph of Source Collections, see also figure 2.2. The top
left number of every node is the SCID. The top center string is the operator. The top right
symbol represents the set of sources, equal letters mean equal sources. The area below the
node is used to show the attributes. The process parameters, such as the selection criterion

used by the Filter Sources, are not shown.

"SLID" = 1575051

),

COLLECTION204081 AS (

SELECT

COLLECTION100511."SLID" AS "SLID",

COLLECTION100511."SID" AS "SID",

COLLECTION100511."RA" AS "RA",

COLLECTION100511."DEC" AS "DEC"

FROM

COLLECTION100511

),

COLLECTION100661 AS (

SELECT

COLLECTION100511."SLID" AS "SLID",

COLLECTION100511."SID" AS "SID",

( ( (COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_g" /

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_g") +
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(COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_i" /

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_i") ) / 2 ) AS "iC",

( 2 /( (COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_g" /

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_g") +

(COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR50_i" /

COLLECTION100511."SDSS_petroR90_i") ) ) AS "C"

FROM

COLLECTION100511

),

COLLECTION204071 AS (

SELECT

COLLECTION204081."SLID" AS "SLID",

COLLECTION204081."SID" AS "SID",

COLLECTION204081."RA" AS "RA",

COLLECTION204081."DEC" AS "DEC",

COLLECTION100661."iC" AS "iC",

COLLECTION100661."C" AS "C"

FROM

COLLECTION204081,

COLLECTION100661

WHERE

(COLLECTION204081.SLID = COLLECTION100661.SLID) AND

(COLLECTION204081.SID = COLLECTION100661.SID)

)

SELECT

COLLECTION204071."SLID" AS "SLID",

COLLECTION204071."SID" AS "SID",

COLLECTION204071."RA" AS "RA",

COLLECTION204071."DEC" AS "DEC",

COLLECTION204071."iC" AS "iC",

COLLECTION204071."C" AS "C"

FROM

COLLECTION204071

WHERE

"iC" < 0.5

3.4 Source Collection Classes

The Source Collection class should be seen as a base class, similar to the Frame class.
The operators of section 2.5 are implemented in separate classes derived from this
base class. These derived classes prescribe how to process an instance of the class.
These define the required process parameters and progenitors and several functions,
in particular make(), get query self() and load data python().

The Astro-WISE implementation has slightly different operators in order to inter-
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face with existing functionality. For each class we describe its persistent properties
and most important functions8. We refer to section 2.5 for a conceptual description
of the operators, dependency graph modifications and examples.

3.4.1 Operator: SourceList Wrapper

A SourceList Wrapper Source Collection represents sources and attributes that are
resp. detected and measured on an image (sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2). It is a wrapper
around the SourceList class and in principle there should be a one to one correspon-
dence between a SourceList and a SourceList Wrapper Source Collection.

The SourceList Wrapper Source Collection cannot actually run the SourceList
code. In section 3.8 we discuss how the integration between the SourceList Wrapper
and the SourceList can be improved.

Persistent Properties

� sourcelist: The SourceList that corresponds to this Source Collection.

Functions

� set sourcelist(): Sets the input sourcelist, the sourcelist data, attri-
bute names and attribute columns.

3.4.2 Operator: Select Attributes

A Select Attributes Source Collection is used to select a subset of attributes from
another Source Collection (section 2.5.7).

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� selected attributes: A list of selected attribute names.

3.4.3 Operator: Rename Attributes

A Rename Attributes Source Collection is used to rename attributes from another
Source Collection (section 2.5.8).

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� attributes old: A list of old attribute names.

8Process parameters of Source Collections are not stored in a separate Parameters object, but
are persistent properties of the respective classes directly.
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� attributes new: A list of new attribute names.

Attributes that are not renamed, keep their original name. The SLID and SID at-
tributes should not be renamed.

3.4.4 Operator: Concatenate Attributes

A Concatenate Attributes Source Collection is used to combine different attributes
from the parent Source Collections into one (section 2.5.9). On the SQL level this is
done with a JOIN clause on the SLIDs and SIDs of the sources.

Persistent Properties

� parent collections: A list of one or more parent Source Collections.

3.4.5 Operator: Filter Sources

A Filter Sources Source Collection is used to select sources from one parent Source
Collection through the evaluation of a logical expression (section 2.5.3).

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� query: A selection criterion to specify the required sources. Attributes used in
the query should be enclosed in double quotation marks, e.g. "redshift" <

0.1. The query should be set through the set query() function, which ensures
that the query can be evaluated.

Functions

� set query(): A function to set the selection query used in the Filter Sources.

The query is used as the WHERE clause in get query self() to evaluate the operator
on the database. The Table Converter class is able to parse a limited set of queries
to evaluate the operator in Python. The following query components can be used in
Python: =, <, <=, >, >=, NOT, NULL, IS, AND, OR, BETWEEN, *, /, +, -, ( and ).

The attributes referenced in the query should be represented by the parent of
the Filter Sources. The data pulling functions of the Source Collection Tree (sections
2.4.6, 3.5.4) ensure this automatically when creating Filter Sources Source Collections.

3.4.6 Operator: Select Sources

A Select Sources Source Collection is used to select set of sources from the parent
Source Collection by listing their identifiers explicitly (section 2.5.4). In SQL this is
done with a JOIN clause on the SLIDs and SIDs.
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Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� selected sources: Another Source Collection that represents the selected
sources. Any attributes in this Source Collection are ignored.

3.4.7 Operator: Concatenate Sources

A Concatenate Sources Source Collection concatenates the sources of several parents
Source Collections (section 2.5.5). On the SQL level this is done through a UNION

ALL clause.

Persistent Properties

� parent collections: A list of one or more parent Source Collections.

3.4.8 Operator: Relabel Sources

A Relabel Sources Source Collection is used to relabel the sources of one parent Source
Collection (section 2.5.6). The identification of sources is given by an input Associ-
ateList.

The input AssociateList has to be a master AssociateLists with two input Source-
Lists9. Every source should appear a maximum of one time in the associates, because
the operator requires an unambiguous remapping of the sources. The same Associ-
ateList can be used in several Relabel Sources Source Collections.

For every source in the parent Source Collection, the Relabel Sources operator
looks up the association that corresponds to the source and subsequently substitutes
the original SLID-SID combination with those of the other source in the association.

Note that the parent Source Collection and the selected sources do not have
to be SourceList Wrapper Source Collections. They could be any Source Collection,
as long as all the sources have the same SLID. In section 3.8 we discuss how the
integration between the Relabel Sources and the AssociateList can be improved.

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� associatelist: The AssociateList that contains the identification.

3.4.9 Operator: Attribute Calculator

A Attribute Calculator Source Collection is used to calculate new attributes from
existing attributes (section 2.5.10). The actual method to calculate the attributes is
decoupled from the Source Collection and stored as a Attribute Calculator Definition

9In the current implementation there are some mechanisms to allow for other AssociateLists.
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object. A Attribute Calculator contains a reference to such a definition and includes
the process parameters used in this particular calculation. The Attribute Calculator
and related classes are described in detail in section 3.6.

An Attribute Calculator object represents the new attributes for the same set
of sources as its parent. The parent Source Collection should represent exactly the
attributes required by the Attribute Calculator Definition.

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.

� definition: The Attribute Calculator Definition object that is responsible for
the actual calculation (section 3.6.1).

� process parameters: A list of Attribute Calculator Parameter objects that are
used in the calculation (section 3.6.2).

3.4.10 Operator: External

An External Source Collection represents attributes of sources that have no data
lineage (section 2.5.11). SourceLists that have no corresponding frame should be
wrapped with an External instead of with a SourceList Wrapper. An External is
also used as a transient object during optimization of a Source Collection Tree (sec-
tion 3.5.2).

Persistent Properties

� origin: A string to describe the origin of the catalog data.

Functions

� set sourcelist(): Sets the sourcelist data, attribute names and attri-

bute columns.

3.4.11 Operator: Pass

A Pass Source Collection represents exactly the same sources and attributes as its
parent (section 2.5.12). A Pass Source Collection should only be used internally by a
Source Collection Tree.

Persistent Properties

� parent collection: One parent Source Collection.
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3.5 Source Collection Tree

A Source Collection Tree is a non-persistent object that manages a dependency graph
of Source Collections10 It is the core of the data pulling mechanisms and fulfills some
of the roles the Target Processors has for other Process Target classes. Most of the
logic that is attributed to the “information system” in chapter 2, is implemented in
the Source Collection Tree. A Source Collection Tree object is responsible for:

� Governing the processing of Source Collections and the caching of catalog data.

� Modifying dependency graphs of Source Collections, e.g. for scalability during
processing and interaction.

� Finding existing Source Collections and creating new ones when pulling data.

This chapter describes how the Source Collection Tree performs these tasks, see the
online manual for a more hands on approach.

3.5.1 Initializing a Source Collection Tree

A Source Collection Tree is initialized from a Source Collection and there are three
ways to do so:

� Manually from the awe-prompt by using the Source Collection as argument in
the constructor of the Source Collection Tree.

� By calling certain functions of a Source Collection with optimization enabled,
e.g. load data().

� Through data pulling, e.g. through query driven visualization over the Simple
Application Messaging Protocol (chapter 5).

The Source Collection Tree creates a new Pass Source Collection with the given Source
Collection as the parent. This is because the end node of the Source Collection Tree
should be fixed, but some actions of the Source Collection Tree require nodes to be
replaced.

3.5.2 Dependency Graph Modifications

One of the main functions of the Source Collection Tree is modifying dependency
graphs of Source Collections. There are two ways the dependency graph is modified:

� Replacing a progenitor of a Source Collection with another Source Collection
that represents the exact same catalog. This is the only mechanism that is
applied when the dependency graph is being optimized for processing (section
2.4.7), and the main mechanism in the construction of the dependency graph
during data pulling (section 2.4.6).

10The Source Collection Tree class is named the way it is due to legacy reasons, even though the
dependency graphs it manages are not actual trees.
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� Replacing a progenitor of a Source Collection with a Source Collection that rep-
resents a different catalog than the original. This mechanism is only used during
the construction of dependency graphs and only on Pass Source Collections that
are themselves not used as a progenitor (section 2.4.6).

In most cases the Source Collection Tree delegates the actual creation of modified
Source Collection copies to the Source Collection instances themselves. The modifica-
tions that are possible for a each Source Collection class are discussed in section 2.5.
Algorithms for the dependency graph modifications are given in section 2.4.

Dependency Graph Modification Functions: Source Collections

The base Source Collection class has a set of virtual methods for dependency graph
modifications that are overloaded by the derived classes. These functions do not
modify the Source Collection itself, but return a new Source Collection that meets
the required modification.

� copy(): Creates a transient copy of this Source Collection.

� modify remove dependencies(): This function is used to simplify the depen-
dency graph before processing by removing dependencies that are not required
to process this Source Collection. For example, Source Collections that are al-
ready processed are replaced by an External Source Collection that represents
the exact same catalog.

� modify integrate parents(): This function tries to create a new Source Col-
lection that combines the operator of this Source Collection with one of its
parents. For example two subsequent Concatenate Attributes can be replaced
with one.

� modify remove self(): This function returns the parent of this Source Col-
lection if this Source Collection is essentially a Pass Source Collection, e.g. a
Select Attributes that selects all attributes.

� modify move up(): This function tries to move the Source Collection up in the
dependency graph. In the most simplistic way this is done by creating a copy
of the Source Collection and its parent and switching their parents.

Dependency Graph Modification Functions: Source Collection Tree

The Source Collection Tree class contains several functions to manipulate the depen-
dency graph, we list the important ones:

� copy tree(): Creates a copy of the entire dependency graph. This is useful
when the dependency graph has to be optimized for processing. The copied
Source Collections can usually be discarded after it fulfilled its purpose.
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� optimize for load(): Optimizes the dependency graph to limit processing to
subsets required to create the catalog data of the Source Collection at the end
of the graph. This calls several of the other modification functions.

� simplify tree(): Simplifies the dependency graph without reordering the
Source Collections. This function might modify the dependency graph in a
conceptual way and should not be used on Source Collection Trees with Source
Collections that will be made persistent.

� simplify attributes(): Simplifies the dependency graph in a way that can be
used on Source Collection Trees that need to be made persistent. For example,
when creating a dependency graph through data pulling (section 3.5.4).

� move selectattributes up(): Moves a Select Attributes Source Collection up
the dependency graph.

� move selectsources up(): Moves a Select Sources Source Collection up in the
dependency graph.

� move selectsources down(): Moves a Select Sources down the dependency
graph by moving a Source Collection with a Select Sources as parent up.

� selectsources from filtersources(): Converts a Filter Sources Source Col-
lection into an Select Sources.

3.5.3 Processing Source Collections

The Source Collection Tree has the same is made(), make(), load data() and
store data() functions as individual Source Collections, which work on the entire
dependency graph.

A call to these functions on an individual Source Collection instance will be de-
ferred to a Source Collection Tree unless the optimize parameter is explicitly set to
False11. This will ensure that the function is performed in the most optimal way,
without requiring the user to interface directly with a Source Collection Tree.

� is made(): Optimizes the dependency graph and recursively calls is made() on
each node in the graph. Furthermore, the Source Collection Tree checks whether
partially processed Source Collections are actually processed completely. Source
Collection instances cannot always do this themselves, since they have no direct
knowledge of the composition of sources that they represent. Returns True if all
the Source Collections in the dependency graph are made or can be processed
on the fly, False otherwise.

11In the current implementation, the call to the dependency graph optimization routine is per-
formed by the Source Collection instance, not by the Source Collection Tree itself. This should be
changed to match the description here.
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� make(): Optimizes the dependency graph and traverses the graph to recursively
call make() on the Source Collections for which is made() returns False. The
Source Collection Tree will assure that the data of the parents of the Source
Collection is available in the database or on Python, depending on what is
required to run make()12.

� load data(): Optimizes the dependency graph and loads the catalog data of
the end node —the target— into Python.

� store data(): Traverses the dependency graph and stores the catalog data of
Source Collections that have a sourcelist data.

3.5.4 Creating New Source Collections by Pulling Data

One of the Astro-WISE paradigms is that data is pulled by specification of the required
science product (section 2.4.6). A Source Collection representing a required catalog
is requested by specifying a selection of sources and a set of attributes (section 2.4.6).
Astro-WISE uses the Source Collection Tree to create a dependency graph of Source
Collections with an end node that represents the required catalog. In this section we
describe the process of building this dependency graph.

Formulating a Request

Pulling catalog data is done by specifying three things (section 2.4.6):

� A base Source Collection to select the sources from.

� A list of attributes to request.

� A selection criterion.

This can be done with the following convenience function of a Source Collection:

� derive(): Creates a Source Collection Tree from the given Source Collection.
The end node of this Source Collection Tree is a transient Pass Source Collection
(section 3.5.1). The dependency graph of this end node is modified until it
represents the requested attributes for the sources that match the selection
criterion. This function will call the other functions described in this section.

Pulling Source Collections: Finding Source Collections

The Source Collection Tree will search for existing Source Collections that can be used
in the dependency graph to create the target Source Collection. To do this, it keeps

12In the current implementation, the Source Collection Tree will not automatically ingest catalog
data into the database, even if this is required to process a specific Source Collection further down
the dependency graph.
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track of Source Collections fetched from the database and newly created transient
Source Collections13.

The find * functions below return a list of Source Collections that can be used to
fulfill a specific part of the request. The Source Collection Tree uses a key function
to assign a value to each Source Collection and orders the list according to this value.
Source Collections with a positive key value are suitable objects to use as a progenitor.
The Source Collection with the highest value will be used in the dependency graph.
The exact way this is done, varies per function and depends on the goal. The Set
Relation classes are used to determine whether the a Source Collection represents the
required sources (section 3.7).

The key functions property of the Source Collection Tree contains the key func-
tions that correspond to the find functions. Scientists can influence the ranking
mechanism by specifying their own key functions. Furthermore, a scientist can al-
ways overrule a decision by the Source Collection Tree by manually swapping the
chosen Source Collection with another one with a positive key value.

Pulling Source Collections: Applying a Selection Criterion

If a selection criterion is given, the Source Collection Tree will parse the query and
tries to find a Source Collection that represents the requested sources, using the
Set Relations classes14. If no such Source Collection is found, a new Filter Sources
is created with the specified selection criterion as query. Any attributes that are
referenced in the query are added automatically through the process below. There
are several functions used to apply a selection criteria to a Source Collection in a
Source Collection Tree:

� apply filter(): A general function that will use find selection() to find
an existing Source Collection to use with insert selectsources(). If no such
Source Collection is found, insert filtersources() is called.

� find selection(): Searches for a Filter Sources Source Collection that repre-
sent the requested sources.

� insert selectsources(): Creates a Select Sources with an existing Source
Collection as selected sources. This Select Sources is inserted inbetween the
end node of the dependency graph and its parent.

� insert filtersources(): Creates a new Filter Sources. This Filter Sources is
inserted inbetween the end node of the dependency graph and its parent.

Pulling Source Collections: Finding Attributes

The Source Collection Tree will search for a Source Collection that represents the
requested attributes for the requested set of sources. The Set Relations class (section

13Tracking of Source Collections is done through track * functions of the Source Collection Tree,
which are not complex enough to warrant a discussion here.

14In the current implementation this algorithm is not very strong: The Source Collection Tree will
search for a Filter Sources with the exact same query.
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3.7) is used check whether a Source Collection that has the required attribute also
refers to the same (or super) set of sources. There are several functions to find and
add attributes:

� apply attribute selection(): Applies a selection of multiple attributes to
the end node of the Source Collection Tree by calling add attribute() for
every required attribute.

� add attribute(): Adds an attribute from an existing Source Collection to the
end node of the Source Collection Tree. Calls find attribute() if no Source
Collection specifying the attribute is given through the origin parameter.

� find attribute(): Searches for the required attribute in existing Source Col-
lections. find attribute new calculators() is called if no suitable Source
Collection is found.

� find attribute new calculators(): Instantiates new Attribute Calculators
that are able to create the required attribute (section 3.6.4).

3.5.5 Interaction and Visualization

There are several ways to interact with a Source Collection Tree and the Source
Collections therein.

Interaction and Visualization: Dependency Graph Visualization

The dependencies in a Source Collection Tree can be visualized with the following
functions:

� make dot graph(): Creates a diagram like figure 3.2.

� set graph after replace(): Automatically creates a diagram after every de-
pendency graph modification.

Interaction and Visualization: Send Source Collections over SAMP

The catalog data of Source Collections can be sent to other applications using the
Simple Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP) using the broadcast() function of
an instance of the Samp class (chapter 5).

Interaction and Visualization: Query Driven Visualization Through SAMP

New SAMP messages are created to perform query driven visualization of catalog
data using the Source Collections (chapter 5).
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3.6 Attribute Calculators

Attribute Calculator Source Collections are used to to calculate new attributes from
existing attributes (section 2.5.10). The calculations themselves are decoupled from
their application and specified through an Attribute Calculator Definition object.

The Attribute Calculator operator is designed such that all methods for attribute
calculation share the same persistent Source Collection class. Defining a new method
is done by creating a new Attribute Calculator Definition object, which does not
require alteration of the database (DDL commands), unlike the creation of new Source
Collection operators.

3.6.1 Attribute Calculator Definition Class

An Attribute Calculator Definition is a persistent DataObject that defines a calcu-
lation that can be applied by an Attribute Calculator Source Collection. Every cal-
culation method should be described by a different Attribute Calculator Definition.
Different Attribute Calculators can use the same Attribute Calculator Definition. The
persistent properties of an Attribute Calculator Definition describe the calculation,
e.g. what attributes are calculated, the attached file contains the calculation itself.

Persistent Properties

� ACDID: An integer to identify the calculation method of this Attribute Calculator
Definition15.

� version: An integer to describe the version of this Attribute Calculator Defini-
tion. The ACDID-version combination uniquely identifies a Attribute Calculator
Definition object.

� name: A human readable name describing the method, e.g. ‘kCorrect’.

� attribute names: The attributes that are calculated with an Attribute Calcu-
lator using this method.

� input attribute names: The attributes that are required to calculate the new
attributes. The parent Source Collection of an Attribute Calculator using this
definition should represent these attributes.

� calculator parameters: A list of Attribute Calculator Parameter objects that
represents the free parameters that can be set when using this definition (sec-
tion 3.6.2). The Attribute Calculator Source Collection stores these parameters
as its process parameters. The Attribute Calculator Definition specifies de-
fault values for the parameters16.

15Unlike similar identifiers like a SLID, the ACDID is not used to group objects together.
16In the current implementation there is no explicit functionality for scientist to set their own

defaults.
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� filename (inherited from DataObject): The file containing the code to performs
the actual calculation (section 3.6.3).

3.6.2 Attribute Calculator Parameter Class

An Attribute Calculator Parameter is a persistent object to store parameters used
in the derivation of the new attributes. The calculator parameters property of a
Attribute Calculator Definition and the process parameters property of a Attribute
Calculator Source Collection are lists of Attribute Calculator Parameter objects. The
Attribute Calculator Parameter class has the following persistent properties:

� name: Name of the parameter (e.g. omega m).

� ptype: Format of the parameter as numpy dtype (e.g. float).

� value: The value of the parameter (e.g 0.3). Contains the default in Attribute
Calculator Definitions and the actual value for the Attribute Calculator Source
Collections.

� description: A human readable description of the parameter (e.g. ‘matter
content of the universe’).

There are different Attribute Calculator Parameter classes for different types of pa-
rameters (different ptype). These classes all inherit from the Attribute Calculator
Parameter class. The different parameter classes are:

� Attribute Calculator Parameter Integer with int as ptype.

� Attribute Calculator Parameter Float with float as ptype.

� Attribute Calculator Parameter String with str as ptype.

� Attribute Calculator Parameter Source Collection with SourceCollection as
ptype.

� Attribute Calculator Parameter Object with as ptype the class name of the
required object.

The Attribute Calculator Parameter Object is used for all parameters that are Astro-

WISE objects themselves other than Source Collections. Specific Attribute Calculator
Parameter classes for other objects could be created in case some classes are used as
a parameter often enough to warrant this.

3.6.3 Code

The code for the actual calculation is stored in the file attached to the Attribute
Calculator Definition. This file contains a new Attribute Calculator class that inher-
its from the base Attribute Calculator class. The original class has several virtual
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functions that are overloaded by the class in the Attribute Calculator Definition file.
In particular these are make(), get attributes() and get query self().

A directory ACD[acdid]-v[version] is created when a Attribute Calculator Defi-
nition object is initialized and the code file is retrieved. If the attached file is a .py file,
it is copied to AttributeCalculator.py in this directory, if it is a .tgz file, it is un-
zipped into this directory and should contain a file named AttributeCalculator.py.
When a Attribute Calculator object is initialized, it is cast to the new class defined
by the Attribute Calculator Definition.

The actual calculations can be performed on the Python or SQL level, depending
on which methods are provided by the code file. The calculation can be performed on
the database if the get query self() function is overloaded17. Most Attribute Cal-
culator Definitions only work on the Python level by overloading the make() method
of the Attribute Calculator. The make() function assumes that the sources of the
parent are available through its data property. The actual calculation can be per-
formed in Python, but also with an external program. The calculated attributes are
kept in the data property and appended to datasuper.

3.6.4 Instantiating New Attribute Calculators

The Source Collection Tree can automatically instantiate new Attribute Calculators
when creating a dependency graph for a pulled catalog (section 2.4.6). This is only
done when no suitable existing Source Collections can be found to provide a specific
attribute. The database is searched for Attribute Calculator Definitions that list the
requested attribute in their attribute names. The Source Collection Tree proceeds to
create Source Collections that can be used as a parents for Attribute Calculators using
the found definitions. New Attribute Calculators are instantiated for all Attribute
Calculator Definitions for which suitable parents could be created.

Creating such a parent is done by pulling the attributes listed in the respective
input attribute names of the Attribute Calculator Definitions. This might again
require the instantiation of new Attribute Calculator Source Collections and therefore
this mechanism is applied recursively.

The sourcelist data and datasuper are created as soon as a new Attribute
Calculator is instantiated for which the attributes cannot be derived on the fly. This
is done on initialization because it is not yet possible to set the sourcelist data

once the Attribute Calculator has been made persistent (section 3.3.3).

3.7 Set Relations

The logical relationships between the sets of sources represented by different Source
Collections is inferred from the data lineage with the algorithm described in sec-
tion 2.6. Knowing these relations is required to pull data (section 2.4.6) and to
perform certain dependency graph modifications (section 2.5).

17A better way to perform the calculation in SQL might be to let the Attribute Calculator only
specify the attribute selection part, instead of the entire query.
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The logical relations algorithm is implemented in two non-persistent classes. The
Set Relations class is used to create and maintain a specific relation between sets,
that is, one specific hypercube. The Set Relations Set class is based on a set of Set
Relations objects that contains all relations that are consistent with the available
knowledge about the sets.

The classes are in principle not specific to Source Collections and labels (strings)
are used to indicate the different sets. We first describe the general properties of the
classes and subsequently the details related to Source Collections.

3.7.1 Set Relations Class

A Set Relations object represents a specific relation between sets as a Python numpy
array in combination with a list of labels that correspond to the dimensions of the
hypercube (section 2.6.2). The Set Relations can be initialized from a given relation
number or symbol (section 2.6.2) and is a hashable object.

Properties

� matrix: A Boolean numpy array of size 2d representing the hypercube of the
algorithm.

� labels: An ordered list with for each hypercube dimension a list of correspond-
ing set labels.

Multiple set labels can be attached to the dimension of the hypercube, therefore d is
usually smaller than the total number of sets.

Functions

We list the member functions that are important for understanding how the Set
Relations class works (see section 2.6.4 for details about the algorithm):

� init (): The Set Relations initializes with relation 3 —there are elements,
but no sets— by default. This can be overruled by specifying the relation

parameter.

� add(): Requires a new set label as argument. Returns a list of all Set Relations
objects that contain this extra set and are consistent with the original relation.

� remove(): Requires an existing set label as argument. Removes a set from the
relation, by removing the label from the dimension it is associated with. The
dimension itself is removed, by summing over the respective dimension of the
array, if there are no more labels associated with it.

� relation(): Requires a list of labels as parameter. Returns a Set Relations
object that represents the sub-relation between these sets only.
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� number(): Returns the number of the relation, only useful for relations with
dimension three or lower.

� symbol(): Returns the symbol of the relation, only applicable for relations with
dimension two or lower.

3.7.2 Set Relations Set Class

The Set Relations Set class is used to hold incomplete information about the rela-
tionship between a number of sets (section 2.6.1) and is the class used by the Source
Collection Tree.

Properties

� relations: A set of Set Relations objects that hold the actual relations.

Functions

� init (): The Set Relations Set initializes with the two relations with no sets.

� add(): Requires a new set label as argument. Creates all the relations with this
extra set.

� remove(): Requires an existing set label as argument. Removes that set.

� filter(): Requires a list of labels and a list of allowed relations as argument.
Removes all relations that are not consistent with the allowed relations.

� relation(): Requires a list of labels as argument. Returns a set of Set Relations
objects that corresponds to these labels only.

� relation holds(): Requires a list of labels and a list of relations as arguments.
Returns True when all relations are consistent with the given sub-relations.

� find equals(): Requires a set label as argument. Returns the labels of all the
sets of which it is certain that they have the same elements.

� find supers(): Requires a set label as argument. Returns the labels of all the
sets of which it is certain that have the same or a super set of elements.

3.7.3 Source Collection Specifics

The Set Relations classes are tailored for use in the Source Collection Tree.
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Source Collection Specifics: Usage by the Source Collection Tree

The relations property of the Source Collection Tree refers to a Set Relations Set
object. This object is used to track the available knowledge of the relationships
between the Source Collections in the dependency graph.

The Source Collection Tree calls get source relations() of individual Source
Collections to track the relation between that Source Collection and its dependencies.
The Source Collection Tree will not add a Source Collection to the Set Relations Set
when this would make its list of consistent Set Relations too large.

The Set Relations Set is passed to the modification functions of Source Collections
(section 3.5.2), because some modifications can only be performed if a specific relation
between the Source Collections and its progenitors hold.

Source Collection Specifics: Convenience Methods

The generic way to add a set to a Set Relations Set is to combine the add() and
filter() functions above. The relationships between Source Collections are very
specific and therefore convenience functions exist to add such a relationship. These
functions are fast because they do not have to perform the filter operation.

Furthermore, the Set Relations class has class members that contain often used
relations, for example AsmallerthanB contains the four relations that represent that
a set is smaller than another set.

3.8 Extensions

We describe several ways to improve the current Source Collection implementation.
See also the discussion in section 2.7.

3.8.1 Improved Operators

Some of the Source Collection classes (section 3.4) can be improved and new ones can
be designed.

Improved Operators: Source Extraction

The SourceList Wrapper operator is a wrapper around the SourceList class and can-
not actually run the SourceList code. Connecting the image pipeline to the Source
Collections would make the pulling data paradigm complete from visualization to raw
data. There are several ways to approach this:

� Design Source Collection operators that can be performed on images (e.g. De-
tect Sources and Measure Photometry, section 2.7.2). This could replace some
of the functionality of the SourceList and could function as an interface to the
subimage pipeline, since selection of sources could be performed before the pho-
tometry measurement.
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� Allow the SourceList Wrapper to run the SourceList code.

� Let the SourceList be a Source Collection itself.

Improved Operators: Source Association

The identification of sources, can be seen as a two step process: First an association
between sources has to be made, which is done with the AssociateList. This involves
running actual association code and requires intelligence from the scientist. Subse-
quently the identification has to be applied, which is done with the Relabel Sources
operator. There are benefits to designing and implementing an Associate Sources
that would create AssociateLists (see also section 2.7.2):

� All Source Collections can be associated, not only SourceLists.

� Therefore pre- and post-filtering of associates is handled implicitly by using
Filter Sources Source Collections.

� Associations can be defined without requiring the association to be performed
and the association could be done partially.

� The association can be parallelized in the same way as the other Source Collec-
tion operators.

There are technical reasons why it is not trivial to implement such an operator:

� A Source Collection can represent sources with different SLIDs, the AssociateList
data structure cannot handle this.

� It might be difficult to fit all uses of the AssociateList in this scheme, although
this might not be necessary (section 2.7.2).

� The result of processing a Source Collection can be seen as tabular data. It is
not a priori clear what this tabular structure would be for such an operator.

Improved Operators: Attribute Calculator

There are several possible improvements to be made for the Attribute Calculator and
Attribute Calculator Definition classes (see also section 2.7.3):

� Improved mechanism to check whether the calculation can be performed, for
example whether any required software is available.

� Some general Attribute Calculator Definitions might be usefull, for example for
arithmetic.

� The code that contains the actual calculation is stored as a file on the data server.
There might be better ways to approach this, such as with the experimental
CodeObject class.
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3.8.2 Integration with other Astro-WISE Functionality

The integration between the Source Collection classes and other Astro-WISE function-
ality could be improved.

Improved Integration: ProcessTarget

More functionality provided by ProcessTarget should be available in the Source Col-
lection classes:

� The process status could possibly be used instead of the all data stored

flag.

� The Source Collections have no explicit functionality to deal with invalid data,
the is valid should be used for this.

� Some ProcessTarget functionality is not yet integrated, such as provided by
set process parameters from dict(), set user config().

� Most functionality that ProcessTarget inherits from OnTheFly is not yet inte-
grated, such as after do make(), exist(), uptodate().

Improved Integration: Target Processor

Some functionality of the Source Collection Tree could be integrated with the Target
Processor. This would complete the pulling data paradigm from raw pixels to data
used in published graphs.

Improved Integration: DPU utilization

There is currently no explicit functionality to process Source Collections on the dis-
tributed processing unit (DPU). The Source Collections parallelize naturally (section
2.4.7), albeit this has not yet been implemented.

3.8.3 Improved Storage

Seamless integration between the database, the awe-prompt and external visualization
software with respect to handling of catalogs, is one of the goals that lead to the design
of the Source Collection classes. The Source Collection implementation is a step in
that direction and we describe how this can be improved further.

Improved Storage: Database Caching Algorithm

The principles we use to decide what processing results to store in the database
(section 3.3.3) are crude: only attributes derived with an Attribute Calculator are
cached by default. The information system can use more advanced heuristics to
determine what data should be cached and what not, for example by analyzing which
operations take a long time to perform (see also section 2.7.6).
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Also, there is no mechanism in place to decide whether the source identifiers of
a Filter Sources should be stored, this is left to the scientist. In some circumstances
it is faster to perform the selection every time the data is requested, usually if the
selection is done on attributes that are indexed.

Improved Storage: Automatic Persistent Storing

Processing results are only stored through user interaction in the current implemen-
tation. The main reason for this is that storing catalog data in the database is a
relatively time consuming process, which hinders interactive exploration of the data.
A way to improve this would be to store catalog data in a parallel process.

Improved Storage: Ingestion from the Database

Catalog data that has to be stored, will always go through the Python layer. It could
be a significant improvement if catalog data could be ingested directly through SQL
for those cases where the operation can be performed on the database entirely. This is
especially relevant for caching the identifiers of the sources of a Filter Sources Source
Collection.

Improved Storage: Local Data Caching

A local copy of the catalog data could be kept in addition the persistent storage in
the database. This would greatly benefit interactive visualization of often used data.
Successfull experiments have be done with caching catalogs in FITS files.

3.8.4 Scalability

A main driver of the Source Collection class is to achieve scalability. We describe
several ways in which this can be improved further.

Scalability: Parallel hint

Most generated queries could speed up by adding the Oracle PARALLEL hint in the
right sub query. Usually there is one specific WITH clause that is quick to execute and
that contains all the required sources. E.g. for a Source Collection with a source-

list sources set. This has been experimented with successfully, but is difficult to
implement in a way that always works well.

Scalability: Fetching Data Piecewise

Currently, catalog data is retrieved from the database with the fetchall() function
from the database cursor. It might be better to retrieve the rows in multiple small
sets using fetchmany() so the interface stays responsive if loading takes long.
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Scalability: Tree Parallelization

Parallelization as described in section 2.4.7 is not yet implemented.

Scalability: Performing Operators in Python

The Source Collection Tree prefers to perform restructuring operators on the database,
while in some case they might better be executed in Python, which should be recog-
nized by the Source Collection Tree. For example, a Concatenate Sources operation
is faster in Python than in SQL under some circumstances.
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3.9 15 square degree SDSS pilot

In this section we describe how Astro-WISE was used to create the data for our re-
search on density estimation (chapter 4). The research goal is to study the effects of
different density estimation methods on the inferred relations of galaxies with their
environment.

Catalog data from SDSS is ingested as External Source Collections, from which a
data set of approximately 15 square degrees is selected. We quantify the environment
of a galaxy as the number density of galaxies at position of the galaxy. It is unknown
whether there is a perfect way to calculate densities. In the literature several methods
are used, each with its own pros and cons. Four different density estimation algo-
rithms are incorporated as Attribute Calculator Definitions. The differences between
the density estimators are studied by investigating their effects on relations between
environment, color and structure of galaxies.

Figure 3.3 is used as a reference to describe how the catalog data was handled.
We would like to note that parts of the dependency graph were created by ‘pushing’,
because not all data pulling mechanisms were in place at the time these datasets were
derived.

3.9.1 Data Ingestion

The PhotoObjAll and SpecObjAll tables from SDSS DR7 have been ingested as
External Source Collections:

� External 100181 contains the 585 634 220 sources (set b) from PhotoObjAll with
446 mainly photometric attributes.

� External 100191 contains the 1 635 683 sources (set a) from SpecObjAll with
65 mainly spectroscopic attributes.

� The SDSS tables are ingested as independent Source Collections, with differ-
ent SLIDs. Since we are interested in sources with spectroscopy only we use
External 100191 as a basis for our analysis. Relabel Sources 106791 relabels
the sources of the photometric Source Collection to the corresponding sources
in the spectroscopic Source Collection. The relabeling is done on the basis of
the specObjID attribute, a unique key in the original SDSS tables. Only the
sources that are both in the spectroscopy Source Collection and in the photom-
etry Source Collection are included, therefore the composition of sources (set c)
is not equal to either of them.

� The photometric Source Collection contains attributes that are also in the spec-
troscopic Source Collection. Select Attributes 106881 selects the non-duplicate
attributes.

� The photometric and spectroscopic attributes are combined in Concatenate At-
tributes 106891.
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106881 SelectAttributes c

SDSS_rowc_g

SDSS_rowc_i

SDSS_rowc_u

SDSS_rowc_r

SDSS_rowc_z

...

106891 ConcatenateAttributes c

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

108441 FilterSources d

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

153151 SelectAttributes c

DEC

RA

SDSS_z

HTM

SDSS_extinction_u

...

154581 AttributeCalculator c

iC

C

108451 FilterSources e

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

114461 ConcatenateAttributes a

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

114471 SelectAttributes a

DEC

RA

R

111661 ConcatenateAttributes e

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

106791 RelabelSources c

SDSS_rowc_g

SDSS_rowc_i

SDSS_rowc_u

SDSS_rowc_r

SDSS_rowc_z

...

123201 FilterSources f

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

114481 AttributeCalculator a

posX

posY

posZ

130361 ConcatenateAttributes f

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

204021 ConcatenateAttributes f

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

136311 SelectAttributes f

DEC

RA

HTM

posX

posY

posZ

153161 RenameAttributes c

DEC

RA

redshift

HTM

SDSS_extinction_u

...

153171 AttributeCalculator c

kcorr_u

absMag_u

amivar_u

kcorr_g

absMag_g

...

100561 SelectAttributes a

DEC

RA

SDSS_z

HTM

100571 RenameAttributes a

DEC

RA

redshift

HTM

100181 External b

SDSS_rowc_g

SDSS_rowc_i

SDSS_rowc_u

SDSS_rowc_r

SDSS_rowc_z

...

146521 AttributeCalculator f

density_volume

100581 AttributeCalculator a

R

transverse

100191 External a

SDSS_mag_0

SDSS_mag_1

SDSS_mag_2

SDSS_nGood

SDSS_targetID

...

204031 SelectAttributes f

DEC

RA

R

density_volume

absMag_u

...

Figure 3.3: The dependency graph of our sample.
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Data Ingestion: SDSS attributes

SDSS attributes are all prefixed with the SDSS prefix, except for RA and DEC. The
shorthand columns of the SDSS model magnitudes (e.g. r for modelMag r) are re-
moved, because in the SDSS archive there is already another attribute called z, namely
the redshift in SpecObjAll. In Astro-WISE, attributes with the same name should
always represent the same physical quantity, therefore the duplicates are removed.

3.9.2 Derived Attributes

New attributes are calculated from the SDSS Source Collections using Attribute Cal-
culators: comoving positions, absolute magnitudes (and k-corrections) and the inverse
concentration index.

Derived Attributes: Comoving Distance

An Attribute Calculator Definition has been created to calculate the comoving dis-
tance (R) from a redshift (redshift). The SDSS Source Collection has the redshift
in the SDSS z attribute, so it has to be renamed first:

� Select Attributes 100561 selects the attributes required for the calculation of
comoving distances18

� Rename Attributes 100571 renames the redshift attribute so the Attribute Cal-
culator understands it.

� Attribute Calculator 100581 represents the comoving distance for all sources
with spectroscopy (set a). A flat universe of with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and
h0 = 0.7 is used. The catalog data of this Attribute Calculator is stored in
the database, but only for sources for which the comoving distance is actually
requested. The transverse comoving distance (transverse) is also calculated.

Derived Attributes: Cartesian Coordinates

Our density estimators require Cartesian coordinates, so the comoving distance is
combined with the sky positions to calculate Cartesian coordinates.

� With Concatenate Attributes 114461 the comoving distance is combined with
the photometric attributes.

� Select Attributes 114471 selects the attributes required for the calculation of
Cartesian coordinates (RA, DEC, R).

� Attribute Calculator 114481 calculates Cartesian position for all the original
sources. The catalog data that is the result of processing this Source Collection
is not explicitly stored, because it can be calculated directly in SQL.

18The sky position attributes are selected as well, because they are indexed by the database.
However, it is not necessary to do this explicitly.
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Derived Attributes: Absolute Magnitudes

The absolute magnitudes are calculated using the Petrosian magnitudes with kcor-

rect v4.1.4 (Blanton and Roweis, 2007):

� The Petrosian magnitudes, extinction and redshift is selected with Select At-
tributes 153151.

� The redshift attribute is renamed from SDSS z to redshift with Rename At-
tributes 153161.

� The absolute magnitudes and k-corrections are calculated with Attribute Calcu-
lator 153171. This uses an IDL program and therefore this Attribute Calculator
can only be processed if IDL is installed. Scientists who do not have IDL can
still use the data lineage to see how the attributes are calculated, even if they
cannot redo the calculation themselves.

Derived Attributes: Inverse Concentration

The inverse concentration index is a meassure for the compactness of a galaxy. The
index is defined as

iC =
r50
r90

, (3.1)

where r50 and r90 are the radii containing 50% and 90% of the Petrosian flux (Baldry
et al., 2006).

� Attribute Calculator 154581 calculates the concentration index and its inverse
(C and iC), averaged over the r and i band. In a data pulling environment
the information system would have first selected the required attributes with
a Select Attributes. However this Source Collection was created manually and
this was not done properly.

3.9.3 Sample Selection

Source Collection 106891 contains all SDSS sources with both spectroscopy and pho-
tometry. PhotoObjAll includes primary and secondary objects, as well as family
objects. Family objects are not considered to be separate objects, but belong to one
of the primary objects, therefore we should not include them in our analysis. Sec-
ondary objects are objects that are measured for the second time, so we disregard
these as well. Furthermore, we limited our sample to a small portion of the sky and
a limited range in distance:

� With Filter Sources 108441 only primary sources are selected with selection
criterion "SDSS mode" = 1. Since this dataset is never requested in its entirety,
the exact composition of sources has not been determined.
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� With Filter Sources 108451 selects the 2233 sources within our sample re-
gion with selection criterion ("RA" BETWEEN 185.0 AND 190.0) AND ("DEC"

BETWEEN 9.0 AND 12.0). The identifiers of the selected sources are explicitly
stored in the sourcelist sources SourceList of the Source Collection.

� The comoving distance is added to this sample with Concatenate Attributes
111661.

� With Filter Sources 123201 a distance and magnitude limit is imposed on the
sample with ("R" BETWEEN 50 AND 515) AND ("SDSS petroMag r" < 17.7).
The result is 1030 sources, whose identifiers are cached as well. The SDSS spec-
troscopic sample is complete to an Petrosian r magnitude of 17.77, we applied
a slightly stricter limit.

3.9.4 Galaxy Densities

The environment of our 1030 galaxies is quantified using four different density esti-
mators. For simplicity we show the processing using only one method. The density
estimation methods require a Source Collection as input with the sample that defines
the density. This is in addition to the parent Source Collection which represents the
sources for which the density is estimated. In this study we use the same sample for
both the parent and the density defining population (DDP):

� The comoving positions are added to our sample with Concatenate Attributes
130361.

� The comoving positions are selected with Select Attributes 136311.

� The volume density is calculated using Attribute Calculator 146521.

3.9.5 Combining All Attributes

All attributes are subsequently combined:

� Concatenate Attributes 204021 combines the spectroscopic attributes, the pho-
tometric attributes, the concentration indices, the absolute magnitudes, the
Cartesian positions and the densities.

� Select Attributes 204031 selects the density, the inverse concentration, absolute
magnitudes and sky position and distance.

3.9.6 Processing

The node at the end of the dependency graph is the final target Source Collection
which represents the catalog data that will be used in plots etc. The information
system reorganizes the dependency graph to build the target Source Collection as
efficiently as possible (figure 3.4):
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� From the entire dependency graph a temporary transient copy has been made
which can be seen from the negative numbers used as identifiers.

� The density calculator had all its data stored and has been converted into Ex-
ternal -17380791.

� The Select Attributes at the end of the dependency graph has been moved
upwards. The part of the graph were comoving positions were calculated was
not required anymore and is thus removed from the dependency graph.

� The Filter Sources that performs the final sample selection had the identifiers
of its sources stored. Therefore it has been converted into a Select Sources with
External -95651700 as selected sources. This Select Sources has subsequently
been moved through the dependency graph, resulting in several copies to limit
the required processing in all parts of the graph.

� The other Filter Sources Source Collections are removed entirely, since the final
sample is determined by the last Filter Sources.

� The Source Collections are subsequently processed. The transient copies of the
Attribute Calculators represent a subset of the originals, requiring less process-
ing.

� The target Source Collection is assembled last and the catalog data is returned
to the scientist.
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Figure 3.4: A diagram describing the pipeline of our cone sample, optimized for processing.



Chapter 4

Comparison of Density Estimation

Methods for Astronomical Datasets

Abstract1: Galaxies are strongly influenced by their environment. Quantifying the
galaxy density is a difficult but critical step in studying the properties of galaxies.

We aim to determine differences in density estimation methods and their applica-
bility in astronomical problems. We study the performance of four density estimation
techniques: k-nearest neighbors (kNN), adaptive Gaussian kernel density estimation
(DEDICA), a special case of adaptive Epanechnikov kernel density estimation (MBE),
and the Delaunay tessellation field estimator (DTFE).

The density estimators are applied to six artificial datasets and on three astronom-
ical datasets, the Millennium Simulation and two samples from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey. We compare the performance of the methods in two ways: first, by measuring
the integrated squared error and Kullback–Leibler divergence of each of the methods
with the parametric densities of the datasets (in case of the artificial datasets); sec-
ond, by examining the applicability of the densities to study the properties of galaxies
in relation to their environment (for the SDSS datasets).

The adaptive kernel based methods, especially MBE, perform better than the other
methods in terms of calculating the density properly and have stronger predictive
power in astronomical use cases.

We recommend the Modified Breiman Estimator as a fast and reliable method to
quantify the environment of galaxies.

1Authors: B. J. Ferdosi, H. Buddelmeijer, S. C. Trager, M. H. F. Wilkinson, J. B. T. M. Roerdink
(Astronomy & Astrophysics, accepted, Ferdosi et al. 2011)
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4.1 Introduction

Estimating densities in datasets is a critical first step in making progress in many
areas of astronomy. For example, a galaxy’s environment apparently plays an impor-
tant role in its evolution, as seen in the morphology–density relation (e.g., Hubble and
Humason 1931; Dressler 1980) or the color–density and color–concentration–density
relations (e.g., Baldry et al. 2006). For these relations, a consistent, repeatable – and
hopefully accurate – estimate of the local density of galaxies is an important datum.
As another example, reconstruction of the large-scale structure of the Universe re-
quires a proper estimation of the cosmic density field (e.g., Romano-Dı́az and van
de Weygaert 2007). Even simulations require density estimation: smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) is a method to create simulated astronomical data using astro-
physical fluid dynamical computation (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977; Lucy, 1977), in
which kernel-based density estimation is used to solve the hydrodynamical equations.
Density estimation is not only required for analyzing spatial domain structures but
also for structures in other spaces, like finding bound structures in six-dimensional
phase space in simulations of cosmic structure formation (Maciejewski et al., 2009)
or in three-dimensional projections of phase space in simulations of the accretion of
satellites by large galaxies (Helmi and de Zeeuw, 2000).

In the current work we are motivated by a desire to quantify the three-dimensional
density distribution of galaxies in large surveys (like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey,
York et al. 2000, hereafter SDSS) in order to study environmental effects on galaxy
evolution. We are also interested in finding structures in higher-dimensional spaces,
like six-dimensional phase space or even higher-dimensional spaces in large astronom-
ical databases (such as the SDSS database itself). We are therefore interested in
accurate and (computationally) efficient density estimators for astronomical datasets
in multiple dimensions.

In this paper we investigate the performance of four density estimation methods:

� k-nearest neighbors (kNN);

� a 3D implementation of adaptive Gaussian kernel density estimation, called
DEDICA (Pisani, 1996);

� a modified version of the adaptive kernel density estimation of Breiman et al.
(1977), called the modified Breiman estimator (MBE); and

� the Delaunay tessellation field estimator (DTFE: Schaap and van de Weygaert
2000).

The first method is well-known to astronomers and involves determining densities
by counting the number of nearby neighbors to a point under consideration. This
method is typically used in studies of the morphology–density relation and other ob-
servational studies of the relation between environment and galaxy properties (e.g.,
Dressler 1980; Balogh et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006; Ball et al. 2008; Cowan and Ivezic
2008; Deng et al. 2009, just to mention a few studies). The second and third methods
are both adaptive-kernel density estimators, where a kernel whose size adapts to local
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conditions (usually isotropically), depending on some criteria set before or iteratively
during the estimation process, is used to smooth the point distribution so that typical
densities can be estimated. The fourth method, like the first, uses the positions of
nearby neighbors to estimate local densities. We compare the methods using artificial
datasets with known densities and three astronomical datasets, including the Millen-
nium simulation of Springel et al. (2005) and two samples of real galaxies drawn from
SDSS.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the four density estimation
methods under consideration. Section 4.3 describes the datasets we used. Section 4.4
contains a comparison between the methods based on datasets with both known and
unknown underlying density fields. Finally, in Section 4.5 we summarize our findings
and draw conclusions.

We point out here that our goal here is not to quantify the shape of the environ-
ments of objects in datasets, but rather to estimate the density field or the densities
at specific points in those datasets (see below). Information about the shapes of the
structures found in the datasets is beyond the scope of this work; we refer the inter-
ested reader to recent excellent studies by, e.g., Jasche et al. (2009), Aragon-Calvo
et al. (2010) and Sousbie et al. (2009).

4.2 Density estimation methods

The purpose of a density estimator is to approximate the true probability density
function (pdf) of a random process from an observed dataset. There are two main
families of density estimators: parametric and non-parametric. In parametric meth-
ods the type of distribution (uniform, normal, Poisson etc.) of the phenomenon needs
to be known (or guessed) beforehand, whereas non-parametric methods do not need
this information. The methods under consideration in this study belong to the second
type.

First, though, we must distinguish different types of estimated densities. Starting
from an input dataset consisting of a list of point positions ~ri ∈ R

d, i = 1, . . . , N in
a d-dimensional spatial domain, we define two types of probability density as

1. Point probability densities: probability densities p̂(~ri) at the original point po-
sitions ~ri;

2. Probability density field : probability densities p̂(~r) at arbitrary points in the spa-
tial domain of Rd. We often evaluate field densities at the points of a Cartesian
d-dimensional grid and therefore also speak of grid densities.

Furthermore, the probability densities have to be converted to physical densities
when comparing galaxies. This is because the parameter of interest is a quantification
of the environment of individual galaxies, not the probability of finding a galaxy at
a specific position. The latter is calculated by the density estimators and can be
converted into the former by multiplying by N , i.e.,

1. Point number densities : ρ̂ (~ri) = Np̂(~ri)
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2. Number density field : ρ̂ (~r) = Np̂(~r)

4.2.1 k-nearest neighbor method

The kNN estimator is well-known in astronomy and its working principle is to center
a spherical window onto each point ~r and let it grow until it captures k samples (the
k nearest-neighbors of ~r). Then the kNN density estimate for a dataset with N data
points is defined at any ~r ∈ R

d by

p̂(~r) =
1

N

k

Vdδdk
, (4.1)

where δk is the distance of the kth nearest neighbor from ~r and Vd the volume of the
unit sphere in d-dimensional space. The kNN approach uses a different window size
for each point so it adapts to the local density: when the density is high near ~r, the
window will be small; but when the local density is low, the window will grow to a
larger size.

The kNN approach can be a good solution for finding the “best” window size.
However, this method suffers from a number of deficiencies. The resulting density
estimate is not a proper probability density since its integral over all space diverges,
and its tails fall off extremely slowly (Silverman, 1986). The density field is very
“spiky” and the estimated density is far from zero even in the case of large regions
with no observed samples, due to the heavy tails. Furthermore, it yields discontinuities
even when the underlying distributions are continuous (Breiman et al., 1977).

In astronomical work it is typically the case that the sample point is not considered
to be its own neighbor (e.g., Dressler 1980; Baldry et al. 2006). This presents a
conceptual problem, as the point density will then disagree with the field density at
the location of a sample point. In our work we take the sample point to be its own first
neighbor as in Silverman (1986), and we use the average of kNN-estimated densities
with k = 5 and k = 6 when computing either the point or grid densities. This is
not precisely equivalent to the average k = 4 and k = 5 kNN density used in many
astronomical papers (e.g., Baldry et al. 2006). While the V in the denominator of
Eq. 4.1 would be equal, the k in the nominator is one higher in Silverman’s definition.

4.2.2 Adaptive Epanechnikov kernel density estimation

Breiman et al. (1977) described a case of an adaptive (Gaussian) kernel approach.
This method begins by computing the distance δi,k to the kth nearest neighbor of
each data point located at ~ri, just as in a kNN density estimator. Rather than
using this distance to compute the kNN density estimate, it uses this to steer the
local kernel size (also known as bandwidth) in an adaptive kernel density estimator or
Parzen estimator (Parzen, 1962). For a sample DN of N points with position vectors
~ri ∈ R

d(i = 1, ..., N) and kernel K(~r), the adaptive kernel density estimate p̂(~r) is
then given by:

p̂(~r) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(αk δi,k)
−dK

(

~r − ~ri
αk δi,k

)

. (4.2)
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In their simulations Breiman et al. (1977) used a symmetric Gaussian kernel. Here
k and αk are still to be determined. For k or αk too small, the result will be noisy,
whereas if k and αk are large we lose detail. The proper parameter values for σ
(width of the normal distribution), k and αk were determined by optimizing certain
goodness-of-fit criteria (for details see Breiman et al. 1977).

Silverman (1986) argues that we can interpret this as using a “pilot estimate” of
the density. We can understand this by observing from (4.1) that

p̂kNN (~ri) ∝ δ−d
i,k (4.3)

Thus the bandwidth at each location is proportional to p̂
−1/d
kNN (~ri). Thus, Breiman

et al. (1977) implicitly use a kNN pilot density estimate to steer the final density
estimate. The effect is that in low density regions δi,k will be large and the kernel
will spread out; in high-density regions the opposite occurs.

Fundamentals of the modified Breiman estimator (MBE)

The approach of Breiman et al. (1977) used for finding proper parameter values is
computationally expensive, because they need to run the estimator numerous times to
find the optimal parameters. This is even more costly because the kernel has infinite
support. This means that each data point contributes to the density at every position,
resulting in an O(N2) cost per parameter setting tested.

We want to apply the method for astronomical datasets that are very large in size
(> 50, 000 data points) and dimension (from 10 to hundreds). For this reason we use
a fast and scalable modification of Breiman’s method along the lines of Wilkinson
and Meijer (1995). It was observed by Silverman (1986), that the implicit kNN pilot
estimate could be replaced by a different estimate without significant change in qual-
ity. Therefore, Wilkinson and Meijer (1995) used the kernel density estimator itself
for the pilot. Furthermore they replaced the infinite support Gaussian kernel by the
finite support Epanechnikov kernel, which increases computation speed significantly,
and is optimal in the sense of minimal mean integrated square error (Epanechnikov,
1969). To increase computational speed of the pilot estimate, the pilot density field
is calculated on grid points first, after which the pilot density for each data point is
obtained by multi-linear interpolation. The method is also scalable: even when the
number of data points grows very large, the computation time remains bounded by
the number of grid points (Wilkinson and Meijer, 1995).

In the modified version Eq. 4.2 becomes

p̂(~r) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(σ λi)
−dKe

(

~r − ~ri
σ λi

)

(4.4)

where Ke is the Epanechnikov kernel defined as

Ke(~t) =

{

d+2
2Vd

(1− ~t.~t) if ~t.~t < 1

0 otherwise
(4.5)
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in which Vd is the volume of the unit sphere in d-dimensional space.
The density estimation proceeds in two phases.

Phase 1. Compute an optimal pilot window width σopt with a percentile of the data
as defined in Eq. 4.8 below. Define a pilot density p̂pilot by using Eq. 4.4 with
σ = σopt and λi = 1.

Phase 2. From the pilot density p̂pilot compute the local bandwidth parameters λi

by

λi =

(

p̂pilot(~ri)

g

)−α

. (4.6)

Here g is the geometric mean of the pilot densities and α = 1/d is the sensi-
tivity parameter. The value of 1/d is chosen to be equivalent to the method of
Breiman et al. (1977), though some authors prefer a value of 1/2 regardless of
d (Silverman, 1986). The final density estimate is given by Eq. 4.4 once again,
but now with σ = σopt and λi as given by Eq. 4.6.

Compared to the original method of Breiman et al., it should be noted that a fixed
window width σopt for the pilot estimate is used, rather than a fixed value of k. During
the second phase of the algorithm we vary the window width with the density at each
data point via the local bandwidth parameter. Data points with a low pilot estimate
get a large window and vice versa.

The pilot density estimate

In the literature there exists a variety of methods to choose the optimal window
width σopt automatically. Basically there are two families of methods known: (i)
classical (such as least-square cross-validation) and (ii) plug-in methods. In the latter
case, the bias of an estimate p̂ is written as a function of the unknown p, and usually
approximated through Taylor series expansions. A pilot estimate of p is then “plugged
in” to derive an estimate of the bias (Clive, 1999). However, there is some debate
about the merits of these methods. For example, Park and Marron (1990) found
that the performance of least squares cross-validation is not very satisfactory. They
recommended the plug-in methods for bandwidth selection. There are several other
authors who have made strong comments about the classical approach and advocated
plug-in methods (Ruppert et al., 1995; Sheather, 1992). On the other hand, Clive
(1999) strongly opposed these views. He argued that the plug-in methods can be
criticized for the same reason the above authors criticized classical approaches.

We have already mentioned that the datasets that we will use are very large in size.
Selecting bandwidth by cross-validation or a plug-in approach could consume more
time than the density estimation itself. Therefore, we looked for simpler methods
that can give an accurate estimate for the window width. Moreover, this window
width is only used for the pilot estimate and for this purpose the desired window
width should be large enough so that two consecutive window placements cover an
overlapping area. For window width we tried max-min, percentile, median, standard
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deviation and average distance of the data points, normalized by the logarithm of the
number of data points. We found that using percentile (Eq. 4.8) as window width
works well (in terms of the integrated squared error, see Section 4.2.5) even in the
presence of outliers. However, the max-min window width works better if the dataset
contains no outliers. Nevertheless, we recommend user interaction for changing the
window width in the case of an under/oversmoothed density field.

Our procedure for the automatic determination σopt can be summarized as follows.
First window sizes σx, σy, σz in each of the coordinate directions are computed by

σℓ =
P80(ℓ)− P20(ℓ)

logN
, ℓ = x, y, z (4.7)

where P80(ℓ) and P20(ℓ) are the 80th and 20th percentile of the data points in each
dimension ℓ = x, y, z. Then, in order to avoid oversmoothing, the optimal pilot
window size σopt is chosen as the smallest of these, i.e.,

σopt = min{σx, σy, σz}. (4.8)

4.2.3 Adaptive Gaussian kernel density estimation (DEDICA)

Pisani (1996) proposed a kernel-based density estimation method for multivariate
data which is an extension of his work for the univariate case (Pisani, 1993). Again
this is an adaptive kernel estimator. The main differences with the MBE method are
that a Gaussian kernel is used and that the optimal bandwidths are determined in an
iterative way by minimizing a cross-validation estimate. In our study, we use the 3D
density estimator DEDICA, which is the FORTRAN implementation by Pisani.

Fundamentals of the method.

For a sample DN of N points with position vectors ~ri ∈ R
d, (i = 1, ..., N) and kernel

width of the ith point given by σi, the adaptive Gaussian kernel density estimate p̂(~r)
is given by

p̂(~r) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

Kn(|~ri − ~r|, σi) (4.9)

where Kn(t, σ) is the standard d-dimensional Gaussian kernel

Kn(t, σ) =
1

(2πσ2)d/2
exp

[

−
t2

2σ2

]

(4.10)

The kernel widths σi are chosen by an iterative method that minimizes the integrated
square error locally. The procedure is as follows.

1. Initialize the window width:

σ(0) = 4σrt, σrt = A(K)N− 1
d+4

√

√

√

√

1

d

d
∑

l=1

s2ll (4.11)
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where σrt is the rule of thumb prescription for σ(0), sll is the standard devia-
tion of the lth coordinate of the data and A(K) = 0.96 for a Gaussian kernel
(Silverman, 1986).

2. Iteratively perform the following steps for n = 1, 2, . . . :

(a) Halve the window width: σ(n) = σ(n−1)/2

(b) Compute a pilot estimate p̂
(n)
pilot(~ri) by (4.9) with fixed kernel sizes σi = σ(n)

(c) compute local bandwidth factors λ
(n)
i by (4.6) with p̂pilot = p̂

(n)
pilot and

α = 1/2

(d) Compute an adaptive kernel estimate p̂
(n)
ka (~ri) by (4.9) with adaptive kernel

sizes σ
(n)
i = σ(n) · λ

(n)
i

(e) Compute the cross-validation estimate (Pisani, 1996, Eq. 7):

M(p̂
(n)
ka ) =

1

N2

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

Kn(|~ri − ~rj |, ((σ
(n)
i )2 + (σ

(n)
j )2)

1
2 )

−
2

N(N − 1)

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

Kn(|~ri − ~rj |, σ
(n)
j ). (4.12)

Minimization of the cross-validation estimate is equivalent to minimizing
the integrated square error between the true density and the estimated
density, see Pisani (1996) for more details.

3. Determine the iteration number n = nopt for which the cross-validation estimate

is minimized, and return the corresponding optimal window widths σ
(nopt)
i and

the adaptive kernel density estimate p̂
(nopt)
ka (~ri) at the sample points.

The cross-validation procedure can be understood by looking at the behaviour of the

different terms in M(p̂
(n)
ka ). When σn

i decreases during iteration, some terms will
keep on increasing while others start to decrease when the local window sizes become
much smaller than the inter-point distances. This is the point where the minimum of

M(p̂
(n)
ka ) is reached and the iteration stops.
Although, as we will see below, DEDICA gives good results in many cases, it fails

in certain situations. This can be attributed to some drawbacks of the method. First,
the fixed kernel sizes σ(n) used for the pilot estimates form a discrete series of values
(determined by the choice of σ(0)). This series of values may be too coarse for finding

the optimal window widths. Second, the method seeks a σ
(nopt)
i which leads to a

globally optimal result, which, however, may be far from optimal in some regions.
We made an extension to the DEDICA code for obtaining the grid density, since

the original code computes only point densities. We used the optimal window widths

σ
(nopt)
i of each point calculated during the point density estimation to obtain the

adaptive kernel density estimate p̂
(nopt)
ka (~r) at each grid point ~r by (4.9).
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4.2.4 Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE)

DTFE is a well-known method in astronomy to reconstruct density fields from a
discrete set of scattered points (see, e.g., Schaap and van de Weygaert 2000). In this
method, the Delaunay tessellation (Okabe et al., 2000) of the points is constructed
first. Then the point density is defined as the inverse of the total volume V of the
surrounding tetrahedra (in 3D) of each point, multiplied by a normalization constant
(Schaap and van de Weygaert, 2000). For a sample DN of N points with position
vectors ~ri ∈ R

d, (i = 1, ..., N), the DTFE density estimate p̂(~ri) is given by:

p̂(~ri) =
1

N

d+ 1

Vi
(4.13)

where Vi =
∑K

j=1 Vtetra,j . Here Vtetra,j is the volume of the jth tetrahedra and K is
the number of tetrahedra that contain point ~ri.

In the next step, the density field is obtained by linearly interpolating the point
densities p̂(~ri) at the vertices of the Delaunay tetrahedra to the full sample volume.

4.2.5 Error measures

Integrated Squared Error

The integrated squared error (ISE) between the true density field and the density
field obtained from each density estimator is one of our primary performance criteria
in this study. The ISE is defined as:

ISE =

∫ ∞

−∞

(p̂(~r)− p(~r))2d~r (4.14)

where p̂(~r) is the estimated density and p(~r) is the true density.

Generalized Kullback-Leibler Divergence (Csiszar’s I-divergence)

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) is one of the fundamental concepts in statistics
that measures how far away a probability distribution f is from another distribution
g. It can also be interpreted in terms of the loss of power of the likelihood ratio test
when the wrong distribution is used for one of the hypotheses (Eguchi and Copas,
2006). The value of KLD(f, g) = 0 if f = g. However, the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence is only defined if f and g both integrate to 1. Among the four methods under
consideration, the density function estimated by kNN does not integrate to unity.
Therefore, we use the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence (hereafter gKLD), also
known as Csiszar’s I-divergence (Csiszar, 1991), to quantify the difference between
two non-negative functions which have different integrals. For two positive functions
f(~r) and g(~r), the gKLD is defined as:

D(f ‖ g) =

∫ ∞

−∞

(

f(~r) log

(

f(~r)

g(~r)

)

− f(~r) + g(~r)

)

d~r. (4.15)
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We compare the methods by comparing D(p ‖ p̂).

Strictly speaking, the (generalized) Kullback-Leibler divergence is only defined
when both true density f(~r) or the method density g(~r) are positive. This is a
condition that is not fulfilled by our data: firstly, the boundary region of our ‘true’
fields (approximately 23% of the total volume) has zero density; secondly, the DTFE
and MBE methods produce density fields with zero values because they have finite
support.

All methods except the DTFE estimate non-zeros for regions for which the true
density is zero. This results in a gKLD value for kNN, MBE and DEDICA that is
lower than is justified: the discrepancy between the true and estimated field in this
boundary region is not accounted for in the measure due to the multiplication by the
true density (f) in Eq. 4.15. The DTFE method behaves in the opposite way: it
estimates zero densities where the true density is non-zero. We modified the gKLD
such that if g(~r) = 0 we instead set g(~r) = ǫ, where ǫ is a small number. This results
in a higher gKLD value for DTFE than is justified: the discrepancy in the boundary
region can have a arbitrarily large effect (by choosing an arbitrarily low ǫ) on the
measure. However, we determined that this effect is small by comparing our gKLD
value with the gKLD value calculated only over the regions where both fields are
non-zero.

4.3 Datasets

We examined the performance of the four density estimation methods on three classes
of datasets: a number of simulated datasets with known density fields to test the abil-
ity of each method to recover relatively simple density distributions; an astronomical
dataset with an unknown but well-sampled density field based on the Millennium
Simulation of Springel et al. (2005); and two different observed galaxy samples drawn
from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS: see, e.g., Adelman-McCarthy 2007; Abaza-
jian et al. 2009).

4.3.1 Simulated datasets with known density fields

We begin by constructing six simulated datasets with known density distributions
(Table 4.1).

� Dataset 1 is a unimodal Gaussian distribution with added uniform noise.

� Dataset 2 contains two Gaussian distributions with an equal number of points
but different covariance matrices (CMs) and different centers, again with added
uniform noise; this dataset has the same number of points as Dataset 1.

� Dataset 3 contains four Gaussian distributions with an equal number of points
but different CMs and different centers, again with added uniform noise; this
dataset has twice as many points as Datasets 1 and 2.
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Set Component Points Distribution
1 Trivariate Gaussian 1 40000 M1 = (50, 50, 50) CM1 = diag(30)

Uniform random noise 20000 Uniform(x, y, z) = [0, 100]
2 Trivariate Gaussian 1 20000 M1 = (25, 25, 25) CM1 = diag(5)

Trivariate Gaussian 2 20000 M2 = (65, 65, 65) CM2 = diag(20)
Uniform random noise 20000 Uniform(x, y, z) = [0, 100]

3 Trivariate Gaussian 1 20000 M1 = (24, 10, 10) CM1 = diag(2)
Trivariate Gaussian 2 20000 M2 = (33, 70, 40) CM2 = diag(10)
Trivariate Gaussian 3 20000 M3 = (90, 20, 80) CM3 = diag(1)
Trivariate Gaussian 4 20000 M4 = (60, 80, 23) CM4 = diag(5)
Uniform random noise 40000 Uniform(x, y, z) = [0, 100]

4 Wall-like structure 30000 Uniform(x, y) = [0, 100],
Gaussian(z) = [M = 50, var = 5]

Filament-like structure 30000 Uniform(z) = [0, 100],
Gaussian(x, y) = [M = 50, var = 5]

5 Wall-like structure 1 20000 Uniform(x, z) = [0, 100],
Gaussian(y) = [M = 10, var = 5]

Wall-like structure 2 20000 Uniform(x, y) = [0, 100],
Gaussian(z) = [M = 50, var = 5]

Wall-like structure 3 20000 Uniform(x, z) = [0, 100],
Gaussian(y) = [M = 50, var = 5]

6 Log-normal 60000 Log-normal(x, y, z) = [M = 3, var = 4]

Table 4.1: Simulated datasets with known density distributions. M=Mean,
CM=Covariance Matrix

Figure 4.1: Scatter plot representations of simulated datasets. Left to right, top to bottom:
Datasets 1–6.
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� Dataset 4 contains a wall-like and a filament-like structure. The x- and y-
coordinates of the wall-like structure are drawn from a uniform distribution
and the z-coordinate is drawn from a Gaussian distribution. The filament-like
structure is created with a Gaussian distribution in the x- and y-coordinates
and a uniform distribution in z-coordinate.

� Dataset 5 contains three wall-like structures where each wall is created with a
uniform distribution in two of the dimensions and a Gaussian distribution in
the third.

� Dataset 6 contains points drawn from a lognormal distribution.

Scatter plot representations of these datasets are shown in Figure 4.1.
The increasing complexity of these datasets allow us to probe simple situations

ranging from idealized clusters to density fields that look somewhat like the large-scale
structure of the Universe, with walls and filaments. The advantage of using simple
simulations with known density distributions is clearly the ability to test the ability
of the methods to recover the “true” point or field densities.

4.3.2 Astronomical datasets with unknown density fields

To test the performance of the methods on astronomical data we use three astronom-
ical datasets: semi-analytic model galaxies drawn from the Millennium Simulation
(Springel et al., 2005), and two samples of galaxies drawn from SDSS.

The MSG dataset

Our first astronomical dataset consists of the L-Galaxy sample of the “milliMil” sub-
sample of the Millennium Simulation2. The Millennium Simulation is one of the
largest simulations ever to study the development of the Universe (Springel et al.,
2005), following nearly 2 × 1010 particles. It was created to make predictions about
the large-scale structure of the universe and compare these against observational data
and astrophysical theories. The L-Galaxies are created by populating halo trees drawn
from the Millennium Simulation with semi-analytic models following the precepts in
De Lucia and Blaizot (2007). We use the much smaller “milliMillennium” (“milliMil”)
simulation, which sampled only ∼ 2×107 particles, and its associated L-Galaxies data.
We refer to this dataset as the MSG dataset, which contains 53918 points. In a visual
representation the output of the simulation looks like a fine three-dimensional web of
filaments with fractal self-similarity and multiple layers of organization.

Our goal is to use the complexity of the MSG dataset to test the performance of the
methods with a well-sampled but reasonably “astronomical” setting. Unfortunately,
the true underlying density field of the MSG dataset is unknown. We therefore
bootstrap MSG samples to define a “true density” for astronomical data. The density
field of the MSG data is used to create new datasets and their density is taken to

2See http://www.g-vo.org/Millennium/Help?page=index
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot representation of MSG and MSG-derived datasets. Left to right:
MSG data, Dataset MSG-DTFE, Dataset MSG-MBE.

be the true density of those datasets. The process of creating new datasets can be
described as follows:

Step 1: Calculate the density field of the MSG dataset using one of the density
estimation methods.

Step 2: Generate a new dataset by a Monte-Carlo process, which will have a prob-
ability density function similar to that of the MSG data, as follows:

1. Generate a random3 position ri(x, y, z) within the original sample and a
random value p between zero and the maximum field density of the sample.

2. Interpolate the density P of a point ri(x, y, z) in the field obtained from
step 1.

3. if p < P accept the point ri(x, y, z) as a point in the new dataset; P will
be the “true” density of ri(x, y, z).

4. repeat step 2a-2c until the required number of points is obtained.

We generated two such datasets, one using DTFE (called the “MSG-DTFE” dataset)
and another using MBE (called “MSG-MBE”), each with the same number of points
as the initial MSG dataset. For the MSG-MBE dataset the true density P was in-
terpolated from the grid of 2563 points and for the MSG-DTFE dataset from the
Delaunay tessellation (see Appendix 4.B). Scatter plot representations of these three
fields – the original MSG dataset and the two derived datasets – are shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. Note that both derived datasets look reassuringly like the original MSG
dataset, although slight smoothing can been seen in both derived datasets.

Next, the field densities – on the grid – of the two new datasets generated by all
density estimation methods are compared with the true densities obtained with the
process described above.

3We used a random number generator based on the subtractive method of Knuth 1981 with a
period of 255.
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SDSS datasets

Finally, to apply these density estimation methods to observed astronomical data we
extract two galaxy samples from the Seventh Data Release (DR7) of SDSS (Abazajian
et al., 2009): a “cone” of galaxies over a relatively small solid angle on the sky but
extended in redshift, and a “z-shell” of galaxies over a small redshift interval but a
large solid area.

The spectroscopic redshift is used to calculate the comoving distance R which is
subsequently converted to Cartesian coordinates for density estimation, using a flat
cosmology with Ωm = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72, h0 = 0.7.

Completeness Corrections

A completeness correction is required when calculating densities from SDSS data,
which we discuss before presenting the samples. SDSS is magnitude-selected but
not (initially) constrained in redshift. This means that with distance, the number
of galaxies in the sample drops because fainter galaxies can no longer be detected,
causing underestimated densities for distant galaxies. To counter this effect, weights
are calculated for every distance assuming a Schechter luminosity function (Schechter,
1976; Felten, 1977), following the procedure of Mart́ınez and Saar (2002). For this
calculation all SDSS galaxies with spectroscopic distance between 50 and 2000 Mpc
(corresponding to redshifts from 0.0117 to 0.530) and Petrosian r < 17.7 are used. If
the galaxies follow a Schechter luminosity function, they should also follow a number
distribution

dN

dR
= 〈ρ (~r)〉ΩR2Φ(R) (4.16)

where 〈ρ (~r)〉 is the average field density, Ω the survey area and Φ(R) is the selection
function given by

Φ(R) = e−(
R
Rc

)
β

. (4.17)

The best fit of Eq. 4.16 to our data (Ω = 2.447 sr) is given by 〈ρ (~r)〉 = 0.013Mpc−3,
Rc = 299.8Mpc and β = 1.5 and is shown in Figure 4.3, top. The corresponding
selection function is shown in Figure 4.3, bottom. After calculation, the densities
are corrected by dividing by the value of the selection function at the distance of the
galaxy.

We note that due to the fiber masks used for the spectroscopy of SDSS, not all
(bright) sources in dense environments have spectroscopic redshifts. These sources
are not included in our sample, and we have not corrected for this, resulting in a bias
of underestimated densities in the densest regions.

The “cone” sample

We choose 1939 “primary” galaxies within the rectangular boundary RA = (185, 190)
and Dec = (9, 12) and with Petrosian r < 17.7 and that have spectroscopic redshifts.
The sky coverage of our sample is 14.72◦.
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Figure 4.3: Top: Distance distribution of the SDSS spectroscopic legacy data in comoving
distances assuming a concordance cosmology (Ωm = 0.28, ΩΛ = 0.72, h = 0.7). The
dashed line is a fit to this distribution assuming the galaxies follow a Schechter luminosity
function, with an apparent magnitude limit of r < 17.7 (see Eq. 4.16). Bottom: The
corresponding inverse weight as derived from the luminosity function. A 10% completeness
level (corresponding to R = 515Mpc, equivalent to z = 0.123) is chosen to remove high

redshift outliers.
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A lower completeness limit (Fig. 4.3) of 10% is chosen to truncate the galaxy
sample to limit the effect of high distance outliers; an incompleteness up to 90%
does not cause unacceptably large errors when attempting to estimate the density
of galaxies (see Appendix 4.A). This corresponds to a distance of Rmax = 515Mpc
(redshift 0.123).

To prevent edge effects and to limit the effects of local motion, a lower limit for
the distance is set at Rmin = 50.0Mpc (corresponding to a redshift of 0.0117). This
results in a final number of galaxies in the “cone” sample of 1030. Volume densities
were calculated using this magnitude- and redshift-limited sample of 1030 galaxies.

From integration of Eq. 4.16 for our cone sample (Ωcone = 0.00449 sr), it is ex-
pected that there are 2702 sources in the region of which we would detect 692. Instead,
the cone sample has 1030 galaxies, 49% more than expected. Comparing with other
regions of the same size shows that our cone sample is indeed extraordinary dense:
out of the 24 other regions, only one had more sources than ours. Therefore we correct
the average field density of the “cone” sample to 〈ρcone (~r)〉 = 0.0196Mpc−3.

The definition of σopt for the MBE in Eq. 4.8 does not suffice for narrow cone-like
samples. Problematic cases for such samples are a strong alignment with one axes
(or planes) of the Cartesian coordinate system (our case), or an alignment with one
of the space diagonals. The former results in a too-small σopt value because one or
two of the σl values will be much smaller than the other(s), while the latter results
in a too-high σopt because N (in the denominator of Eq. 4.7) does not reflect the
incomplete filling of space by the sample. Therefore we created a new definition of
σopt for conical samples: first the average distance of the nearest half of the galaxies
is determined; then σopt is chosen as the square root of the cross section of the cone
at that distance.

We explore the effect of the “cone” sample selection on the performance of the
density estimators in Appendix 4.A.

The “shell” sample

To avoid the complication of the changing luminosity limit on the inferred densities,
we also selected galaxies from SDSS in a thin shell in redshift space. For this “shell”
sample, we choose 34558 “primary” galaxies in the Northern Galactic Cap (Abazajian
et al., 2009) with redshifts in the range 0.10 < z < 0.11 and a Petrosian magnitudes
r < 17.7 (Fig. 4.4).

To compare with the “cone” sample, the incompleteness correction is applied to
the shell sample as well, enhancing the estimated densities by a factor of 5.3 to 6.9.

4.4 Results

We begin by examining the performance of the four density estimation methods on
simulated datasets with known density fields. We find that the adaptive-kernel-based
methods, MBE and DEDICA, best recover the input density distributions in these
cases. We conclude this section by applying the density estimation methods to the
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Figure 4.4: Left: The cone sample, a 152◦ area within a redshift range of z < 0.123
(R < 515Mpc). Right: The shell sample, selected from SDSS Northern Galactic Cap over

the redshift range 0.10 < z < 0.11, corresponding to a distance range of 418–459 Mpc.

SDSS samples and examine their utility for determining the color–density and color–
concentration–density relations.

4.4.1 Simulated Datasets

We first examine the performance of the four density estimation methods on the six
simulated datasets and then on the two MSG-derived datasets.

Artificial datasets

We compare the performance of the methods for the artificial datasets in the top rows
of Table 4.2 using the ISE and the gKLD measure. The true densities are parametric
densities calculated using the parameters with which the datasets are created. It is
clear that the adaptive-kernel-based methods, MBE and DEDICA, perform signifi-
cantly better than kNN or DTFE in recovering the input density distributions. For
all but Dataset 6, the lognormal distribution, the performance of MBE is better than
or roughly equal to that of DEDICA. We note that the MBE densities were calculated
with the automatic choice of the kernel size, and better performance of MBE might
be obtained by modifying the smoothing parameter manually.

We note also that DEDICA performs very poorly for Dataset 4 (wall plus fila-
ment), where it fails to estimate the proper density. Examining the point densities
in Figure 4.5, it is clear that DEDICA underestimates the densities in the wall. We
attribute this to the method failing to choose the proper kernel size during the au-
tomatic (cross-validation) kernel size selection on this dataset. We also see similar
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Integrated Squared Error
Dataset MBE DEDICA DTFE kNN
1 2.23× 10−7 6.44× 10−6 1.54× 10−5 2.82× 10−5

2 3.04× 10−6 1.75× 10−6 5.85× 10−5 1.19× 10−4

3 4.74× 10−6 9.10× 10−6 1.99× 10−4 4.28× 10−4

4 2.35× 10−6 2.91× 10−4 1.12× 10−5 2.02× 10−5

5 5.65× 10−7 5.38× 10−7 1.31× 10−6 2.13× 10−6

6 7.66× 10−4 7.94× 10−5 1.96× 10−3 3.71× 10−3

MSG-DTFE 1.68× 10−3 4.86× 10−3 1.24× 10−3 1.39× 10−3

MSG-MBE 6.89× 10−7 5.88× 10−4 1.95× 10−1 1.71× 10−4

Generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence
Dataset MBE DEDICA DTFE kNN
1 5.61× 10−2 7.62× 10−2 1.83× 10−1 1.59× 10−1

2 4.53× 10−2 8.34× 10−2 1.90× 10−1 1.62× 10−1

3 3.90× 10−2 6.77× 10−2 1.62× 10−1 1.54× 10−1

4 6.22× 10−2 1.33× 10+1 2.34× 10−1 1.79× 10−1

5 1.01× 10−1 9.12× 10−2 2.42× 10−1 2.12× 10−1

6 3.21× 10−1 6.32× 10−2 1.07× 10−1 1.43× 10−1

MSG-DTFE 6.50× 10−1 2.18× 10+1 5.74× 10−1 5.73× 10−1

MSG-MBE 3.00× 10−2 2.26× 10+1 1.25× 100 3.08× 10−1

Table 4.2: Performance of density estimators: simulated and MSG datasets. Entries high-
lighted in boldface represent the smallest ISE or gKLD value and therefore the “best”

method for that dataset under that performance metric.

behavior when considering the MSG and SDSS datasets. We discuss this issue in
more detail in Section 4.5.3.

Furthermore we note that the field produced by kNN is not normalized. For
datasets 1 to 6, the fields are approximately 25 to 30% over-dense on average. This
is part of the reason that kNN performs the worst in terms of the integrated square
error on these datasets.

The MSG datasets

We compare the performance of the density estimators on the MSG datasets in the
bottom rows of Table 4.2. As expected, DTFE performs best on the MSG-DTFE
dataset, and MBE performs best on the MSG-MBE dataset. Interestingly, kNN
performs as well as DTFE on the MSG-DTFE dataset. This is not a complete surprise,
as DTFE and kNN are conceptually similar, because both use only points in the
immediate vicinity of the current location to estimate the density directly. Because of
this, both may perform better than kernel estimates in the presence of strong gradients
or even discontinuities in the underlying density. Despite this, MBE performs nearly
as well as DTFE and kNN on the MSG-DTFE dataset, suggesting that MBE continues
to perform well even on spatially-complex datasets.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of DEDICA for dataset 4. Filament in red and the wall in blue.
Left: Spatial representation of the dataset. Right: Comparison of true and DEDICA-inferred

densities.

Figure 4.6: Plot of true versus estimated field densities of the MSG-MBE dataset by MBE
(top left), DEDICA (top right), DTFE (bottom left) and kNN (bottom right). Approxi-

mately 16000 random grid locations are shown.
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Figure 4.7: The normalized distribution of the density values in log-space for each esti-
mator. The distributions are smooth and close to Gaussian. The average field densities as
calculated with Eq. 4.19 are plotted as dashed lines. A broader range in densities (DTFE,
kNN) denotes that the estimator detects more clustering. More clustering results in more
galaxies in higher density regions, shifting the peak of the distribution to the right. The
dotted line represents the measured average field density from the selection function (see

text). Left: “cone” sample. Right: “shell” sample.

The gKLD measure in Table 4.2 reveals that DEDICA fails to estimate proper den-
sities for the samples from the Millennium dataset. For both MSG samples, DEDICA
produces very different density distributions when compared with the “true” distri-
bution (see the MSG-MBE dataset Fig. 4.6). As noted above, we observed a similar
performance of DEDICA on the simulated Dataset 4, which contains a filament-like
structure. The MSG dataset also contains obvious filamentary structure. Again, it
appears that the automatic kernel size selection (using cross-validation) of DEDICA
failed to choose proper kernel size for such datasets (although it performs quite well
in Gaussian and lognormal cases). We summarize this issue in Section 4.5.3.

4.4.2 Application to SDSS datasets

We now examine the application of our density estimators to the two observed galaxy
datasets from SDSS, the “cone” and “shell” samples defined in Section 4.3.2 above.

Density magnitude distributions

We begin by comparing the distributions of the values of the densities [recall that
ρ̂ (~ri) = Np̂(~ri)] produced by the four different methods (Figure 4.7). (Note that in
this subsection “density distribution” refers to the 1-D distribution of the magnitude
of the density, not to the density distribution in space.) All four density estimation
methods produce approximately lognormal distributions of the values ρ̂ (~ri) for the
SDSS samples (as expected from previous studies and theoretical ideas: see, e.g.,
Coles and Jones 1991). Therefore our analysis is performed with the logarithm of the
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density ρl = log10 (ρ̂ (~ri)) or else a “standardized density” defined as

ρs =
ρl − µl

σl
, (4.18)

where µl and σl are the mean and standard deviation of the (almost) Gaussian density
distributions. We plot the logarithmic density distributions in Figure 4.7.

The true mean density of galaxies 〈ρ (~r)〉 for the “cone” and “shell” samples is
respectively 0.0196 and 0.013 galaxies per cubic megaparsec (Section 4.3.2). The
mean of the estimated densities 〈ρ̂ (~ri)〉 cannot directly be compared against this
number, since 〈ρ̂ (~ri)〉 is averaged over the set of galaxies and 〈ρ (~r)〉 over the field.
High density regions contain more galaxies and therefore have a heavier weight in
the mean of the point densities 〈ρ̂ (~ri)〉. This weight is proportional to the density
and if a lognormal distribution of the estimated densities is assumed, the mean of the
estimated field densities 〈ρ̂ (~r)〉 can be calculated as

〈ρ̂ (~r)〉 = eln 10µl−
(ln 10σl)

2

2 . (4.19)

For each estimator, the calculated value of 〈ρ̂ (~r)〉 is plotted in Figure 4.7 as well as
the known average field density. For the “cone” sample, DTFE best approximates
the known field average density, closely followed by MBE. For the “shell” sample
this order is reversed. DEDICA does not correctly represent the known field average
density and kNN is in between.

The distributions of the “shell” sample are smoother than those of the “cone”
sample, due to the higher number of data points. Even for the “shell” sample, the
DEDICA density distribution is not smooth, due to its global optimization nature
that leads to tiny window widths (see Section 4.5.3). The MBE density distribution
peaks at slightly higher densities for the “shell” sample. Apart from the difference
in means and widths, the differences of the density methods manifest themselves in
the tails of the estimated density distribution. DTFE produces high-density tails, as
it is sensitive to overdensities due to the local nature of the method. MBE produces
a low-density tail. The distribution from kNN both has stronger high- and low-end
tails (compared to a Gaussian).

The density distribution of DEDICA is offset from the other distributions. By
comparing the estimated field average density and the true field average density it
is clear that the calculated values cannot represent the actual densities. This is
due to the sensitivity of DEDICA to overdensities: in case of highly clustered data
such as ours, it creates very small kernels, undersmoothing the density field (see
Section 4.5.3). Moving the positions of the galaxies by 1Mpc in a random direction,
thereby homogenizing the sample a little, removes this effect almost entirely. However,
even though the densities of the DEDICA galaxies are much higher than is expected,
it can still be used as a parameter describing the environment of the galaxies by using
it in standardized form.
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Figure 4.8: The color distribution of the SDSS samples. The dotted line is the division
between blue (u− r < 1.9) and red (u− r ≥ 1.9) galaxies.

Galaxy color and concentration as a function of environmental density

Two applications of the estimated densities are the exploration of morphology–density
relation (see, e.g., Dressler 1980; and Baldry et al. 2006 in the context of the concen-
tration--density relation) and environmental effects on the color–magnitude relation
(e.g., Balogh et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006; Ball et al. 2008). We define the inverse
concentration index as

iC =
r50
r90

, (4.20)

where r50 and r90 are the radii containing 50% and 90% of the Petrosian flux (Baldry
et al., 2006). For each galaxy, iC is taken as the average of this ratio in the r and
i bands. For typical galaxies, the inverse concentration ranges from 0.3 (concen-
trated) to 0.55 (extended). A uniform disc would have iC = 0.75. Galaxy colors
are computed as the difference between absolute magnitudes after k-correction4 and
extinction corrections.

It has been long known that the distribution of galaxy colors is bimodal, with

4
k-corrections are calculated with kcorrect v4.1.4 (Blanton and Roweis, 2007) using the Pet-

rosian apparent magnitudes and spectroscopic redshifts.
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Figure 4.9: Fraction of red galaxies as a function of standardized density. In reading order:
MBE, DEDICA, DTFE, kNN. The data is binned in 20 bins of width 0.25σ centered around
the mean. The yellow region denotes the error in the calculated red fraction as determined
from the Monte Carlo simulation. In all cases, a clear color–density relation can be seen.
The MBE shows a clear dip in high density regions. DEDICA has such a dip in low density

regions.

blue galaxies being dominantly extended and disk-like and red galaxies being mostly
compact and spheroidal (at least in the local Universe: see, e.g., Strateva et al. 2001,
for a recent restatement of this observation). We show the color distributions of the
two SDSS samples and our selected cut between blue and red galaxies in Figure 4.8.

The color–density relation

As discussed in the introduction, “early-type” red galaxies are far more common in
clusters of galaxies than in the general, low-density field, which is populated mostly by
“late-type” blue galaxies (see, e.g., Hubble and Humason 1931; Dressler 1980; Balogh
et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2006).

We compare the ability of the density estimators to recover the existence of this
relation. We examine the galaxy colors in our “cone” SDSS samples as a function
of environmental density parametrized as the “standardized” density defined above.
The standardized density is binned in ten steps of 0.25σ from the mean, resulting in
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20 bins. The distribution for the counted numbers of red (Nr) and blue (Nb) galaxies
in each bin is Poissonian around the respective means µr and µb,

P (N |µ) =
e−µµN

N !
. (4.21)

The parameters of interest are µr and µb, the distributions of which are also given by
a Poissonian distribution,

P (µ|N) =
e−µµN

N !
. (4.22)

The fraction (f) of red galaxies relative to the total number of galaxies is

f =
µr

µr + µb
. (4.23)

A Monte Carlo process is used to estimate the 68% confidence intervals for the ex-
pected value of f for every bin. To model this fraction as function of the standardized
density ρs, a straight line parametrized as

fmodel = aρs + c (4.24)

is fit to the data. Bins without either red or blue galaxies are given a zero weight
so they do not contribute to the fit. The degrees of freedom (dof) are the number
of bins that contain red and blue galaxies minus two, since the fitted model has two
parameters.

Figure 4.9 shows the fraction of red galaxies of the “cone” sample as a function
of standardized densities and the best-fitting straight lines. All estimators consis-
tently find c = 0.60 within one standard deviation of σc = 0.015. The slopes differ
significantly, DEDICA and MBE find the strongest relation with a = 0.090 and
a = 0.103 respectively, DTFE and kNN follow with a = 0.081 and a = 0.075, all with
σa = 0.014− 0.015.

There appears to be a significant dip at high densities in the color–density relation
for the MBE-inferred densities (at 0.9σ, ρ̂ (~ri) = 0.045galMpc−3). The cause of this
dip is unclear, but could conceivably be due to a morphological or color transition at
the edge of clusters in this sample (see, e.g., Van Dokkum et al. 1998; Braglia et al.
2007, for more direct evidence of such transitions).
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The color–concentration–density relation

There exists also a correlation between the structure of galaxies and their environment
(e.g., Dressler 1980; Driver et al. 2006); by combining the color–density and color–
structure relations together, an even clearer bimodality in galaxy properties can be
found (Baldry et al., 2006). Here we use the inverse concentration iC as a tracer
of a galaxy’s structure, following Baldry et al. (2006). We show the color–inverse
concentration relations for six bins in standardized density for the “shell” sample in
Figure 4.105. In all density bins (and for each density estimator) a well-defined red,
concentrated (small iC) peak and a blue, extended (large iC) clump can be seen; but
the contrast between these features varies with density as expected.

For all methods, the figures in the first and last column of figure 4.10 indicate
that the blue, extended clump is more pronounced in the lowest density regions and
that the red, concentrated galaxies are more common in the highest density regions.
However, the figures in the inner four columns show a clear transition from the first
column to the last for MBE, but hardly for DTFE, with DEDICA and kNN in between.
Therefore, MBE differentiates the two classes of galaxies in the intermediate density
regions better.

4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

All four methods are applicable in astronomical problems; overall we prefer the Mod-
ified Breiman Estimator. For the artificial datasets the kernel based methods outper-
form the DTFE and kNN with respect to the integrated square error and Kullback-
Leibler divergence. The correct kernel size determination is a crucial factor, and
DEDICA fails to estimate the kernel size correctly in more complex datasets such as
the Millennium simulation and SDSS.

4.5.1 Artificial and Simulated Datasets

From our artificial datasets we conclude that the adaptive-kernel-based methods,
MBE and DEDICA, are better at recovering the “true” density distributions than
the kNN or DTFE methods. However, DEDICA clearly has difficulties with spatially-
complex distributions, making it unsuitable for use on problems related to the large-
scale structure of the Universe (see Section 4.5.3).

All methods overestimate the density of dense regions, with DTFE having the
highest deviation from the true density because the DTFE density approaches infinity
if the volume of the surrounding tetrahedra approaches zero. On the other hand, all
methods almost equally underestimate the density in low density regions.

The DTFE even produces zero densities for points on the convex hull of the
dataset. However, in an astronomical setting, this is not always problematic. The
convex hull represents the edge of the sample: physically there are galaxies beyond

5We note that these figures are not directly comparable with, say, Figure 10 of Baldry et al.
(2006), for two reasons: (1) the densities used for the binning are three-dimensional, standardized

densities, not two-dimensional surface galaxy densities, (2) we consider different mass ranges.
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the edge which are not represented in our estimated densities. Therefore all methods
produce densities that are lower than the unknown ‘true’ densities in these regions.
The zero values of the DTFE density estimator can be used as an implicit indicator
that the density estimation was not successful for these galaxies. With the other
methods, these galaxies silently end up in a too-low density bin.

F.I. Pelupessy (2003) have performed a similar comparison of a kernel-based
method (using a spline kernel with a window size of 40 nearest neighbors) with DTFE,
with the true density being unknown. They found that in dense regions the kernel-
based method yields lower densities than DTFE. However, they also mentioned that
the performance of the kernel-based method varies with the choice of kernel and
smoothing parameter. DTFE indeed performs better than the kernel-based method
in producing a high-resolution density field with highly detailed structure.

4.5.2 SDSS Datasets

From the SDSS datasets we conclude that although the estimators produce different
distributions of densities, they all give results in analysis that are consistent with
the literature. While the densities produced by DEDICA are inconsistent with the
expected average field density, they can still be used in standardized form.

The kNN and DTFE are very sensitive to local perturbations, producing high den-
sities in overall low density environments. This places the more uniform distributed
blue galaxies in higher density bins and broadens the distribution of densities. There-
fore it is more difficult to appreciate the effect of density, e.g., in the relation with
color and concentration, for DTFE and kNN than for MBE and DEDICA. Further-
more, the kNN method overestimates the average field density. We attribute this to
the fact that kNN does not produce normalized fields.

For kernel based methods it is crucial to select a good kernel size. From our
experience we conclude that it is difficult to define a one-size-fits-all initial kernel size
algorithm.

The MBE indicates a peculiarity in the color distribution of galaxies at interme-
diate densities. This could be an indication of evolution of galaxies at the edge of
galaxy clusters that could not be detected with the other methods.

4.5.3 DEDICA

Although DEDICA performs very well for most simulated datasets, it performs badly
for the simulated dataset 4 (Figs. 4.5, 4.6) and the astronomical datasets (Fig. 4.7).

We attribute the failure of DEDICA in these cases to the behaviour of the cross
validation for inhomogeneously distributed data. As we already indicated in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, DEDICA aims for a globally optimal result, instead of performing a locally
adaptive optimization of kernel widths. This may result in low performance in cases
where the underlying distribution consists of two quite different components, as is the
case for the simulated dataset 4.

For the astronomical data, DEDICA produces kernels with very small sizes. As an
example, we compare the optimal window widths for dataset MSG-DTFE as found
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Method Complexity Memory Comments
Complexity Req.

kNN O(dN logN) Nd kd-tree inefficient when d ≫ 1
DTFE O(N logN) N Available implementation only for d = 3
MBE O(dN) Gd Inefficient with memory when d > 3
DEDICA O(dN2) dN Computationally inefficient

Table 4.3: Computational complexity and memory requirement of density estimation meth-
ods. N=number of data points, d=dimension, G=number of grid points. DTFE numbers

for d = 3 only. kNN complexity for using a kd-tree, otherwise O(dN2).

by DEDICA and MBE, respectively; see Fig. 4.11. It is very clear that DEDICA has
optimal kernel sizes which are much smaller than those of MBE. In this case, the
data are highly clustered and the underlying density distribution is very non-smooth.
Probably, the millennium density has a non-differentiable, fractal-like nature, which
violates the basic assumption of kernel density estimators that the underlying density
should be continuous, differentiable, and bounded. For MBE this has less serious
consequences, as it only computes a pilot estimate once, instead of trying to optimize
the window widths iteratively.

Figure 4.11: Optimal window sizes (showing color in log-scale) for dataset MSG-DTFE
produced by DEDICA (left) and MBE (right).

4.5.4 Computational Complexities

In Table 4.3 we present a summary of the computational complexities and memory
requirements of the various density estimation methods. MBE is the most efficient
(linear complexity), DTFE and an efficient kNN implementation using kd-trees have
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slightly higher complexity, while DEDICA has quadratic complexity. Regarding mem-
ory usage, MBE has the advantage that its memory requirement only depends on the
number of grid points, but it does not scale well with increasing number of dimensions.

4.5.5 Recommendations

Each method has its own strengths, therefore the choice of method may vary depend-
ing on the problem at hand. For example, having a proper point density is important
when studying the relationships between properties of individual galaxies and their
environment, while a high resolution density field is more important when studying
the large scale structure of the universe.

In this paper we focus on point densities and we conclude that MBE is our preferred
density estimator. It produces densities that are consistent with expectations from
literature and provides more discriminating power than the other methods. Further-
more it is the fastest method of our tests. A drawback is that a good determination
of the initial kernel size is nontrivial. We recommend an interactive process.

The other kernel method, DEDICA, fails to produce correct densities for our
astronomical datasets. Furthermore it is the slowest of the tested methods. Therefore
we cannot recommend DEDICA, at least not for highly clustered data.

The DTFE produces overall good densities, but is very sensitive to local effects. It
produces small regions of large densities, even in otherwise low density regions. The
computational complexity puts an upper limit on the number of sources to include,
even though very fast implementations exist. However, the DTFE is better in discov-
ering shapes in the density fields than the kernel based methods, such as determining
the filamentary structure of the cosmic web.

The kNN method, one of the most used density estimators in astronomy, performs
rather badly in our tests. It does not produce normalized density fields, which results
in overestimated densities. The kNN is very sensitive to local effects which broadens
the density distribution. At the same time it produces non-zero densities in regions
far away from any sources. The positive side of kNN is that it can be implemented
quickly in a few of lines of code. This makes the kNN an attractive choice for quick
and dirty density estimations, but we recommend that it should not be used for more
serious density estimation.
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4.A Mock samples – selection effects

In order to study the impact of selection effects on the density estimations of SDSS
galaxies – in particular for the “cone” sample – we created four mock samples. The
densities produced for these mocks are compared to our “cone” sample. The cone
sample represents a region of SDSS that is 49% more dense than average. To compare
with this overdensity, the mock samples were created with the same average field
density of 〈ρcone (~r)〉 = 0.0196 which corresponds to 4024 sources.

We distinguish five different effects that we want to investigate. Any difference
of the results of the density estimators that is not explained by the points below are
attributed to effects intrinsic to the “cone” sample.

1. Background differences of the estimators. A uniform box with of size 58.9 Mpc
with an average density of 〈ρcone (~r)〉 = 0.0196 is created (“Mock Sample A”,
4020 sources).

2. Effects of the conical shape of the “cone” sample. A sample with the same
average density but with the shape of our “cone” sample is created (“Mock
Sample B”, 4010 sources).

3. Effects of the luminosity selection. Using the derived selection function, sources
are removed from Mock Sample B in such a way that the radial distribution of
sources represents the radial distribution of the “cone” sample (“Mock Sample
C”, 1027 sources). This is done by assigning to every mock source a uniform
random number between 0 and 1 and removing all sources where this number
is larger than the value of the selection function at that distance.

4. Effects of clustering of the sources. A sample of 49287 galaxies with the same
angular shape as Sample B is selected from the L-Galaxies of the full Millennium
Simulation. A distance and magnitude limit is imposed to select 4024 galaxies
with the same shape as the “cone” sample (“Millennium Mock Sample”).

5. Edge effects. Sources at the edges will have underestimated densities. To study
this effect we removed about 30% of sources that are closest to the edge in our
mock samples.

The radial distributions of the samples are shown in Figure 4.12. The correspond-
ing density distributions of all the points are plotted in Figure 4.13 and without the
edge points in Figure 4.14. In the uniform box (Sample A), the density distributions
of kNN and DTFE are very similar (except for the high-end DTFE tail). The cone
shape only has a significant effect on the kernel based methods, DEDICA producing
slightly higher densities and MBE slightly lower. When simulating and correcting for
a luminosity selection (Sample C), the distributions change only slightly, justifying
the 90% incompleteness we allow. The MBE and kNN distributions look very similar,
as do the DEDICA and DTFE distributions. From the Millennium Mock Sample, it
is clear that the clustering of the sources has a large effect on the estimated densities.
The densities estimated by DEDICA are several orders of magnitude higher than the
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Figure 4.12: Radial distribution of the mock samples. The dashed black line shows the
expected distribution of the galaxies, the black solid line after applying a luminosity selection.
The (red) distribution of the “cone” sample shows more structure than a uniform mock would

have (green), due to internal clustering.
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Figure 4.13: Normalized density distributions from the four density estimators for the
four mock samples (A, B, C, and Millennium), all with the same average density (ρ̂ (~r) =

0.0196galMpc−3).
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Figure 4.14: As in Figure 4.13, but now with approximately 30% of data closest to the
edges of each sample removed.
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to the true density P and all the points (x, y, z, p) are drawn uniformly below it.
The maximum density for a field location is set to the maximum density Dc of the
Delauney cell c at that location. Figure 4.15 shows the maximum density value for a
one dimensional example as a dotted red line.

Step 2a of Section 4.3.2 is modified to ensure a uniformly drawn sample. First
a Delaunay cell (simplex) c is selected, and then a point r within the simplex with
a test density p below Dc. More points should be drawn from larger cells and from
cells with a higher density in order to get a uniform selection. This is achieved by
giving these cells a higher preference when selecting a random cell. This preference is
quantified by a weight w and uniformity is ensured by choosing w = Vc Dc, because
this is exactly the d + 1-dimensional volume below the red line that corresponds to
that cell.

The cells are simplices (tetrahedra when d = 3) with d + 1 vertices v0 to vd. A
random position ri within the cell is selected by choosing d uniform random numbers
aj between 0 and 1 as

ri = v0 +

d
∑

j=1

aj (vj − v0) , (4.25)

keeping only the 1/d! points actually within the cell. The random density p is selected
uniformly between 0 and Dc. A new cell is selected if the test density p is higher than
the interpolated ‘true’ density P at the location ri.
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Chapter 5
Query Driven Visualization by

Abstraction of Data Pulling

Abstract: Interactive visualization of astronomical catalogs requires novel tech-
niques, because they are starting to contain billions of sources with hundreds of pa-
rameters. The creation as well as the extraction of the catalogs can be handled by data
pulling mechanisms, which prevent unnecessary processing by having users request
certain end products.

In this work we present query driven visualization as a logical continuation of
data pulling. Scientists can request catalogs in a declarative way and set process
parameters from within the visualization.

The coupling of processing and visualization is abstracted by designing new mes-
sages for the Simple Application Messaging Protocol. Support for these messages are
implemented in the Astro-WISE information system and in a set of demonstrational
applications.

181
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5.1 Introduction

Large astronomical surveys require novel ways for handling the data they produce. For
example, the Euclid mission will detect billions of galaxies (Laureijs, 2009) for which
hundreds of parameters will be quantified, leading to terabytes of data to explore.

Data pulling can be used to achieve the scalability to create catalogs (Chapter
2): The processing steps necessary to create a catalog are determined by specifying
the required target. The information system will determine how existing catalogs
can be used to fulfill the request and will initiate the creation of new catalogs only
when no suitable ones exist. This maximizes reusability of the catalogs and minimizes
unnecessary calculations. This requires full data lineage, which means that catalogs
are stored with all the information required to reprocess them.

Query driven visualization is a methodology to explore large data sets by limiting
processing and visualization to the subsets of the data deemed “interesting” as defined
by the user (Stockinger et al., 2006). Related work focuses on limiting the processing
required for the visualization itself (Stockinger et al., 2006), the fast identification and
retrieval of data (Stockinger et al., 2005; Bethel et al., 2006) or on the representation
(Smith et al., 2006).

In this work, we see query driven visualization as the logical continuation of data
pulling in an information system with full data lineage. The main contributions of
our work follow from applying this novel viewpoint to source catalogs: (1) We limit
the processing required to create the requested catalog itself, instead of the processing
required for the visualization. (2) We permit requests in a more declarative form than
direct database queries would allow. (3) We allow the user to inspect and influence
the processing from within the visualization by exporting the data lineage. (4) We
achieve a high level of abstraction that allows close interoperation between software.

We demonstrate our techniques with our Astro-WISE implementation and exten-
sion of the Simple Application Messaging Protocol.

5.1.1 Data Pulling and Declarative Querying

Data pulling is an excellent opportunity for query driven visualization. The au-
tonomous discovery and creation of catalogs permits requests that are very declar-
ative. A scientist can request parameters of sources without having knowledge of
whether these parameters have already been calculated or not. An example program
to pull catalogs is given with the ‘Simple Puller’ of section 5.3.3.

Compare this for example with an SQL-based system: To formulate an SQL query
it is required to know which tables contain the required parameters, how to identify
the relevant rows and columns, and often how to join tables. This becomes a non-
trivial problem when catalogs are shared between multiple users and the number of
catalogs and their sizes grow. At a certain stage it becomes too time consuming and
error-prone to find required data by hand, especially when it is unknown whether it
exists at all.
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5.1.2 Full Data Lineage and Exploration

An information system with data pulling often has persistent objects with full data
lineage: Each data set is represented as an object—in computer science terminology—
that persists between sessions and users. In Astro-WISE these objects are called process
targets. The process targets contain all the information required to create the data it
represents from other process targets, this is called backward chaining.

The data lineage can be utilized in query driven visualization by having the vi-
sualization software request it. This allows the visualization software to show this
information, either directly or processed in the visualization. An example of the
former is given with the ‘Tree Viewer’ in section 5.3.3.

Furthermore, exporting the data lineage makes it possible for scientists to influ-
ence the processing by permitting the visualization software to change processing
parameters. An example of this is given with the ‘Object Viewer’ in section 5.3.3.

5.1.3 Abstraction and Interoperation through SAMP

Data pulling mechanisms are well suited for abstraction on different levels: Firstly,
pulling data does not require detailed knowledge of every processing step; secondly,
these processing details themselves can be abstracted, because of the standardized
data lineage.

Such an abstraction allows query driven visualization with interactive data pro-
cessing to be performed between any visualization package and information system.
The thoroughness of the interoperation will depend on the level of abstraction sup-
ported by both applications. We extended the Simple Application Messaging Protocol
to facilitate such interoperation (section 5.2).

5.1.4 Astro-WISE

Query driven visualization requires an information system responsible for creation,
storage and delivery of the data. We choose to use Astro-WISE for this, although
any information system with data pulling and persistent objects would be suitable,
because of the abstraction through SAMP. In Appendix 5.B we describe the details
of our Astro-WISE SAMP implementation.

5.2 Interoperability through SAMP

The Simple Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP) is an International Virtual Ob-
servatory Alliance (IVOA) standard for interoperation between astronomical software.
The idea behind it is akin to the UNIX-philosophy that tools should do one thing,
should do that thing well and communicate with other programs for things they can-
not do.
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5.2.1 Simple Application Messaging Protocol

We give a short description of SAMP before discussing our additions. For details we
refer to Appendix 5.A and to the official documentation1. The protocol uses a client-
server model based on application defined messages. Clients register with the SAMP
HUB and subscribe to certain types of messages. Clients can then send messages to
individual clients or to any client that has registered for that kind of message. The
receiving application should subsequently perform the action it has associated with
the message. Lastly, the HUB will relay a response back to the sender if necessary.

The expected action that corresponds to a message is determined by the type of
the message. Both default administrative messages and widely accepted application
defined messages can be found on the SAMP wiki2. In the rest of this section we
first describe relevant existing messages and subsequently introduce our proposed
messages. We list the type of the messages and a description of the intended action
of the receiver. Details, such as the parameters of all the messages, are given section
5.A.3.

5.2.2 Existing Catalog Related Messages

Several existing catalog related messages can be used in conjunction with our new
messages:

� table.load.votable: Load a table in VOTable format.

� table.load.fits: Load a table in FITS format.

� table.highlight.row: Highlight a single row of an identified table.

� table.select.rowList: Select a list of rows of an identified table.

Exactly what ‘highlighting’ or ‘selecting’ means is left to the receiving application.
Tables have three identifiers in SAMP: a table-id that is unique within the SAMP
session, a URI where the catalog can be found and a human readable name. These
identifiers are set with one of the load messages and used as a reference in the other
messages. Rows are identified by their position in the table using zero-based indexing.
Note that these messages can refer to any tabulated data set. In this chapter we limit
ourselves to source catalogs only.

5.2.3 Data Pulling Messages

We designed new SAMP messages to create a system independent way to perform
pulling of catalog data. The messages should be sent from visualization software to
the information system handling the data:

1http://www.ivoa.net/Documents/latest/SAMP.html
2http://www.ivoa.net/cgi-bin/twiki/bin/view/IVOA/SampMTypes
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� catalog.pull: Pull a catalog and send it over SAMP using one of the table.-
load.* messages. The result could be an existing catalog or a new catalog
created by the pulling mechanisms. This message requires the following param-
eters, detailed below: an identifier of a catalog to select the sources from, a
selection criterion and a list of requested attributes of the sources.

� catalog.derive: Perform the same action as catalog.pull, but without send-
ing the catalog data over SAMP.

Support for the .pull message is the minimum required to request catalog data from
an information system. The .derive message is useful when it is necessary to inspect
or modify the derivation of the catalog—using the messages in section 5.2.4—before
visualization. These two messages require three parameters which we should elaborate
on (see also section 5.A.4):

� catalog-id: An identifier of the base catalog to select the sources from. This
can be a unique identifier of an existing catalog, but could also be a reference to
a catalog that not yet exists, e.g. a photometric catalog for an observation that
has not yet been reduced. It is also possible to designate identifiers for special
catalogs, e.g. to denote the latest version of a catalog of an ongoing survey.
It is left to the information system to inform scientists how to refer a specific
catalog.

� query: A selection criterion to specify which sources of the original catalog
are requested. This should be a logical expression referencing the attributes

below. The exact specification of this expression is left to the information sys-
tem. A logical choice would be the syntax of an ADQL WHERE clause (without the
‘WHERE’ itself).

� attributes: A list of requested attributes (parameters) of the sources. It is
not required that the catalog corresponding to the catalog-id contains these
attributes. The data pulling mechanisms of the information system should try
to find the requested attributes in related catalogs and should create new data
sets if necessary. How an attribute should be specified, is left to the information
system.

5.2.4 Object Messages

Several SAMP message types are defined for interaction with an information system
with persistent objects. These messages allow the visualization software to gain infor-
mation about the objects and inspect or even influence its processing. The persistent
object related message are:

� object.highlight: Highlight an object.

� object.info: Return information about an object, see below.

� object.change: Change the value of a property of an object such as a process
parameter or a dependency.
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SAMP Application: Topcat

Topcat3 is a table viewer/manipulator written in Java. The visualization power of
Topcat lies in its interactivity. Selections performed in one window propagate to other
windows and by the use of SAMP messages to other applications.

SAMP Application: Aladin

Aladin is an FITS image viewer that can load images up to 50K by 50K pixels and
overlay information from source catalogs. It can view local files and or connect directly
to several repositories, by the Virtual Observatory and otherwise.

5.3.2 Astro-WISE and SAMP

Astro-WISE has SAMP connectivity in the interactive Python prompt and on the
webservices.

SAMP Application: awe-prompt

We developed a Python module for SAMP connectivity in the Astro-WISE awe-prompt
and other Python applications. This module is described in detail in Appendix 5.B.
All messages from section 5.2 are supported.

SAMP Application: Astro-WISE DBViewer

With the Astro-WISE DBViewer one can view all content of the database and can
send query results over SAMP. The DBViewer is beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.3.3 Query Driven Visualization Prototype

A set of proof-of-concept applications has been developed to demonstrate different
ways in which SAMP clients can use the query driven visualization messages. They
interact with the Astro-WISE awe-prompt through SAMP only and have little knowl-
edge about Astro-WISE, if at all.

SAMP Application: Simple Puller

The Simple Puller (figure 5.3) represents the most basic way an application can pull
catalog data. Its sole capability is to send a catalog.pull message, it cannot receive
messages. It requires a minimum amount of input:

� An identifier of the base catalog from which the sources are selected.

� A list of required attributes.

� A query to select the sources.

3http://www.starlink.ac.uk/topcat/
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The only knowledge the user needs to have about the information system is how these
parameters should be specified. This service could be built into existing visualization
tools quickly. The demo application uses a web-based interface with the server running
locally and relies on other SAMP applications for the actual visualization, e.g. Topcat
(figure 5.5).

SAMP Application: Tree Viewer

The Tree Viewer (figure 5.2) shows how a SAMP application can use the object.-

info message to give the user more information about the data lineage and derivation
of a particular dataset.

This demo application recognizes several of the classes used in Astro-WISE and
is able to interpret some of their properties. The application allows exploration of
the dependency graph of a pulled catalog by presenting it as a dot4 graph. Clicking
on a node sends the object.highlight message, allowing interaction with the awe-
prompt.

SAMP Application: Object Viewer

The Object Viewer demonstrates how an application can use the object related mes-
sages (object.info, object.change and object.action) to influence the properties
of process targets and other objects. It has knowledge about the Astro-WISE Source
Collection classes and allows many of the actions that can be performed in the awe-
prompt to be done through the web-based GUI.

5.A Appendix: SAMP Protocol and Messages

We give the details about SAMP that are necessary to describe our proposed messages
and to present our Astro-WISE implementation (Appendix 5.B).

5.A.1 SAMP Protocol

SAMP is in principle language-agnostic and is based on abstract interfaces. That
is, it specifies which functions the HUB and the clients must have in order to send
and receive messages, but not the exact protocol that the applications use to call
those functions. The rules which describe how SAMP functions are mapped to the
internally used protocol is described in a SAMP Profile. One standard profile based
on XML-RPC is described in the official documentation, and this is what is used in
Astro-WISE and in the prototype applications.

5.A.2 SAMP Data Types

Only three data types are supported in SAMP, because it is language- and even
communication-protocol-agnostic:

4http://www.graphviz.org/
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Figure 5.2: SAMP application for exploring dependency graphs of catalog objects in Astro-

WISE. Every node shows the catalog identifier on the top left, the class of the catalog in the
top center and an identifier for the set of sources on the top right. The attributes of the

sources are shown in the rest of the box.
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Figure 5.3: The Simple Puller application for pulling catalogs over SAMP. It can pull data
from any information system that accepts the catalog.pull message.

Figure 5.4: SAMP application to view and modify details of individual catalogs or other
objects. The highlighted catalog from figure 5.2 is shown.
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Figure 5.5: A Topcat scatter plot showing a color-concentration diagram of the catalog
pulled figure 5.3. A bimodality between red, concentrated, galaxies and blue, extended

galaxies can be seen.
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� string: A scalar value consisting of a sequence of ASCII-characters.

� list: An ordered array of data items.

� map: An unordered associative array with a string as key.

Other scalar types have to be mapped to strings, and there is a specification to
represent integers, floats and booleans as strings. These data types can be nested to
any level: e.g., it is possible to have a map with lists as values.

5.A.3 SAMP Messages

SAMP applications communicate through messages of specific types. Message types
that start with samp. are administrative messages defined by the protocol, the others
are defined by application authors. Clients are supposed to give a general reply with
success or failure of a requested operation, even if no response is required. We give
a description of the message types, the required arguments, the expected action and
the response, if required.

SAMP Application Messages

The application defined messages relevant for catalog data or otherwise implemented
in Astro-WISE are:

� table.load.votable: Load a table in VOTable format. Arguments:

– url (string): URL of the file to load.

– table-id (string): Identifier, used to refer to the loaded table in subse-
quent messages.

– name (string): Name, used to label the loaded table in the application GUI.

� table.load.fits: Load a table in FITS format. The parameters are identical
to table.load.votable.

� table.highlight.row: Highlight a single row of an identified table by row
index. The table to operate on is identified by one or both of the table-id or
url arguments. At least one of these must be supplied; if both are given they
should refer to the same thing. Exactly what highlighting means, is left to the
receiving application. Arguments:

– table-id (string): Identifier associated with the table by a previous mes-
sage.

– url (string): URL of the table.

– row (int): Row index (zero-based) of the row to highlight.

� table.select.rowList: Select a list of rows of an identified table by row index.
Exactly what selection means, is left to the receiving application. Arguments:
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– table-id (string): Identifier associated with the table by a previous mes-
sage.

– url (string): URL of the table.

– row-list (list of int): list of row indices (zero-based) defining which table
rows are to form the selection.

� image.load.fits: Load a 2-dimensional FITS image. Arguments:

– url (string): URL of the FITS image to load.

– image-id (string): Identifier which may be used to refer to the loaded
image in subsequent messages.

– name (string): Name which may be used to label the loaded image in the
application GUI.

� coord.pointAt.sky: Direct attention (e.g. by moving a cursor or shifting the
field of view) to a given point on the celestial sphere. Arguments:

– ra (float): Right ascension in degrees.

– dec (float): Declination in degrees.

5.A.4 Query Driven Visualization

We designed new SAMP messages and data structures to enable query driven vi-
sualization through data pulling mechanisms. The object.* messages assume that
the information system uses an object oriented model for science products such as
catalogs (section 5.1).

QDV SAMP: Message Types

The proposed messages are:

� catalog.derive: Create a catalog through data pulling. Arguments:

– catalog-id (string): Identifier of the catalog to select the sources from.

– query (string): Selection criterion for the sources.

– attributes (list of strings): Names of the attributes.

� catalog.pull: Perform the same action as catalog.derive and send the data
over SAMP. Arguments:

– catalog-id (string): Identifier of the catalog to select the sources from.

– query (string): Selection criterion for the sources.

– attributes (list of strings): Names of the attributes.

� object.highlight: Highlight an object. Arguments:
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– class (string): Class of the object.

– object-id (string): Identifier of the object.

� object.info: Returns a SAMP map with information about an object as de-
scribed below. Arguments:

– class (string): Class of the object.

– object-id (string): Identifier of the object.

� object.change: Change a property of an object. Arguments:

– class (string): Class of the object.

– object-id (string): Identifier of the object.

– property-id (string): Identifier of a property of the object.

– value (string): New value of the property.

� object.action: Perform an action related to a an object. Arguments:

– class (string): Class of the object.

– object-id (string): Identifier of the object.

– property-id (string): Identifier of a property of the object.

– action-id (string): Identifier of the action.

QDV SAMP: Data Format

SAMP data structures are defined to send information about objects between appli-
cations. The structures are designed to be generic enough that they could be used
for any information system.

Information about an object itself, e.g. the response to an object.info message,
is communicated through a map with the following keys:

� class (string): The class of the object. A client that has knowledge about the
used classes could handle known classes in a special way.

� id (string): Identifier this object, unique in combination with the class.

� status (string): Indication the processing status of this object (see below).

� properties (list of maps): Properties of this object (see below).

� actions (list of maps): Actions that can be performed on this object (see
below).

� readonly (boolean): Flag to indicate that the object cannot be modified.

Properties of an object, for example process parameters, are described with a map
with the following keys:
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� name (string): Name of the property, as used by the object.

� class (string): The class that the value of the property should have, or a
primitive such as ‘int’.

� description (string): A human readable description of the property.

� value (string): The used value for the property. This is the id of the object if
the property represents another object.

� options (list of maps): Possible values for the property, if applicable (see be-
low).

� actions (list of maps): Actions that can be performed on the property (see
below).

� readonly (boolean): Flag to indicate that the property cannot be modified.

An action that can be performed on an object or property is defined by a map with
the following keys:

� id (string): A unique identifier for this action.

� name (string): A human presentable name for this action.

QDV Samp: Object Status

The status value of an object refers to the processing status of the object. It can have
the following values:

� ok: The object has been processed, or can be processed while retrieving the
result.

� automatic: The object has to be processed before the can be retrieved. This
can be done without user interaction.

� new: This is a non-persistent object, which can be processed without user in-
teraction.

� depends: This is a new object, which can be processed only after human inter-
vention. For example to set a process parameter that has no proper default.

� not: As it is, this object cannot be processed, e.g. because a dependency cannot
be fulfilled. The scientist might be able to solve the problem, but whether this
is the case is not clear to the information system.

� unknown: The status is unknown.

QDV Actions

The actions value of the dictionaries refer to actions that can be performed through
the object.action message. Examples of possible actions are given in section 5.B.8.
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5.B Appendix: SAMP in the awe-prompt

We have developed a Python module for Astro-WISE to connect to SAMP from the
awe-prompt. This allows an astronomer to combine the large scale data handling
from Astro-WISE with the visualizations from other SAMP applications.

This appendix is most interesting for readers already familiar with Astro-WISE. All
relevant terms are introduced briefly for readers new to Astro-WISE. The functionality
that is not query driven visualization specific, is included as well for completeness.

5.B.1 Data in Astro-WISE

We give an overview of how catalogs of sources are handled within Astro-WISE before
discussing the SAMP connectivity. In particular we introduce the classes that we
refer to later in the section.

Astro-WISE: Catalog Data

Source catalogs that can be used for data pulling are called Source Collections. There
are different Source Collection classes, depending on the operation used to create the
catalog. For example, an Attribute Calculator Source Collection is used to calculate
new attributes (parameters) of sources.

Other Astro-WISE classes that relate to catalogs are: the SourceList for photomet-
ric parameters derived from images, the non-persistent TableConverter to manipulate
tabular data in Python and the PhotSrcCatalog used for photometric calibration.

A SourceList has a SLID as identifier, and sources in a SourceList are labeled with
a SID. The SLID-SID combination uniquely identifies a source. A Source Collection
has a SCID as identifier and can contain sources from multiple SourceLists.

The actual data pulling is performed with the non-persistent Source Collection
Tree class. Instances of this class are used to handle the query driven visualization
SAMP messages.

Astro-WISE: Image Data

Image data in Astro-WISE is handled by various Frame classes. They are only relevant
for this chapter because they can be broadcasted over SAMP.

5.B.2 SAMP Classes

The Astro-WISE SAMP client consists of three classes.

SAMP Class: ThreadXMLRPC

The ThreadXMLRPC class is a multithreaded XML-RPC server which the HUB
connects to in order to send messages. This class does not contain any SAMP or
Astro-WISE specific code.
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SAMP Class: SampProxy

An instance of the SampProxy class is a basic SAMP client. This class contains
all SAMP code that is not Astro-WISE specific, and can therefore be used by other
Python applications as well.

SAMP Class: Samp

The Samp class is derived from SampProxy and contains all Astro-WISE specific
code. The metadata that the class declares to the HUB —as stored in its metadata
property— is:

author.email buddel@astro.rug.nl

author.name Hugo Buddelmeijer

home.page http://www.astro-wise.org

author.affiliation Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, Groningen

samp.name Astro-WISE

samp.description.html <p>Astro-WISE</p>

samp.documentation.url http://www.astro-wise.org

samp.icon.url

http://www.astro-wise.org/pics/logo-samp-astrowise.png

samp.description.text Astro-WISE.

5.B.3 Communication with HUB

Connecting and registering with the HUB is done automatically when a Samp object
is instantiated. This can be suppressed by setting the register parameter of the
initializer to False.

Functions

� getSettingsHub(): Returns the settings of the HUB, as read from the file

~/.samp.

� connect(): Connects to the XML-RPC server provided by the HUB. Returns
the server connection.

� register(): Registers the client with the HUB and declares message subscrip-
tions.

� getClients(): Returns the metadata of the other registered clients.

5.B.4 Sending Data

Sending data is most easily achieved with one of the broadcast* functions. The
broadcast* functions send data to all clients (that can handle that data type).
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Functions

� broadcast(): This function accepts as parameter an object that is either a
Source Collection, a SourceList, a Frame, a PhotSrcCatalog or a TableConverter
and dispatches it to the relevant function below.

� broadcastSourceCollection(): Sends the contents of a Source Collection.

� broadcastSourceList(): Sends the contents of a SourceList.

� broadcastCatalog(): Sends the contents of a PhotSrcCatalog

� broadcastTableConverter(): Sends the contents of a TableConverter.

� broadcastVOTable(): Broadcasts a VOTable using table.load.votable.

� broadcastFrame(): Sends a Frame as a FITS file.

� broadcastImage(): Broadcasts a FITS image using image.load.fits.

These function require as argument an object of the corresponding class. Optional
arguments for the table related messages are filename, tableid and name, which are
respectively the filename where the (intermediate) VOTable or FITS file is saved, an
identifier for the table and a name to display in the other programs. All table and im-
age related functions respectively use broadcastVOTable() and broadcastImage().

5.B.5 Sending Interaction Messages

Interactivity between different SAMP programs for tabular data can be achieved with
the following functions. Their first argument is a ‘table key’ (see section 5.B.10), the
second the respective source identifiers.

Functions

� highlight(): Highlights a row by sending a table.highlight.row message,
identified by a SAMP row number.

� select(): Select a group of rows by sending a table.select.rowListmessage,
identified by a list of SAMP row numbers.

� highlightSource(): Highlights a row by sending a table.highlight.row

message, identified by a SLID and SID.

� selectSources(): Select a group of rows by sending a table.select.rowList
message, identified by a list of SLIDs and SIDs.
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5.B.6 Sending General Messages

The SAMP protocol describes four methods to send messages. These are mapped to
similar function names which can be used to send messages manually. This is useful
to send messages that are not supported by the class directly. Since the message
types are agreed upon between individual applications, any application developer can
create his or her own messages. All the above functions use the callAll() method.

Functions

� notify(): Sends the message to one specific receiver, it is not possible to reply.

� call(): Sends the message to one specific receiver. The receiver is expected to
reply, but the program continues.

� callAll(): Sends the message to all clients that have registered for this message
type. The receivers are expected to reply, but the program continues.

� callAndWait(): Sends the message to one specific receiver. This function re-
quires a timeout parameter. The program halts and waits at most timeout

seconds on the recipient to reply.

The functions with a specific receiver require a receiverid parameter with the
SAMP id or name of the intended receiver. These can be discovered with the
getClients function. For Topcat and Aladin it is also possible to use the short-
cuts topcat and aladin as receiverid.

5.B.7 Receiving Table Related Messages

The SAMP client accepts the table.load.votable, table.highlight.row and tab-

le.select.rowList messages. Received tables are cached (section 5.B.10) and table
interaction information can be retrieved with the following functions.

Functions

� highlighted(): Requires a table identifier as argument and returns the latest
highlighted row from that table as an integer row number.

� selected(): Requires a table identifier as argument and returns the latest
selected rows from that table as a list of integer row numbers.

� highlightedSource(): Identical to highlighted(), but converts the returned
SAMP row identifier to a SLID-SID combination. This requires the table to have
columns with these names.

� selectedSources(): Identical to selected(), but converts the returned SAMP
row identifiers to SLID-SID combinations. This requires the table to have
columns with these names.
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5.B.8 Query Driven Visualization Data Structures

The SAMP data structure for the object.info message is created with the get -

export() function of the referenced object. Only Source Collection (section 3.3)
instances can currently be exported over SAMP. The properties that are exported by
get export() are:

� All persistent properties that do not relate to data caching. References to other
Astro-WISE objects are exported as the unique identifier of the object.

� Process parameters of Attribute Calculators (section 3.6) are exported as if they
are regular properties.

� The names of the attributes of the sources are exported as the attribute|%i

properties, where the %i are consecutive integers. The SCIDs of the Source
Collections that the attributes originate from are exported as the origin|%i

properties.

The actions that can be performed on Source Collections are:

� commit: Commits a transient Source Collection.

� copy: Creates a copy of a Source Collection.

� make: Process the Source Collection. The exact composition of sources and
values of the attributes are determined.

� send: Broadcasts the catalog data corresponding to a Source Collection over
SAMP.

Only the attribute|%i properties have an action:

� search: Search for Source Collections that could be used as a progenitor to
provide the attribute. These will be listed in the options of the property.

5.B.9 Receiving Query Driven Visualization Messages

The query driven visualization messages from section 5.A.3 are supported, but only
with respect to Source Collections. The parameters of the messages are interpreted
as follows:

� catalog-id: The SCID of a Source Collection.

� query: An Oracle SQL WHERE clause, with attributes in double quotes.

� attributes: A list of attribute names.

� class: The name of an Astro-WISE class. Only Source Collection classes are
supported at the moment.

� object-id: The SCID of a Source Collection.
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� property-id: The name of a property, as defined by the get export() function.

� action-id: The identifier of an action that can be performed on an object or
property, as defined by the get export() function.

Two properties are added to the SAMP class for the new messages: The source-

collectiontree property of the SAMP class is a Source Collection Tree that is used
for the catalog pulling messages and the highlighted sourcecollection property
is the latest highlighted Source Collection. The query driven visualization messages
are handled as follows:

� catalog.derive: The derive() of the Source Collection Tree is called to derive
a new Source Collection from the specified one.

� catalog.pull: Performs the same action as catalog.derive after which the
resulting Source Collection is broadcasted.

� object.highlight: Sets the highlighted sourcecollection member of the
Samp instance.

� object.info: Returns information about a Source Collection by calling its
get export() function.

� object.change: Change a property of a Source Collection by calling the chan-
ge() method of the object.

� object.action: Perform an action related to a Source Collection, either di-
rectly in the SAMP class or through the action() function of the object.

In the future the object. messages might be supported for other Astro-WISE objects
as well.

5.B.10 Storing Information

The SAMP client stores information about every table that is sent or received
through SAMP in its tables member. This is a dictionary with as primary key
the SAMP table-id. For Python objects (Source Collection, SourceList, PhotSrc-
Catalog, TableConverter), the object itself can be used as key as well. For Source
Collections and SourceLists, the resp. SCID and SLID are keys as well. Values of the
tables member are dictionaries with the following keys:

� name: Human readable name of the table.

� url: The url where the file is located.

� tableid: The table-id that is used within SAMP.

� type: The format of the table file (always ‘votable’).

� selected: A list of latest row numbers selected with a table.select.rowList

message.
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� highlighted: The latest row highlighted with a table.highlight.row mes-
sage.

� data: A TableConverter instance holding the contents of the catalog.



Chapter 6
Galaxies and their Environment

Abstract: The mechanisms described in chapter 2 and 5 are used to study the
relationship between galaxies and their environment with the Value-Added Galaxy
Catalog of the Korea Institute for Advanced Study and Galaxy Zoo morphologies.

The outskirts of clusters are important regions for galaxy evolution because in-
falling galaxies interact with their environment when they leave low density voids
and enter high-density environments. However, these are also regions for which the
environment is difficult to quantify. Braglia et al. (2007) show that the fraction of
blue galaxies peaks between one and two viral radii away from the center of clusters.
In this chapter we demonstrate that this can be turned around: the edges of clusters
can be defined as high-density regions where the density field is dominated by blue
galaxies.

These regions are shown to contain a larger fraction of red spiral galaxies and
blue elliptical galaxies than is expected from the morphology density relation. The
structure of galaxies, quantified by their concentration index, is less affected by the
composition of the environment. This indicates that any morphological transition
in these regions is largely independent from the change in color and concentration.
Furthermore we detect an opposite effect for red galaxies in low density regions: these
are more likely to be spirals in the presence of other red galaxies.

These results are achieved through new query driven visualization techniques
that are demonstrated throughout the chapter. The mechanisms scale to very large
datasets by reaping the benefits of full data lineage and data pulling. This mini-
mizes the bookkeeping that is required of scientists, while scalability and data reuse
is ensured automatically.

Furthermore, several applications are used in cooperation through the abstraction
layer provided by the Simple Application Messaging Protocol, allowing independent
software to collaborate.

203
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6.1 Introduction

Investigating the influence of environment is essential for studying the properties and
evolution of galaxies (chapter 1). Properties of galaxies correlate with their envi-
ronment: galaxies in dense regions such as clusters are red, massive, concentrated
and often ellipticals, while galaxies in sparse regions such as voids are blue, less
massive, extended and often spiral galaxies (Dressler, 1980; Whitmore et al., 1993).
These correlations differ in strength and it is a non-trivial task to disentangle this
multi-dimensional parameter space (Baldry et al., 2006; Ball et al., 2008). For ex-
ample, Van der Wel (2008) shows that the morphology of a galaxy—quantified by
its “Bumpiness” and Sérsic indices—depends mainly on its environment, but that
structure—quantified by Sérsic index alone—depends primarily on mass.

6.1.1 Quantifying Environment

Quantifying the environment of galaxies is a crucial but daunting problem in studying
the evolution of galaxies (chapter 4). This is especially true for intermediate density
regions at the boundaries of clusters.

However, these edges of galaxy clusters are crucial regions. For example, Braglia
et al. (2007) show that there is an increase in the fraction of blue galaxies in the
filamentary structures that connect the clusters. From this result we draw the hy-
pothesis that the boundaries of clusters can be defined by taking color into account
when estimating the environment: regions with a high density with a relatively large
contribution of blue galaxies form this boundary.

Furthermore, the environment plays a role on different scales: Park and Choi
(2009) show that a galaxy’s nearest neighbor can be more influential than the large
scale structure of the universe. Therefore we choose the Delaunay Tessellation Field
Estimator (DTFE, chapter 4) to estimate galaxy densities, because this method is
highly sensitive to local perturbation. These results are compared with a kernel
density estimator in order to study the effect of algorithm choice.

6.1.2 Query Driven Visualization and Data Pulling

In this thesis we developed new methods for visualization, which are demonstrated
by using them to create the catalogs and figures of this chapter. Query driven visu-
alization (QDV) is a technique to reduce the processing required to visualize data by
limiting computations to those subsets that are deemed interesting by the user. In
this thesis we see QDV as a continuation of data pulling, which extends the reduction
in processing to the creation of the datasets themselves (chapter 5).

For our mechanisms it is essential that catalogs are stored with full data lineage,
that is, all the information required to process them is stored (chapter 2). This
includes references to other catalogs that are used as input to the creation of the
catalog, called its dependencies, or progenitors. The net of dependencies chaining a
derived catalog to the original datasets is called its dependency graph.
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Data pulling mechanisms allow these dependency graphs to be created by re-
questing the required end product, in this case catalogs. The automatic creation and
processing of the dependency graphs ensures scalability, making the mechanisms ap-
plicable to large data sets. Several of these dependency graphs are shown to highlight
important features of these mechanisms.

This combination of data pulling with query driven visualization allows scientists
to visualize datasets which do not yet exist, simply by requesting them.

6.1.3 Applications and Interoperation

Exploring data interactively through query driven visualization is best performed by
using different applications together. The applications that were used for this research
are discussed in this chapter to highlight features of the query driven visualization
mechanisms.

All communication between the applications is performed through the Simple
Application Messaging Protocol (SAMP, chapter 5). The applications listed below
are improved versions of those introduced in section 5.3.3. These applications are
very basic, and are primarily intended to demonstrate the use of the designed SAMP
messages. Ultimately, support for these messages could be implemented directly in
visualization software. We summarize the applications discussed in this chapter:

� The Astro-WISE Environment is used to store and process all the catalogs as
Source Collections (chapter 2). In this chapter we describe Source Collections
with their class, which represents the action required to create the catalog, and
a unique identifier that can be used to look them up in Astro-WISE. Astro-WISE

tasks that cannot be performed through SAMP interaction are performed on
the interactive awe-prompt.

� The Simple Puller is used to request catalogs for visualization or further anal-
ysis. The Simple Puller was enhanced to also have a derive button to ask the
information system to define the requested catalog, but not process it1.

� The Tree Explorer is used to visualize the proposed dependency graphs when
requesting a catalog. Selecting a Source Collection in the graph highlights it
in the awe-prompt and in the Object Viewer, allowing it to be inspected or
modified if desired. Dependency graphs shown in this chapter are similar to
how they are shown in the Tree Explorer.

� Modifications to the proposed dependency graph can be applied over SAMP us-
ing the Object Viewer. The Object Viewer is also used to initiate the processing
and to send the result to other SAMP applications for visualization.

The final versions of most of the figures in this chapter were made with scripts that
use a specific Source Collection as input. These can be seen as potential precursors
to persistent graphs (section 2.7.4).

1The ‘derive’ functionality of the Simple Puller uses the catalog.derive message.
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6.2 Data Sets

The Value-Added Galaxy Catalog of the Korea Institute for Advanced Study is com-
bined with the Galaxy Zoo DR1 data, resulting in a sample with a high spectroscopic
completeness and by-eye morphological classifications.

6.2.1 Spectroscopic Completeness from KIAS VAGC

Sample selection is crucial in studying the environments of galaxies. The Value-Added
Galaxy Catalog of the Korea Institute for Advanced Study (KIAS VAGC, Choi et al.
(2010)) is a galaxy sample based on the New York University Value-Added Galaxy
Catalog (NYU VAGC) with improved spectroscopic completeness. The NYU VAGC
is based upon the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) which has a spectroscopic incom-
pleteness due to fiber collisions. The area of KIAS VAGC covered by the spectroscopic
sample with completeness higher than 95% is 2 119 sterradian.

Besides spectroscopic redshifts, the KIAS VAGC also provides most of the other
parameters used in this chapter: the Petrosian absolute magnitude in the r-band, u−r
and g − r rest-frame colors, all K-corrected to z = 0.1 and the inverse concentration
index (iC).

6.2.2 Morphologies from Galaxy Zoo

An early version of the Galaxy Zoo 1 data (Lintott et al., 2011) is used to quan-
tify the morphology of the galaxies2. Galaxy Zoo is an online project that uses
crowd sourcing for the classification of galaxies. Volunteers can classify galaxies in 6
groups: ellipticals, clockwise spirals, anti-clockwise spirals, edge-on spirals, mergers
and stars/unknown.

We consider a galaxy as elliptical if more people have classified it as elliptical
than the spiral categories combined and as spiral if more people classify it as either
clockwise, anti-clockwise or edge-on spiral than as elliptical. Galaxies classified as
unknown/star are not included and mergers are not explicitly treated. Morphologies
are only included in our samples after the quantification of environment in order
to ensure that the estimated densities are not influenced by any incompleteness of
Galaxy Zoo.

6.2.3 Initial Sample

A sample of 215 175 sources is selected from the KIAS VAGC with DEC < 20.0
and 115.0 < RA < 250.0. 98 sources are removed from this sample after visual
determination that these are incorrect or duplicate detections. The resulting sample
of 215 077 sources is called sample A and forms the basis of our research in the rest
of the chapter.

2We thank dr. Sugata Kaviraj for allowing us to use his derivative of the Galaxy Zoo data.
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6.2.4 Initial Datasets Creation

We give a short description about how these data sets are stored as Source Collections
in Astro-WISE, because they are depicted in later figures of the dependency graphs
that are generated through query driven visualization. The Source Collection concept
is discussed in detail in chapter 2. They are described here with their class and a
unique identifier (integer) that can be used to look them up in Astro-WISE. The
following raw datasets are ingested as External Source Collections in Astro-WISE:

� External 256571 contains the 593 514 sources of the KIAS Value Added Galaxy
Catalog (KIAS VAGC).

� External 274271 contains the source identifiers of sample A, a manual subselec-
tion of KIAS VAGC.

� External 100181 contains the 585 634 220 sources of SDSS DR7 PhotoObjAll.

� External 256581 contains attributes for the 893 212 PhotoObjAll sources that
are part of Galaxy Zoo DR1.

These are used as progenitors for the following Source Collections:

� Select Sources 274291 uses External 274271 to select sample A from KIAS VAGC
in External 256571. This Source Collection is used as basis for the rest of the
chapter.

� Relabel Sources 278241 relabels the sources in Galaxy Zoo External 256581 from
their SDSS identifiers to their corresponding KIAS VAGC identifiers of External
256571. AssociateList 555511 is used for the identification. This AssociateList
contains a sky match between Galaxy Zoo and KIAS VAGC of which some
incorrect associations are manually rectified.

� Select Attributes 278361 selects only the morphology related attributes from
the relabeled Galaxy Zoo sources in Relabel Sources 278241.

� Rename Attributes 282401 renames the Galaxy Zoo attributes in 278361 to
more descriptive names.
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6.3.1 Pulling Density Defining Populations

Density defining populations are selected from sample A through data pulling mech-
anisms. This demonstrates several unique features of our query driven visualization
methods:

� Parameters that do not yet exist can be requested and will be derived recursively.

� These calculations are defined on the most general data set they are applicable
to, facilitating reuse.

� However, the calculations are performed only for the smallest data set that is
required for the creation of the final catalog.

� The parameters used in the derivation can be inspected and changed from within
the visualization.

Sample with Cartesian Positions

A subset of sample A (Source Collection 274291) with the Cartesian positions can
be requested even though no such attributes have been calculated for these sources.
Figure 6.3 shows how this is done with the Simple Puller. A dependency graph will
be created to calculate the Cartesian positions, because they are not available in the
original KIAS catalog. Cartesian positions can be derived from the comoving distance
of the sources, which in turn can be derived from their redshift.

This dependency graph is shown in figure 6.5, the created Source Collections are
described in section 6.3.2. The Source Collection used for the calculation of comoving
distances is highlighted in the graph in yellow and is inspected with the Object Viewer
in figure 6.4.

The Source Collections used for the calculation of the missing parameters are
created with catalogs that contain all the sources of the KIAS VAGC as progenitor.
This allows them to be reused if Cartesian coordinates or comoving distances are
required for a different subset of the KIAS VAGC (section 2.3.3). However, the
processing of the Source Collections in the dependency graph is limited only to those
sources that are in sample B (section 2.3.4).
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the Simple Puller application used to request a volume-complete
catalog with Cartesian positions. The proposed dependency graph to create this dataset is

shown in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.4: Screenshot of the Object Viewer application showing the details of the Source
Collection that is created for the calculation of comoving distances. This Source Collection
is highlighted in yellow in figure 6.5. This demonstrational application is described in more

detail in section 5.3.3.
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6.3.2 Created Source Collections

The following Source Collections are created automatically to construct the depen-
dency graph of figure 6.5:

� Filter Sources 283271 selects the volume-complete sample.

� Select Attributes 283261 selects no attributes from the volume-complete KIAS
VAGC sources in Source Collection 283271, because none of the attributes of
the original catalog is requested.

� Attribute Calculator 276871 is created to calculate Cartesian positions. It is
defined for the largest set of sources it is applicable to, instead of only for the
selected sources. In this case this is Source Collection 256571 with all the KIAS
VAGC sources.

� Attribute Calculator 276791 is used to calculate the comoving distance required
for the calculation of Cartesian positions in Attribute Calculator 276871.

� Select Attributes 271851 in turn selects the redshift required for Attribute Cal-
culator 276791.

� Select Attributes 271821 is used to provide the Cartesian position Attribute
Calculator 276791 with celestial coordinates.

� Concatenate Attributes 271851 combines the comoving distance and celestial
coordinates from Source Collections 271821 and 276791.

� Finally, Concatenate Attributes 283241 is created to combine the volume limited
selection of sources from Source Collection 283261 with the Cartesian positions
from Source Collection 276871.

The following Source Collections are created when using the Simple Puller to create
sample Bred and sample Bblue (shown later in figure 6.9):

� Filter Sources 284451 selects all sources with "urcolor" <= 2.3 from Source
Collection 283271, which are the blue sources.

� Select Attributes 284441 selects no attributes from Filter Sources 284451.

� Concatenate Attributes 284431 combines the selection of blue galaxies from
Source Collection 284451 with the comoving positions from the existing Source
Collection 276871.

� Filter Sources 284481 selects all sources with "urcolor" > 2.3 from Source
Collection 283271, that is, the red sources.

� Select Attributes 284471 selects no attributes from Filter Sources 284481.

� Concatenate Attributes 284461 combines the selection of red galaxies from
Source Collection 284471 with the comoving positions from the existing Source
Collection 276871.
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6.4 Quantification of Environment

A novel method is used to quantify the environment of galaxies using two density
parameters, derived from samples based on color. Sample Bred and sample Bblue are
each used independently to calculate a density field for sample B with the Delaunay
Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE) (Schaap and van de Weygaert (2000), section
4.2.4), resulting in respectively densities ρred and ρblue. All densities are in units of
galaxies per cubic megaparsec. The total density and the relative contributions of the
two samples are respectively quantified as

ρtot = ρred + ρblue (6.1)

and
fρ =

ρred
ρtot

. (6.2)

Figures 6.6 shows the distribution of fρ and ρtot in sample B. Galaxies in regions
with a high density (high ρtot) are on the right side of the figure, those in regions
with a low density on the left side. Galaxies in regions where the environment is
dominated by red galaxies (high fρ) are in the top of the figure, those in regions
where the environment is dominated by blue galaxies are in the bottom of the figure.

The distribution has a crescent shape: in low densities neither the red or blue
galaxies dominate the environment, while high-density regions are either dominated
by blue galaxies or by red galaxies. This dichotomy at high density is caused by the
extreme sensitivity of the DTFE to local structures. The DTFE produces a very spiky
density field: a region with a small number of sources will be assigned a very large
density. This is a useful feature for our research, because it captures the influence of
the nearest neighbors of galaxies.

The value of fρ is not perfectly correlated with the fraction of red or blue galaxies.
The regions dominated by either red or blue galaxies still have a significant fraction
of galaxies with the opposite color. Most galaxies, even the blue galaxies, are in red-
dominated regions. This is to be expected because the majority of the galaxies in
sample B are red.
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6.4.1 Pulling Densities

The calculation of densities of galaxies is less straightforward than the calculation of
comoving distances and Cartesian positions, because the density cannot be derived
from properties of individual galaxies, but only from a sample of galaxies as a whole.

Two different samples need to be distinguished when estimating densities. The
target population represents the sources for which the environment should be quan-
tified. The density defining population is the sample that is used in the calculation
of the densities. The target population and the density defining population are in
principle independent samples; they might, or might not, contain the same sources.

A catalog with attributes that represent a density can be pulled, as long as it is
possible to determine what would be a good choice for a density defining population
for the requested sources. There are several ways in which such a mechanism could
be designed:

1. Use the target population as its own density defining population. This is a
sensible choice as default in a traditional setting where data is pushed. However,
in a data pulling environment it is not, because one could, for example, request
a quantification of the environment of only a handful galaxies that were deemed
to be interesting.

2. Use a specific preferred sample as density defining population. For example use
a volume-complete sample of an all sky survey. This could be a sensible default
if such a preferred sample is available.

3. Infer from the data lineage of the target population and related samples whether
there is a preferred way to create a density defining population.

Only the last mechanism might be sufficient to select density defining populations re-
quired for the research presented in this chapter. However, it would only be applicable
when a similar analysis has been done before, which is not the case here.

Therefore, user interaction is required the first time a density attribute is requested
for a specific set of sources. However, this can also be performed over SAMP, for
example using an application like the Object Viewer. Therefore, density parameters
can still be requested from within visualization software, even when no suitable density
defining populations can be chosen automatically. The density parameters can be
requested like any other parameter the next time they are required, because by then
they are already defined.

The Source Collections created for the calculation of densities will be shown in
figure 6.10, but are not explicitly described. Two Source Collections are created
manually to rename the density attributes so they can be included within the same
catalog.
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6.5 Analysis Samples

The environment quantification by ρtot and fρ can be used to study galaxies in dif-
ferent environments without having to examine galaxy clusters individually. The
volume-complete sample B is combined with Galaxy Zoo data in order to study the
influence of environment on the morphology of galaxies. 47 894 of the galaxies in
sample B are present in Galaxy Zoo, the other 123 sources are removed.

The density estimation is less reliable at the edges of the sample. Therefore a
subset of 31 272 sources is selected within 0.0 < DEC < 19.0 and 135.0 < RA < 235.0
as sample C. Sample C is used for further analysis and contains 20 991 red galaxies
and 10 281 blue galaxies.

6.5.1 Pulling Attributes

All the attributes defined in earlier sections can be discovered through data pulling
mechanisms. This means that they can be requested through query driven visualiza-
tion without requiring the user to specify where they are stored.

A subset of sample B has to be created manually in order to pull morphologies
from Galaxy Zoo in the same way as the other attributes, because there is no one-
to-one mapping between sources in these two data sets that can be used to do this
automatically. Therefore a Source Collection that forms the basis of sample C is
created as:

� Concatenate Attributes 287431 combines the KIAS VAGC of sample B in Source
Collection 283271 and the Galaxy Zoo data in Source Collection 282401. This
catalog contains 47 894 sources.

6.5.2 Creating Figures

Source Collection 287431 contains 47 804 sources that have photometry in KIAS
VAGC, morphologies in Galaxy Zoo and environment quantifiers in the Source Col-
lections created earlier. From this sample we first pull sample C, resulting in the
dependency graph shown in figure 6.9, with one new Source Collection:

� Filter Sources 287551 selects all sources from Source Collection 287431 that
satisfy the selection criterion ("DEC" BETWEEN 0.0 AND 19.0) AND ("RA"

BETWEEN 135.0 AND 235.0) AND ("redshift" BETWEEN 0.003 AND 0.097).
This is sample C.

This Source Collection is used as a basis to create the figures in this chapter through
query driven visualization. For example, figure 6.11a is created by requesting the at-
tributes elliptical, clockwise, anticlockwise, edgeon, unknownclass, density -

dtfe red and density dtfe blue for all the sources that satisfy "urcolor" > 2.3.
This results in the dependency graph of figure 6.10 which shows many of the catalogs
used in this chapter.
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6.6 Results

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 confirm that high-density regions that are dominated by blue
galaxies form the boundaries of clusters. Therefore we can use fρ in combination
with ρtot to compare the properties of galaxies in different environments.

The relation between morphology and environment is shown in figure 6.11. This
figure contains two subfigures with the same axis as figure 6.7. The color indicates the
fraction of elliptical galaxies in the different environments. The figures show that the
morphology of the galaxies depends on the composition of the environment. Regions
identified as the edges of clusters—high density, blue dominated—contain more red
spiral galaxies and more blue elliptical galaxies than can be expected from the total
density alone. In voids the opposite occurs for red galaxies: red galaxies are more
likely to be spirals in low density regions where the density field is dominated by other
red galaxies.

Figure 6.12 is similar to figure 6.11, but shows the fraction of concentrated galaxies
instead of the fraction of ellipticals. The structure of galaxies is quantified by the
inverse concentration index as iC = R50/R90, where R50 and R90 are the radii from
the center of a galaxy containing respectively 50% and 90% of the Petrosian flux in the
i-band. A galaxy is considered to be concentrated when iC < 0.4. The concentration
is less affected by the composition of the environment than morphology is.

The same analysis is repeated using a kernel density estimator in section 6.7 and
with the morphologies from KIAS VAGC in section 6.8 to study the effect of algorithm
choice on our results.
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6.7 Kernel Density Estimation

The DTFE was used as density estimator because it is sensitive to local structures,
resulting in the crescent shape of figure 6.6. The same analysis is performed with
a modified version of the Breiman kernel density estimator (MBE) (Wilkinson and
Meijer (1995), section 4.2.2) in order to study the effect of algorithm choice on the
results.

The MBE uses an Epanechnikov kernel with a size adapted to the local density
and has a good performance for astronomical data in general (chapter 4). An initial
kernel size of 10 Mpc (σopt in section 4.2.2) is set manually. An initial kernel size
of 5 Mpc was too small, undersmoothing the density field, especially for the blue
density defining population. A kernel size of 15 Mpc turned out to oversmooth the
distribution.

The distribution of ρtot and fρ as estimated by MBE is shown in figure 6.13. The
MBE produces a less ‘peculiar’ distribution of environment than the DTFE does.
There are no high-density regions that are dominated by blue galaxies and regions
with low densities are more diverse in composition. Nonetheless, two artifacts can
be seen. There is a ‘tail’ at low density, blue dominated regions. This is most likely
an effect of the chosen kernel size being too small for the blue population: the effect
is stronger when the kernel size is set to 5 Mpc. Furthermore, there are some low
density regions where the environment is almost entirely dominated by red galaxies.
This is probably again due to the kernel size being too small for the blue sample.

Two samples are defined using figure 6.13, analogous to figure 6.6 and with ap-
proximately the same galaxy counts. The spatial distribution of this sample is shown
in figure 6.14, analogous to figure 6.7. The environment quantifiers ρtot and fρ can
still be used to define different parts of galaxy clusters, even though there are no dis-
tinct high-density, blue-dominated regions. The detected clusters in red are similar as
those detected with the DTFE; the DTFE showing slightly thinner, more extended
structures. The galaxies in blue are farther from the cluster cores than with the
DTFE. It is difficult to define red and blue dominated regions that are as close to
each other as with the DTFE.

Figure 6.15 shows the effect of environment—as quantified by MBE—on the mor-
phologies of Galaxy Zoo. Figure 6.16 shows the effect on the concentration of galaxies,
as quantified by the inverse concentration index. A difference between the top and
bottom half of these figures can still be detected, although this is less pronounced
than with the DTFE (figures 6.11 and 6.12). Furthermore, an increased fraction of
red spirals and blue ellipticals is less constrained by the edge-regions identified in
figure 6.13 than with the DTFE.
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6.8 Comparison with KIAS Morphology

The KIAS VAGC contains its own morphological classification, that is not always in
agreement with Galaxy Zoo. The same analysis as with Galaxy Zoo was performed
with KIAS VAGC to study the effect of different morphological classifications. KIAS
VAGC classifies galaxies in early type and late type, where S0 galaxies are considered
early type and irregulars late type.

An automated scheme which uses the u− r color, inverse concentration and color
gradient in g− i is used to classify all galaxies. Subsequently, the small subset of the
galaxies that could not be classified reliably by the algorithm was inspected visually
(Choi et al., 2010).

The relation between morphology and environment is shown in 6.17, analogous to
figure 6.11. Figure 6.17a shows the same relation for red galaxies as figure 6.11a—the
corresponding figure for Galaxy Zoo classifications—only with even higher fractions
of red late type galaxies. Almost all blue galaxies in figure 6.17b are classified as late
type galaxies.

Figure 6.18 shows the difference between the classification of red galaxies of Galaxy
Zoo and KIAS VAGC as function of ρtot and fρ. Figure 6.18a shows the fraction of
red galaxies that are classified as spiral by Galaxy Zoo and as early type in KIAS
VAGC. Figure 6.18b shows the fraction of red galaxies that are classified as elliptical
by Galaxy Zoo and as late type in KIAS VAGC. The corresponding figures for blue
galaxies do not give any new information, because almost all blue galaxies are classified
as late types in KIAS VAGC.

Morphology is a difficult property to quantify and might be too complex to cap-
ture in a single parameters (Van der Wel et al., 2010). Therefore differences between
Galaxy Zoo and KIAS VAGC might indicate that the methods are actually quanti-
fying different properties. Therefore, a difference in classification makes a galaxy an
interesting object for further research, because this could help define the concept of
morphology better. A large number of these galaxies are located in the regions that
we identified as the boundaries of clusters. Assuming that galaxies interact with their
environment in these regions we can conclude that the difference in classification is a
result of evolution due to this interaction.
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6.9 Conclusions

We separate our discussion in astronomical conclusions and an evaluation of the query
driven visualization techniques.

6.9.1 Galaxy Evolution

The boundary regions of clusters can be detected as regions with a high density that
is dominated by blue galaxies. The Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE)
is a useful density estimator in this respect because it is highly sensitive to local
perturbations and allows identification of environments in a non-parametric way.

The kernel density estimator MBE is less suitable to study the properties of galax-
ies with this method. The MBE has more free parameters: an initial kernel size has
to be set and there is more freedom in defining environment on basis of the ρtot-fρ
diagrams than with the crescent shape produced by the DTFE. This freedom com-
plicates the definition of interesting environments without visual inspection of the
clusters. Finally, the effect of the composition of environment on galaxy properties is
less pronounced than with the DTFE.

Red galaxies in these boundary regions have a higher chance of being spiral galaxies
compared with other regions of similar density. However, this relation is inverted for
red galaxies in low density regions: red galaxies are more likely to be spirals in voids
where the density is dominated by red galaxies. The concentration index has a weaker
relation with the composition of the environment. This indicates that these regions
contain both extended and concentrated red spiral galaxies. The extended galaxies
suggest starvation or strangulation, a slow, non-disruptive process of gas stripping
(Larson et al., 1980; Bekki et al., 2001), resulting in galaxies with lower star formation
rates than galaxies with a similar structure in the field (Balogh et al., 1998).

So-called S0 galaxies are particularly difficult to classify. The population of S0
galaxies is not explicitly studied in this chapter because neither Galaxy Zoo nor
KIAS VAGC classifies these separately. S0 galaxies are disky, have little or no star
formation and a large bulge-to-disk ratio (Dressler, 1980).

Galaxy Zoo visitors might classify S0 galaxies as spirals due to their disky appear-
ance. Therefore, the concentrated red spirals might be S0 galaxies or their precursors.
In KIAS VAGC S0 galaxies are classified as early types. This would mean that fig-
ure 6.18a indicates the location of S0 galaxies that are classified as spirals in Galaxy
Zoo. Interestingly, these are primarily located outside regions identified as the edges
of clusters and are thus a different population from the red extended spirals in the
boundary regions. This is in agreement with Van der Wel et al. (2010), who argue
that it is important to distinguish between the S0 population as a whole and those
galaxies that have been affected by environmental processes.

Blue galaxies in high-density regions dominated by other blue galaxies have a
higher chance of being ellipticals. This is not accompanied by a change in concen-
tration. Therefore, these galaxies are probably not ellipticals turned blue, but spirals
turned elliptical due to interaction with their environment, e.g. through mergers.
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6.9.2 Evaluation of Techniques

The above results were achieved through data pulling in an environment with full
data lineage. This has several benefits, in particular with respect to collaboration,
bookkeeping and scalability.

The information system keeps track of all processing steps. Selection criteria and
process parameters are stored and can be recalled quickly, for example by collabora-
tors. Furthermore, process parameters can be changed from within external software.
This allows fast exploration of process parameters.

This high level of bookkeeping results in a seemingly complex processing pipeline,
such as in figure 6.10. However, this is only an apparent complexity because most
of the bookkeeping is automated and used to simplify the tasks required of scien-
tists. Firstly, dependency graphs as in figure 6.10 are created mostly automatically.
Secondly, processing steps can be defined on a conceptual level: scalability and reuse-
ability is implicit.

The SAMP abstraction allows several independent programs to cooperate effi-
ciently. In practice these applications do not even have to run on the same machine.
Furthermore, after the initial ingestion of the data, no manual file handling was re-
quired.

Therefore we conclude that query driven visualization in an environment with full
data lineage and data pulling is a powerful tool for astronomers. Scientists can focus
on the research they want to perform: bookkeeping, scalability, data sharing, etc. is
taken care of automatically.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

Billions of astronomical objects are detected with modern telescopes, for which hun-
dreds of parameters are quantified. New techniques are necessary for interactive
exploration of these large datasets. Query driven visualization is introduced in this
thesis to achieve the required scalability while retaining flexibility and facilitating
collaboration.

Research on the evolution of galaxies and their interaction with the environment
highlights the requirement of using such large datasets. A large number of galaxies
are necessary to discover relations between their properties and to subsequently find
exactly those galaxies that do not follow the detected trends. Furthermore, flexibility
in quantifying the properties of galaxies is required, because many of them can be
estimated with different methods.

Visualization of these large datasets boils down to the question of how to show
terabytes of survey data on computer screens of only a few megapixels. We tackle
this scalability problem by turning it around and phrasing the question from the
perspective of the desired result: Given a one megapixel screen, what needs to be
done to visualize this one terabyte of data?

Starting from the desired end product, it is possible to automate the tasks required
to achieve the necessary scalability, because at every step it is known what the end
result has to be. In this thesis we research how astronomical catalogs should be
handled to accomplish this scalability and we design mechanisms to automatically
discover, create and process catalogs in a scalable and flexible way.

Query driven visualization is a technique that allows scientists to discover existing
datasets and create new datasets by requesting data directly from within the visual-
ization by using these mechanisms. This allows scientists to interact with their data
in a conceptual way and allows them to focus on what they want to do with the data,
because how this is done and where the data is stored is implicitly taken care of.
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7.1 Query Driven Visualization

Automation is required by approaching the scalability problems of astronomical da-
tasets from a visualization perspective. A high level of abstraction is necessary for
interactive exploration through visualization, because this allows the visualization
program to focus on what it does best: presenting data to the user. In particular,
scalability should not be the responsibility of the software creating the visualization,
but of the software that provides the necessary data.

With standalone visualization software, the user is required to deliver data man-
ually. A more scalable method is to have the user request the data from within the
visualization. Traditionally this requires the user to know where the data is stored
and it is usually not possible to create new data this way.

In this thesis we introduce query driven visualization, a technique where data is
requested directly from within the visualization in a way that allows users to not only
request data in a declarative way, but also create new data. As a result, there is no
difference between requesting existing data and creating new data.

Existing data can be discovered without having to describe where and how the
required data is stored. New data is automatically created in an optimal way in
case the requested data does not yet exist. These two ingredients provide scalability:
processing is only spent on data that is required for the visualization and data is
reused as much as possible. Neither the scientist nor the visualization software has
to worry about how the data is processed or stored, because this is implicit.

A request for data can be formulated in an implementation independent way. This
allows software to interoperate more easily than before, while at the same time the ap-
plications need less detailed knowledge about each other’s inner workings. In the work
done for this thesis, we used the Simple Application Messaging Protocol, a standard
from the International Virtual Observatory Alliance to achieve this abstraction.

The research in this thesis primarily concerns astronomical catalogs. These cat-
alogs can range in size from a full survey with billions of objects and hundreds of
parameters, to a handful of objects with a few parameters used for a visualization.
We also use the term sources to denote these objects, since most of them are detected
due to the light they emit.

7.1.1 Automatic Data Discovery and Creation

Query driven visualization relies on the idea that all data handling is automatically
performed in an optimal way. In this thesis we develop new methods to achieve this
for astronomical catalogs.

An important aspect is that we make a distinction between a catalog itself and
its contents. A catalog is created by defining what it contains in a conceptual way.
The determination of the exact set of sources in the catalog, and the derivation of the
actual values of their parameters is not necessarily performed at the time the catalog
itself is created. Furthermore, the contents of the catalog are not necessarily stored
once they are known.

This separation has enabled us to create mechanisms to handle data requests from
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query driven visualization with the desired automatic scalability. These mechanisms
can be summarized into four categories that roughly represent the chronological order
in which they are used to deliver the required data for the visualization:

� Catalog Discovery : Catalogs that can be used to deliver or create the requested
data are found automatically. Not only does this relieve scientists of managing
the administration of their own datasets, but, more importantly, allows them to
use data from collaborators automatically. Sharing data is therefore implicit.

Discovery of catalogs is done by searching through the information that is stored
about the catalogs; it is not necessary to inspect the catalog data itself. This is
a necessity because the catalog can simply be too large and more importantly,
because the actual contents of the catalog do not have to be stored at all.

� Catalog Creation: New catalogs are defined automatically if there are no existing
catalogs that meet the requirements of the data request. Other datasets that
are required for the creation of the new catalogs are recursively found or created
in the same way.

These new catalogs are created such that they are most suitable for reuse in
possible future requests. This prevents the creation of many related and possi-
bly overlapping catalogs, minimizing the required administration and duplicate
datasets.

For example, if a specific parameter has to be calculated for a small set of
requested sources, then the catalog containing these parameters will be defined
for the largest set of sources the calculation is applicable to. This way, the newly
created catalog can be reused when the same parameter is later requested for a
related, but slightly different, set of sources.

� Catalog Processing : The discovered or created catalogs can be processed par-
tially. Only those parts of the catalogs that are required for the requested end
result, are processed. Therefore, the processing is kept to a minimum, ensuring
scalability.

This is achieved by temporarily reorganizing the order of the operations that
are required to produce the end result. For example, selections of sources and
parameters are performed before the calculation of new parameters.

The processing itself can be performed on different machines. Some operations,
such as selecting subsets of sources, can be performed best on a database, while
others, such as the calculation of parameters, can better be performed on a
distributed computing cluster. For interactive visualization of small datasets it
can be useful to process everything on the workstation of the scientist.

� Catalog Storage: The processed parts of the catalogs are stored only if this is
necessary for performance. That is, they are stored in case the cost of repro-
cessing the data on demand is higher than the costs of the required storage.

This is especially important for astronomical catalogs, because many operations
to create catalogs, result in partial copies of existing catalogs, such as selecting
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a subset of sources or parameters from another catalog. In the particular case
of selecting a subset of sources, it is also possible to only store the identifiers of
the selected sources, without creating copies of all their parameters.

The catalog data itself can be stored in a central database and/or on the local
machine of the scientist. The first is essential to work with large datasets and
for collaboration; the latter is essential for real time interaction.

A key element in all of this is that, from a user perspective, it is not necessary to
know exactly how the data is stored, as long as it can be accessed in a feasible way.
It is the data that matters, not how it is stored and scientists should not have to be
encumbered with the task of managing the storage of data.

The same line of reasoning applies to processing. What is important is that the
data is created according to the desires of the scientist, not exactly how the processing
itself is performed.

7.1.2 Data Lineage

All the above mechanisms to handle astronomical catalogs in the most optimal way,
depend on keeping track how catalogs are processed. Standards for storage of astro-
nomical data have been invented long ago. The current development that plays a
central role in this thesis is that not only the data itself but also information about
its creation is stored digitally, called data lineage.

In this thesis we investigate how data lineage of astronomical catalogs should be
treated, in particular with scalability and visualization in mind. There are two pieces
of information that define a dataset: other datasets from which the new dataset is
derived, and information about the used methods and chosen values for free param-
eters in these methods. In specifying this information it is not directly relevant how
these methods are performed to create the described dataset.

The information about the creation of datasets is called data lineage, and defining
the data lineage of a catalog is enough to create it. The data lineage of a catalog
contains all the information required to process it, that is, it unambiguously defines
how to create the contents of the catalog. Therefore it is not actually necessary to
process the catalog.

Most of the problems that were encountered in designing query driven visualization
mechanisms for astronomical catalogs, are solved by the use of data lineage. This is
possible because the data lineage is more than just the creation history of data: it
also facilitate parsing of data requests, discovery of data, creation and processing of
data, etc.

Properly designing a structure for data lineage to achieve all of this is difficult.
Maximizing the amount of information that can be inferred from the data lineage
alone, without inspecting the described data itself, is one of the most important el-
ements in this. The primary way this is accomplished in this thesis is by defining
processing steps as elementary as is feasible. Complex processing steps can subse-
quently be defined as a composition of the more elementary ones. This results in
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many intermediate datasets. However, this does not increase the required data stor-
age, because with full data lineage it is not necessary to store the data of most of
these intermediate products and because the same stored bit can be used in different
datasets.

The more elementary the processing steps are, the better the above mechanisms
can fulfill their task. In particular the reorganization of processing steps to process
a catalog partially benefits from the elementary operations, because this allows the
reordering to be more fine-grained.

7.1.3 Flexibility

Flexibility in processing is just as important as scalability in exploring data through
interactive visualization. Attaining flexibility seems to be at odds with scalability and
automation, because the latter often come with a loss of control. However, through
query driven visualization the opposite is true: scientists have more control over how
their data is derived, exactly because as much as possible is automated.

The automation requires a well defined structure on how to process data, through
data lineage. This can be utilized in visualization. Firstly, the visualization software
can use the data lineage within the visualization, by representing data in different ways
based on how it is created. Secondly, the data creation process can be visualized itself.
This makes it possible to inspect the creation of data from within the visualization,
for example to determine whether the data is suitable for the specific goal that the
scientist has in mind. Lastly, it is even possible to influence the creation of data from
within the visualization in an abstract way.

7.1.4 Astro-WISE

Astro-WISE is an is an information system that is designed with the properties required
for query driven visualization. Astro-WISE is created by the Astro-WISE Consortium,
coordinated by OmegaCEN-NOVA. OmegaCEN is an astronomical data center for
storage and processing of OmegaCAM optical wide field imaging surveys (such as
KIDS). In recent years functionality has been added which made it a universal tool
for astronomical data processing, archiving and scientific analysis. It is designed
to accommodate raw data for thousands of nights of observations with more than a
petabyte of data storage. It utilizes federated databases and data servers, and parallel
compute clusters to manage these vast amounts of data. In this thesis we describe
how query driven visualization of catalogs is implemented within Astro-WISE.

7.2 Galaxies and their Environment

Large catalogs are necessary to study the evolution of galaxies, and the research in
this thesis offers a way to handle these. The universe contains billions of galaxies,
that each consist of billions of stars: almost all sources that are visible with the naked
eye belong to our own galaxy.
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Generally speaking there are two kinds of galaxies: red elliptical galaxies and blue
spiral galaxies. This is a too simplistic model of reality, even though many other
properties of galaxies can be encompassed in this bimodality. For example, red spiral
galaxies and blue elliptical galaxies exist as well.

Galaxies evolve during their lifetime and that the interaction with their environ-
ment plays an important role in this. Regions with a high density of galaxies, such as
clusters, have a higher fraction of elliptical galaxies than regions with a low density.
This is the so called morphology-density relation. A simplified model of the evolution
of galaxies in relation with their environment, is that galaxies form as blue spiral
galaxies in low density regions, get pulled into clusters due to gravity, and transform
into red elliptical galaxies due to interaction with their environment.

The regions on the edges of clusters is of crucial importance in studying these
galaxies, because most of their evolution happens in these regions. At the same
time are these edges hard to describe, because they have complex shapes and the
environment varies quickly as function of location. No perfect method to quantify
the environment of galaxies is known. Different methods are compared in this thesis
and a (for astronomers) new method is introduced. The methods each have their own
strengths and weaknesses. Therefore it is essential that astronomers have access to
different methods and chose the most applicable method based on their goals.

The set of galaxies that is used to quantify the environment is just as important
as the choice of method. In this thesis we introduce a method to detect the edges
of clusters by treating the presence of red and blue galaxies separately: the edges of
clusters can be defined as regions with a high density of galaxies with a large contri-
bution of blue galaxies. These edges of clusters contain more red spiral galaxies and
more blue elliptical galaxies than is expected from the morphology-density relation
alone. Two different morphological classifications are used to investigate this effect
and in both cases there are more red spiral galaxies in these regions. However, these
are also the regions where the differences in classification between the methods is the
largest. This indicates that there are a lot of galaxies in this region of which the
morphology is difficult to quantify. This could be because these galaxies are in the
middle of an evolutionary transition.

7.3 Outlook

The query driven visualization and associated mechanisms as described in this thesis
are only the beginning of what is possible. It is insightful to look how query driven
visualization might develop in the future.

7.3.1 Data Lineage Standards

The benefits of the query driven way of interacting with data can be traced back to
the idea that the data lineage provides a separation between what scientists want
to do with their data and how this goal is accomplished. In designing data lineage,
the focus should be on what the data represents and what is done with the data,
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not how or where the data processing or data storage exactly takes place. On the
long term this could lead to standardized descriptions of data processing, similar to
standardized data formats, that can easily be shared between environments.

7.3.2 Ultra-fine Partitioning of Data Lineage

In this thesis we argue that processing steps should be as elementary as possible. This
allows partial processing of data by reorganizing the required operations to create a
dataset. This reorganization is done by local permutations, because this only requires
knowledge of the commutation rules between processing steps. The more elementary
the processing steps are, the easier it is to define the commutation relations between
them and the more fine-grained this reorganization can be done. Ultimately it should
be possible to partition processing steps to steps as small as individual arithmetic
operations such as multiplications and additions.

Not only the data lineage should be defined in small parts, but also the data itself.
In a sense, every pixel value or catalog element can be seen as a separate data product.
Even properties like the number of sources in a catalog is a processing result in its
own right. Such an extreme separation allows every component of a data product to
be processed and stored on its own.

Nonetheless, it is not necessary to actually treat all these small pieces of infor-
mation separately all the time. Large datasets can be split up when this is required
automatically and the data itself can often be stored as part of the original whole.
Vice versa, datasets can be combined into larger datasets without requiring extra data
storage. As an extreme example this would make it possible to treat the images of
survey as a large full sky image, while retaining the possibility of handling individual
pixels at the same time.

7.3.3 Incremental Visualization

In this thesis we have restricted ourselves to requesting a complete dataset for visual-
ization. That is, the scientist defines which visualization is required and the required
data is delivered automatically, but always as a whole. Creating a catalog it its
entirety can still be very time-consuming, even if it is created in the most efficient
way.

This problem can be resolved by incremental visualizations. That is, the visual-
ization software will receive the requested data in parts and build the visualization
in steps. Query driven visualization is an excellent mechanism for this, because data
is already processed in parts. There are two main ways this can be achieved with
catalog data. The simplest way is to derive the required catalog data for an growing
set of sources until the catalog has been created for the entire requested set of sources.
The second way is to derive the parameters of the sources in varying precision. That
is, the parameters are first derived with a few digits precision and more digits are
calculated as time goes on, refining the visualization.

This will improve the response time for interactive visualization, making inter-
active exploration of data faster as a result. Scientist can get an overview of their
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requested visualization quickly and can either decide to wait for the details to im-
prove, or decide to cancel the operation. Furthermore, it would be possible to vary
the details of the visualization. For example by spending more time on the processing
of outliers in the visualization.

There are several challenges that have to be overcome to achieve this. Most
importantly, the visualization software should be able to handle data that changes in
precision. Furthermore, the user should be able to specify interactively which parts of
the visualization require more detail. This requires on the fly reevaluation of how the
data should be processed. The data processing should not only be able to work on the
level of individual parameters of sources and individual pixels as described above, but
even on individual bits of these values. Most of the solutions to these challenges can
be seen as a continuation of the mechanisms underlying query driven visualization,
and have therefore become within reach by the work described in this thesis.

7.3.4 Current and Future Astronomical Projects

Several large astronomical projects are currently under way or planned for the fu-
ture. The OmegaCAM optical camera will soon start operations on the VLT Survey
Telescope, resulting in KIDS, a 1500 square degree survey. This will be the optical
counterpart of the infrared survey VIKING from the VISTA telescope. The future
Euclid mission plans to cover 20 000 square degree and will detect up to 1010 galax-
ies. In this thesis we primarily discussed the use of query driven visualization with
released survey data. There are several ways in which these ongoing projects can
benefit form query driven visualization, in particular during their earlier phases.

The commissioning, operations and data reduction of these new instruments is
done in collaborations between scientists in different institutes. In these early phases
there is a need for close interaction with the data to experiment with process pa-
rameter settings and to explore different data reduction methods. Query driven vi-
sualization makes this experimentation faster. Furthermore it becomes easier to gain
insight in the developments of other members of the collaboration and to integrate
their results in ones own work.

The focus in this thesis is on query driven visualization of catalog data. Survey
operations would benefit from combining this with image handling. For example this
would make it trivial to answer questions such as “how would this color-color plot
change if a different overscan correction method is used during the image reduction?”.

Other astronomical projects with large datasets can also make use of query driven
visualization. The LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) project produces such enormous
amounts of raw data that most of it cannot be stored. LOFAR uses a huge amount
of low-cost sensors that are placed in stations spread over an area of 1500 km wide.
Data processing and storage is performed both locally at the stations, at a central
location and on distributed grids. It is a nontrivial question to decide what processing
should take place where and which parts of the data should be stored and for how
long.

These are the exact same problems that arise with query driven visualization.
Therefore it would be interesting to see whether the same solutions can be applied.
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That is, whether the LOFAR processing and storage challenges can be tackled in a
dynamical way by starting at the desired end product.

7.3.5 Galaxy Evolution

The large datasets required for studying the properties and evolution of galaxies
formed the rationale for our development of query driven visualization and its un-
derlying mechanisms. Only a fraction of the field is covered by the research in this
thesis, and there are many more questions. Query driven visualization can be used
to answer them with data from current surveys such as KIDS, performed with the
OmegaCAM on the VST and far future surveys planned with the Euclid satellite.

The relations between the properties of galaxies are intertwined. Many galaxy
properties correlate to some extent with each other. Query driven visualization can
help disentangle these different relations by combining it with software for automatic
detection of trends, clusterings and outliers in the data. This software can use the
same query driven mechanisms to achieve scalability. Coupling automatic analysis
with visualization will combine computing power with human intelligence, allowing
for efficient exploration of this multi-parameter space. For example, there is a large
parameter space to explore in color space alone. In this thesis we focused on five
optical bands, resulting in 10 different colors. Combining this optical data with
another five infra red bands results in 45 different colors. It will be interesting to
explore data from different wavelength regimes.

Query driven visualization is useful in comparing different methods to quantify
properties of galaxies and studying their effects, because it allows flexible exploration
of methods and parameter settings. Adding more colors to the parameter space opens
up the ‘method’ space as well, because many of the properties of galaxies, such as
mass, can be derived from their colors. Applying our new techniques we discovered
that the color of galaxies can be used in quantifying environment. There is no a priori
reason to assume that the specific color that was used (u − r) is the most suitable
color to use. Therefore, the use of other colors and other galaxy properties in the
quantification of environment should be investigated.

In this thesis we present a mechanism to detect the edges of clusters, a particularly
difficult to quantify environment. We demonstrated that these regions are interesting
for galaxy evolution. For example, they contain larger fractions of red spiral galaxies
and blue elliptical galaxies than other regions. The next step is to investigate whether
it is possible to associate evolutionary stages and mechanisms to these regions and
galaxies within them. For this it is required to study these regions in more detail, and
with more information such as colors from different wavelength regimes or spectral
data.

Furthermore, these edge regions contain many galaxies for which the morphology
apparently is hard to quantify, because they are classified differently by different
methods. A reason for this could be that these methods actually quantify different
properties of galaxies, because describing morphology with a single parameter might
not be feasible at all. This leads to the interesting question of what would be a proper
way to study the morphology of galaxies and query driven visualization can help to
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explore the possibilities.

7.4 Conclusions

Query driven visualization allows scientists to discover existing datasets and create
new datasets by requesting data directly from within the visualization. New datasets
are automatically created in such a way that they are most suitable for reuse in
future requests, preventing duplications of data. The subsequent processing of the
datasets is limited to those parts that are necessary to create the data for the requested
visualization, achieving implicit scalability.

The same mechanisms ensure that scientists have control over the methods and
parameters that are used to process their data, achieving flexibility. This allows
scientists to interact with their data in a conceptual way and allows them to focus
on what they want to do with the data, because how the processing is performed and
where the data is stored is implicitly taken care of.

This is achieved by storing how data is processed. The processing should be defined
in steps that are as small as feasible. This maximizes the amount of knowledge that
can be inferred from the processing information without having to inspect the data
itself. This in turn, makes it possible to automate administrative tasks such as the
discovery and scalable creation of data.

Applying our techniques we discover that the edges of galaxy clusters can be
detected by taking color into account in the quantification of environment. We detect
an overabundance of red spirals and blue galaxies in these regions, indicating evolution
of galaxies. Furthermore, these regions have a large fraction of galaxies for which
there is a discrepancy in the classification of morphology through different methods,
suggesting that these galaxies are in the process of morphological transition.

The current wide field surveys such as KIDS, VISTA and those planned for Euclid,
will make it possible to study such evolution of galaxies in great detail, due to the
billions of galaxy that they will detect. Other astronomical projects such as LOFAR
will process even more data, part of which has to be done in real time. All these
projects require the scalability and flexibility provided by query driven visualization
and the underlying mechanisms. Ultimately, query driven data visualization is not
only a bright possible future, but perhaps even an inevitable one.



Nederlandse Samenvatting

Met de huidige telescopen worden miljarden sterrenkundige objecten gedetecteerd,
waarvan honderden parameters worden gemeten. Er zijn nieuwe technieken nodig om
zulke grote datasets interactief te kunnen doorzoeken. In dit proefschrift introduceren
we vraaggestuurde visualisatie, of query driven visualization, waarmee de benodigde
schaalbaarheid bereikt wordt en samenwerking bevorderd wordt, terwijl flexibiliteit
behouden blijft.

Grote datasets zijn onder andere nodig bij het onderzoeken van de evolutie van
melkwegstelsels en hun interactie met hun omgeving: aan de ene kant om de samen-
hang tussen de eigenschappen van melkwegstelsels te kunnen ontrafelen en aan de
andere kant om juist d́ıe melkwegstelsels te vinden die zich aan de veronderstelde
trends onttrekken.

Het visualiseren van deze grote datasets komt neer op de vraag hoe deze terabytes
aan data kunnen worden weergegeven op computerschermen van enkele megapixels.
In dit proefschrift wordt dit probleem aangepakt door het om te draaien en de vraag
te herschrijven vanuit het oogpunt van het gewenste resultaat: gegeven een scherm
van een megapixel, wat moet er gebeuren om deze terabyte aan data te visualiseren?

Startend vanuit het eindresultaat is het mogelijk om de benodigde dataverwerking
op een schaalbare manier te automatiseren, omdat het bij elke stap duidelijk is wat
het eindresultaat zal worden. In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we hoe sterrenkundige
catalogi moeten worden beheerd om deze automatische schaalbaarheid te bewerkstel-
ligen en we ontwikkelen mechanismen voor het schaalbaar en flexibel vinden, maken
en verwerken van catalogi.

Vraaggestuurde visualisatie is een techniek om bestaande datasets te vinden en
nieuwe datasets te creëren door data rechtstreeks vanuit de visualisatie op te vragen.
Hierdoor kunnen wetenschappers op een inhoudelijke manier met hun data omgaan
en kunnen ze de nadruk leggen op wat ze met de data willen doen, want hoe de data
het best verwerkt kan worden en waar de data het beste opgeslagen kan worden is
impliciet.
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Vraaggestuurde Visualisatie

In dit proefschrift introduceren we vraaggestuurde visualisatie, of query driven vi-
sualization, een techniek waarmee grote datasets bekeken kunnen worden omdat de
dataverwerking geoptimaliseerd wordt voor de gewenste weergave. De benodigde data
kan rechtstreeks vanuit de visualisatiesoftware opgevraagd worden, waardoor er au-
tomatisch bepaald kan worden wat er precies moet gebeuren om deze data zo snel
mogelijk aan te leveren.

Om aan zo’n dataverzoek te voldoen, wordt relevante bestaande data automatisch
gevonden en wordt nieuwe data automatisch op een optimale manier gemaakt. Als
resultaat is er vanuit de visualisatie gezien geen verschil tussen het opvragen van
bestaande data en het creëren van nieuwe data. Zowel de wetenschapper als de
visualisatiesoftware hoeft zich hierbij niet druk te maken over hoe de data verwerkt
en opgeslagen wordt, omdat dit automatisch geregeld is.

Een hoog abstractieniveau is belangrijk voor interactieve visualisatie, want hier-
door kan de visualisatiesoftware zich volledig richten op hetgeen waar het voor be-
doeld is: het presenteren en inzichtelijk maken van de gegevens. In het bijzonder
hoeft schaalbaarheid niet de verantwoordelijkheid van de visualisatiesoftware te zijn.
Zowel de visualisatiesoftware als de wetenschapper moeten ervan uit kunnen gaan dat
dit geautomatiseerd is.

De mechanismen die de basis vormen voor vraaggestuurde visualisatie maken het
mogelijk om deze abstractie te bereiken. Hierdoor kunnen verschillende applicaties
op een intensievere manier met elkaar samenwerken, terwijl ze tegelijkertijd beter van
elkaar gescheiden zijn. In dit proefschrift gebruiken we daar het Simple Application
Messaging Protocol voor, een standaard van de International Virtual Observatory
Alliance.

Automatisch Vinden en Creëren van Catalogi

Vraaggestuurde visualisatie vereist dat het beheer en de verwerking van data automa-
tisch op een zo efficiënt mogelijke manier plaats vindt. In dit proefschrift onderzoe-
ken we hoe deze automatisering aangepakt moet worden voor sterrenkundige catalogi.
Deze catalogi kunnen miljarden bronnen (hemellichamen) beschrijven, met honderden
parameters, of juist een handjevol bronnen met enkele parameters.

Het belangrijkste aspect hierin is dat we een onderscheid maken tussen een cata-
logus zelf en de inhoud ervan. Een catalogus wordt al gemaakt door te definiëren wat
voor gegevens de catalogus bevat en wat ervoor nodig is om de inhoud in te vullen.
Het is niet nodig om op het moment dat de catalogus wordt gemaakt, al te bepalen
welke bronnen de catalogus precies bevat en wat de waarden van de parameters van
deze bronnen zijn. Dit kan later gedaan worden: op het moment dat de data daad-
werkelijk nodig is. Verder hoeft de inhoud van de catalogus ook niet altijd opgeslagen
te worden wanneer deze bepaald is.

Dit onderscheid heeft het mogelijk gemaakt om mechanismen te ontwikkelen om op
een schaalbare manier aan dataverzoeken van vraaggestuurde visualisatie te kunnen
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voldoen. Deze mechanismen kunnen in vier categorieën worden samengevat, ongeveer
in chronologische volgorde waarin ze worden toegepast om de gevraagde data aan te
leveren voor de visualisatie:

� Vinden van Catalogi : Bestaande catalogi die gebruikt kunnen worden om de
gewenste data aan te leveren, worden automatisch gevonden. Hierdoor worden
wetenschappers voor een groot deel ontheven van administratieve taken omtrent
de opslag van hun datasets. Belangrijker nog: wetenschappers kunnen op deze
manier datasets van collega’s vinden en gebruiken. Hierdoor is het delen van
data impliciet geworden.

Bestaande catalogi worden gevonden door het doorzoeken van de informatie die
over de catalogi wordt opgeslagen. Hierbij is het niet nodig om de inhoud van
de catalogi te raadplegen. Dit is noodzakelijk omdat de catalogi simpelweg te
groot kunnen zijn, en belangrijker: omdat de inhoud van een catalogus niet per
se opgeslagen hoeft te zijn.

� Maken van Catalogi : Nieuwe catalogi worden automatisch gedefinieerd, indien
er geen geschikte catalogi zijn die aan de voorwaarden van de wetenschapper
voldoen. Catalogi en andere datasets die hier weer voor nodig zijn, worden
recursief op dezelfde manier gevonden of gemaakt.

Deze nieuwe catalogi worden zo gemaakt dat ze zo goed mogelijk herbruikbaar
zijn voor volgende dataverzoeken. Dit voorkomt dat er catalogi met overlap-
pende inhoud worden gemaakt.

Als bijvoorbeeld een bepaalde parameter uitgerekend moet worden voor een
kleine groep bronnen, dan wordt de catalogus die deze parameter bevat, gedefi-
nieerd voor de grootste groep bronnen waarop de berekening van toepassing is.
Hierdoor kan de catalogus hergebruikt worden wanneer de parameter voor een
vergelijkbare set bronnen nodig is.

� Verwerken van Catalogi : Pas wanneer alle benodigde catalogi beschikbaar zijn,
wordt de inhoud van deze catalogi gemaakt. Hierbij worden alleen die delen van
de catalogi gecreëerd, die daadwerkelijk nodig zijn voor het gewenste eindresul-
taat. Dit beperkt de benodigde dataverwerking tot het minimum, wat resulteert
in optimale schaalbaarheid.

Het gedeeltelijk verwerken van data is mogelijk, omdat het precies bekend is hoe
elke catalogus gebruikt wordt voor het eindresultaat. Hierdoor kan de volgorde
van de benodigde bewerkingen worden veranderd zonder dat het gewenste eind-
resultaat verandert. Selecties van bronnen en parameters kunnen bijvoorbeeld
eerder worden uitgevoerd dan het berekenen van nieuwe parameters.

De dataverwerking zelf kan op verschillende manieren worden uitgevoerd. Som-
mige stappen, zoals het selecteren van bronnen uit een catalogus, kunnen het
beste op een database worden uitgevoerd, terwijl anderen, zoals het uitrekenen
van nieuwe parameters, beter op een computercluster gedaan kunnen worden.
Voor interactieve visualisatie van kleine datasets kan het echter handig zijn om
alles op de computer van de gebruiker uit te voeren.
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� Opslaan van Catalogi : De inhoud van de catalogi wordt alleen opgeslagen als
dit nodig is. Dat wil zeggen, dit gebeurt alleen als de kosten van de benodigde
opslagruimte opwegen tegen de kosten van het steeds opnieuw uitrekenen van
de data.

Voor sterrenkundige catalogi is dit erg belangrijk, omdat veel catalogi overlap-
pen qua inhoud, zoals een catalogus die gemaakt is door bronnen of parameters
uit andere catalogus te selecteren.

Het is ook mogelijk om slechts een gedeelte van de inhoud van de catalogus op
te slaan. In het specifieke geval van het selecteren van bronnen uit een andere
catalogus kan het bijvoorbeeld de moeite waard zijn om alleen maar op te slaan
om welke bronnen het gaat, maar niet een kopie te maken van alle parameters.

De inhoud van de catalogi kan worden opgeslagen in een centrale database en/of
op de locale machine van de wetenschapper. Het eerste is essentieel om met grote
datasets om te gaan, het laatste voor interactieve dataverwerking.

Een sleutelelement in deze mechanismen is dat het vanuit het gebruikersperspectief
niet essentieel is om precies te weten waar en hoe de data is opgeslagen, zolang de
data maar toegankelijk is. De data zelf is hetgeen dat belangrijk is, niet hoe het is
opgeslagen, en wetenschappers worden zo niet belast met administratieve taken in
verband met dataopslag.

Dezelfde redenering gaat op voor de dataverwerking. Wat belangrijk is, is dat de
data gemaakt wordt volgens de wensen van de wetenschapper, niet de details over
hoe dit precies gedaan wordt.

Flexibiliteit

In interactieve visualisatie is flexibiliteit in het verwerken van de data bijna net zo
belangrijk als schaalbaarheid. Het behouden van deze flexibiliteit lijkt op gespannen
voet te staan met schaalbaarheid door automatisering, omdat dit laatste vaak gepaard
gaat met een verlies aan controle. Het tegenovergestelde is waar met vraaggestuurde
visualisatie: juist omdat zoveel mogelijk geautomatiseerd is, hebben wetenschappers
meer controle over de verwerking van hun data.

De automatisering vereist dat informatie over de dataverwerking met een strakke
structuur wordt opgeslagen. Dit kan gebruikt worden voor de visualisatie. Ten eerste
kan de deze informatie verwerkt worden in de visualisatie, door de weergave van de
data aan te passen aan hoe deze gemaakt is. Ten tweede kan het proces waarmee de
data gemaakt wordt, zelf gevisualiseerd worden. Als laatste is het zelfs mogelijk om
de dataverwerking aan te passen vanuit de visualisatie.
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Astro-WISE

Astro-WISE is een informatie systeem dat is ontworpen met de eigenschappen die
nodig zijn voor vraaggestuurde visualisatie. In dit proefschrift beschrijven we hoe we
vraaggestuurde visualisatie binnen Astro-WISE hebben gëımplementeerd.

Astro-WISE is gemaakt door het Astro-WISE Consortium, gecoördineerd door
OmegaCEN-NOVA. OmegaCEN is een datacentrum voor de opslag en verwerking
van optische OmegaCAM survey data (zoals KIDS). Het is geschikt om ruwe data
van duizenden nachten aan observaties op te slaan met meer dan een petabyte aan
opslagruimte. Er worden gefedereerde databases en dataservers en computer clusters
gebruikt om deze enorme hoeveelheden data te kunnen beheren.

Melkwegstelsels en hun Omgeving

Voor het bestuderen van de evolutie van melkwegstelsels zijn grote catalogi nodig,
waarvoor de in dit proefschrift beschreven manier van dataverwerking een uitkomst
biedt. Het heelal bevat miljarden melkwegstelsels, die ieder weer uit miljarden sterren
bestaan: vrijwel alle hemellichamen die met het blote oog zichtbaar zijn, horen bij
ons eigen melkwegstel, de Melkweg.

Ruwweg gesteld komen melkwegstelsels in twee soorten: rode elliptische stelsels
en blauwe spiraalvormige stelsels. Hoewel veel andere eigenschappen van melkweg-
stelsels in deze tweedeling zijn te bevatten, is dit een te simplistische weergave van de
werkelijkheid: er bestaan bijvoorbeeld ook blauwe elliptische stelsels en rode spiraal-
stelsels.

Om de eigenschappen van melkwegstelsels goed te onderzoeken, zijn grote datasets
nodig. Aan de ene kant zijn deze nodig om statistisch onderzoek te kunnen doen
naar de samenhang van de eigenschappen van melkwegstelsels en aan de andere kant
om juist d́ıe melkwegstelsels te vinden die zich aan de algemeen geldende relaties
onttrekken.

Een belangrijk aspect hierin is dat melkwegstelsels gedurende hun bestaan ver-
anderen en dat de interactie met hun omgeving daarin een belangrijke rol speelt.
Gebieden met een hoge dichtheid aan melkwegstelsels, zoals clusters, bevatten rela-
tief meer elliptische stelsels dan gebieden met een lage dichtheid. Dit is de zogeheten
morfologie-dichtheidsrelatie. De meest elementaire beschrijving van melkwegstelse-
levolutie is dat ze als spiraalstelsels ontstaan, door de zwaartekracht naar clusters
toegetrokken worden en door interactie met hun omgeving veranderen in elliptische
stelsels.

De gebieden aan de randen van clusters zijn van cruciaal belang in het onderzoeken
van melkwegstelselevolutie, omdat hier de meeste evolutie van de invallende stelsels
plaats vindt. Tegelijkertijd is de omgeving van deze randgebieden het moeilijkst
te beschrijven, omdat deze gebieden een grillige vorm hebben en de omgeving snel
verandert als functie van plaats.

Er is geen perfecte methode bekend om de omgeving van melkwegstelsels te kwan-
tificeren. In dit proefschrift wordt een aantal verschillende methoden vergeleken en
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een (voor de sterrenkunde) nieuwe methode gëıntroduceerd. De methoden hebben
ieder hun eigen sterke en zwakke punten. Daarom is het essentieel dat astronomen
verschillende methoden tot hun beschikking hebben en afhankelijk van hun doelstel-
lingen de meest toepasselijke methoden gebruiken.

Verder is niet alleen het algoritme om de omgeving te kwantificeren van belang,
maar ook welke melkwegstelsels gekozen worden als onderdeel van de omgeving. In
dit proefschrift beschrijven we een manier om de randen van clusters te vinden door
de aanwezigheid van rode en blauwe stelsels apart te behandelen: de randen van
clusters zijn te definiëren als gebieden met een hoge dichtheid van melkwegstelsels
met een relatief groot aandeel van blauwe stelsels. Hierbij moet worden aangemerkt
dat ondanks dat het begrip kleur gebruikt wordt om omgeving te bepalen, er toch
stelsels van elke kleur in elke omgeving voorkomen.

Deze als clusterrand aangemerkte gebieden bevatten meer rode spiraalstelsels en
blauwe elliptische stelsels dan uit de morfologie-dichtheidsrelatie valt te verwachten.
Verder zijn twee verschillende morfologische classificaties gebruikt om deze relatie te
onderzoeken. In beide gevallen worden meer rode spiraalstelsels gevonden in deze
gebieden, maar dit blijken ook de gebieden te zijn waar de twee methoden de groot-
ste verschillen in classificatie vertonen. Dat geeft aan dat er zich in deze gebieden
veel stelsels bevinden die moeilijk te classificeren zijn. Dit indiceert weer dat dit
evolutionele tussenvormen van stelsels zouden kunnen zijn.

Conclusies

In dit proefschrift wordt vraaggestuurde visualisatie gëıntroduceerd, een techniek
waarmee wetenschappers bestaande data kunnen vinden en nieuwe data kunnen creër-
en door het rechtstreeks vanuit de visualisatiesoftware op te vragen. Dubbele of over-
lappende datasets worden voorkomen door nieuwe datasets zo te definiëren, dat ze zo
goed mogelijk hergebruikt kunnen worden voor toekomstige dataverzoeken. Schaal-
baarheid wordt bereikt door vervolgens alleen dat deel de dataset te maken dat ook
daadwerkelijk nodig is voor het gewenste eindresultaat.

Dezelfde mechanismen zorgen ervoor dat wetenschappers controle hebben over
de methoden en parameters die gebruikt worden voor de verwerking van hun data,
waardoor flexibiliteit gewaarborgd is. Samen zorgt dit ervoor dat wetenschappers op
een inhoudelijke manier met hun data om kunnen gaan en kunnen ze de nadruk leggen
op wat ze met de data willen doen, want hoe de data het best verwerkt kan worden
en waar de data het beste opgeslagen kan worden is geautomatiseerd.

Door deze technieken toe te passen bij het onderzoeken van melkwegstelselevo-
lutie, ontdekken we dat de randen van clusters van melkwegstelsels kunnen worden
gedetecteerd door kleur mee te nemen in het bepalen van de omgeving van melkweg-
stelsels. Deze clusterranden bevatten meer rode spiraalstelsels en blauwe elliptische
stelsels dan andere regionen, een indicatie van melkwegstelselevolutie. Verder blijkt
de morfologie van veel melkwegstelsels in deze regionen moeilijk vast te stellen: ver-
schillende methoden geven verschillende resultaten. Dit kan erop duiden dat deze
melkwegstelsels een morfologische transitie ondergaan.
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De huidige en aankomende sterrenkundige surveys, zoals KIDS en VISTA en de
surveys die voor Euclid gepland staan, zullen het mogelijk maken de evolutie van
melkwegstelsels erg gedetailleerd te onderzoeken, vanwege de miljarden bronnen die ze
gaan detecteren. Al deze projecten hebben schaalbaarheid en flexibiliteit nodig in het
analyseren van hun data, waarvoor vraaggestuurde visualisatie en de onderliggende
mechanismen aangewend kunnen worden. Uiteindelijk is vraaggestuurde visualisatie
misschien niet alleen een rooskleurige mogelijkheid voor de toekomst van visualisatie,
maar zelfs een onvermijdelijke.
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Dankwoord

It’s done, finished!

Writing this thesis was a long journey on which many of you accompanied me,
and I would like to take some time to reflect on that. There are so many people that
I relied on or learned from, and I am not sure whether I reciprocated you all enough!
In these few pages I’d like to express my gratitude, although I’ll probably will not
manage to thank all of you who helped me.

First of all I would like to thank my promotores. Most of my research I did under
supervision of Edwin Valentijn and in many ways this has shaped not only my thesis,
but also the way I work in general. I learned most from your optimistic nature and
your constant focus on the future. For you there is only one direction, forward, which
ensures that you will not be held back by the past. This made me more productive
and offered structure in my research. Related, you are always supportive of the people
around you, highlighting their strengths: even in our most fierce disagreements I felt
that I had your backing.

Scott, we had a kind of episodic relationship, which made me a bit of an odd
person in your group. I enjoyed discussing research with you and liked your pragmatic
but at the same time thorough approach. You often forced me to think and draw
a conclusion, which usually was already somewhere in my mind, but needed to be
found. In particular I would like to thank you for noting that the position of an
adverbial clause in English is the opposite from in Dutch. Jos, I already knew some
of your students before I met you, and I’m glad to join their ranks. We can approach
problems in quite different ways, and I learned to adapt to your more structured
approach.

Furthermore I would like to thank my reading committee. You helped me see
my research in different ways, making it better overall. Thijs, although you were
often only involved in my research from the sidelines, you were always there to count
on. Reynier, I appreciated our discussions very much, they always showed me a new
perspective. The honesty in your comments always ensured me they were constructive.
Michael Biehl, you gave me some good insights to my research.

I did my research as part of the Astro-VIS group, a collaboration between astro-
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nomy and computer science. This was a fruitful collaboration, although with more
challenges than I expected. Michael, I noticed that we had our best discussions when
I formulated my thoughts in the same way and in the same order as they occurred to
me. This had led to some interesting discussions that I couldn’t have had with other
people.

Bilkis, it was a good time having you as a colleague and a friend. I think you
did an amazing job, performing research while experiencing both the happiest and
the saddest possible events in your family. From our discussions I learned that we,
astronomers, take many more things for granted than we know, because you wouldn’t
accept those without a proper reasoning. More than this, I liked our discussions about
cultural differences. I think you will be very good in combining the best of both our
worlds.

I was lucky to do a large part of my research in collaboration with OmegaCEN,
the group that develops Astro-WISE. Everyone in this has their own expertise but
at the same time everyone is also up to date of what the others are doing, creating
a very well oiled machine. My discussions with all of you has shaped my research,
and occasionally also my life perspective in general. Danny, we discussed quite a
lot about my research and I wouldn’t know what this thesis would have looked like
without these meetings. Your have often pointed me into the direction where I wanted
to go, but either couldn’t find or didn’t even know I was trying to reach. Kor, you
have influenced me and this work in many ways. You have helped me ingesting data
quite often and introduced me to most of Astro-WISE. I based much of my work on
yours, but I also tried to learn from your personality. In our conversation I noticed
how you like clarity and you focus on the details that matter and I think my way of
working improved quite a bit due to these discussions. Willem-Jan and Ewout, you
two know all the details of Astro-WISE and you were always able to quickly explain
parts I didn’t fully understand. Your work laid the foundations to my Astro-WISE

contributions and I hope I succeeded in modeling my contributions after yours. Gijs,
thank you for always showing interest in my work, and your ability to understand
what I mean, even if I don’t do so myself. John, on several occasions you helped me
organize my thoughts by having a high level discussion. And you bake some excellent
cookies. Andrey, you helped me often with choosing the right terminology and being
more precise in my writing. Furthermore, thanks for introducing me to music genres
and tea blends that I never knew existed. Jeffrey, almost daily I run my scripts which
test whether specific things that you like to do with my code still work, so much do I
appreciate your interest in my research. You should take me observing the galaxy on
my cover some time, so I can check the first Messier object of the list. Johnson, thanks
for unknowingly helping me improve my writing. I’ve often looked up how you would
formulate something when I couldn’t find the right words. I’ll miss talking with you
about the differences between Uganda and the Netherlands. Gert, you have many
admirable qualities as a scientist, you are curious, investigative, honest, thorough,
inventive and you just get the job done. Thanks for introducing me to the world of
galaxy evolution. Lastly, Marjolein, you helped me out in some difficult moments and
it was interesting to see the Astro-WISE group and Kapteyn in general through your
eyes as a relative outsider.
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My research, mood and view on life, was greatly influenced by the people I shared
my room with over the years. Chris, you are my example of a real scientist. You are
smart, calm, structured, kind, friendly, wise, proud, social. I can only manage some of
these at the same time, but you seem to succeed at doing all of them at once. Matias,
you were a center of the social life in our institute. You were always able to keep
things real, even under pressure, and always managed to let everything end in a good
way. Parisa, you enhanced my views of the world with our discussions about Iran
and the Middle East. I think you will be a great public speaker because you express
yourself with your whole being. Johan, it has been a fun short time, having you in
our office for the second time. I enjoyed our discussions of mathematics and the art
of programming. The combination of your curiosity and your quick understand will
make you an excellent scientist

I was very fortunate to work in the positive vibe of the Kapteyn Astronomical
Institute and there are many others who were influential for this thesis. Matthijs,
our lives were intertwined enough that you will always be ‘buurman’ even in Canada
Not only did we share a bar and an office, we even made an office in our bar and a
bar in our office! Our weekly scheduling meetings were essential in structuring my
work and gaining control over my research, and you were always there when I felt
lost. Guido, it seems I’ll win this round! Marlies, I think you are doing absolutely
great with organizing the open nights. It is quite fun to discuss ideas on how to make
astronomy more tangible for de stadjers.

Rien, my office is located within your growing empire. Although I have been
in your family for only a while, I think it is impossible to get out completely. It
was nice too see your group grow, and you as both a scientist and a person with it.
Bernard, you were important in me shaping myself as a scientist. You are wonderful
in combining science, work, hobby, technology and family at the same time and I try
to picture the future of my life in a similar way.

Wim, Martin, Eite, your fabulous computer network has piqued my interest that
was necessary for my research. You are much more than the computer group, and are
an essential part in the social cohesion of our institute. My live would have been a
lot harder here if it wasn’t for the care of our secretariat, Gineke, Jacky and Hennie.
Lucia, you started just before I started my PhD and you saved me from so many
perils since.

Research is never a nine to five job, and combining my PhD with the rest of life
has proven to be quite challenging. My stamgenoten, Janneke, Elsbeth, Harmen and
partners probably had to endure my sleep deprivation or frustration the most. Thank
you for keeping my spirit up in difficult times. Also those of you who left Groningen,
Jolanda, Dirma, and Jisk, Ramon, Janine, I follow in your footsteps. Olof, it was
always nice to discuss astronomy with you and thanks for providing an industry
perspective on my thesis. Vincent, our add-on stammie, thanks for reading and even
remembering several parts of my chapters.

Many other friends helped me directly or indirectly. Arjen, I think we look great in
a penguin costume. Daniel, my view on life was influenced by our late conversations
about physics, mathematics and programming and the world in general. Ilja, Lars,
Annelies, we really should start a game company some day. Maple, thank you for
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stubbornly keeping inviting me to gigs, I promise I’ll come next time. Robert en
Marije, for actually not discussing my thesis. Marike en Max, for taking care of our
cats during our sparse vacations. Niek, I’ve enjoyed our visits to Basel greatly. Arend,
looking forward to see you back in the Netherlands. Furthermore I would like to thank
my old cFP friends, amongst them Jeroen for always being there when I managed
to actually call, Coen for writing the most beautiful philosophy essays and Maarten
for helping me discover that the number of n dimensional sides of a d dimensional
hypercube is 2(d−n) d!

(d−n)!n!
1.

I could not have written this thesis without support from my family. In Germany
the partner of a PhD student would also be called Doctor. Wieke, you deserve the title
of Frau Doctor as well: this thesis would not have been possible without you, but it
would also not have been worth it either! You were always there to support me, even
when I must have been unbearable. You helped me structure my mind and always
managed to convince me that everything would turn out all right. Most importantly,
on many occasions you would remind me what is important in life, perhaps often
unknowingly. Our relationship has become stronger and deeper in these four years,
and together we can achieve everything we want.

Marja, you might be the only person in the world who could come and visit and let
my stress vanish completely instead of increasing it! Frans, your fondness of puzzles
and mathematics must have had quite an influence on my research choice: solving
the problems in this thesis feels the same as solving your pink pentonimo cuboid.
Marijke, thanks for introducing me to meditation, bringing some organization to
these last months. Peter en Ineke, thanks for always being supportive and ensuring
I got my cultuurpunten. Dick, Alexandra, Geerke, Andy, Solomon, Rein, Eefke and
Chris, Rivkah, Hildebrand, Annemieke, Ruben, I’ve always felt directly at home in
your company. Paul, thanks for showing me how to embrace doubt. Naomi, you
see the true virtues of my brother, who deserves my final thanks: Koen, you keep
showing me how you can achieve anything through creativity, integrity, perseverance
and above all by having a big hearth.

1We were unaware of the binomial coefficient back then.
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